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ABSTRACT

The United States residential buildings sector with its over 135 million customers contributes 48% of

peak energy demand and about 1 billion tons of carbon emissions. Peak energy demand reduction via

demand flexibility (DF) is critical to increasing grid-integrated renewable energy and reducing carbon

emissions. Yet, DF does not meet its peak demand reduction goal by over 60% due to low participation

rates (<8% in the residential sector) and high attrition rates (>30% override rates). Complex diverse

human behavior and evolving comfort priorities, especially with climate change, further complicate

predicting peak energy demand and DF adoption rates. Anticipating and predicting DF overrides and

accounting for different customer types in peak demand estimates are also critical to successful DF

program design. Existing residential occupant behavior and building energy models (BEM) relevant to

peak demand predictions and DF technology prioritization do not suffice in reducing peak demand

uncertainties, understanding how occupants interact with DF, or predicting how different residential

customers might adopt DF. This dissertation fills these gaps by delineating the key factors that impact

what people do to drive peak demand (behavior). It also answers why people override signals from DF

programs (interactions) and how these might affect DF estimates (modeling) based on population

demographics. The methods in this dissertation combine econometric/statistical and BEM approaches via

supervised machine learning models, statistical significance tests, big data analytics, and large-scale

physics-based building stock energy model development to create new DF-relevant datasets. For instance,

low-income groups may refrain from DF enrollment due to price shocks (up to 8 times greater peak energy

burdens relative to high-income groups) if a uniform price-based demand flexibility scheme is signaled. The

overarching goal is to influence robust DF program designs that can fully integrate clean energy grid

solutions while including underserved communities in the United States.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

This dissertation presents novel work that explores how behavioral preferences and demographic factors

influence residential peak energy demand and reduction strategies. This is towards advancing grid

resilience through informed, inclusive, and people-focused demand flexibility program designs. Many

countries (developed and developing) must reduce peak energy demand across several demographic groups

to approach fully resilient, inclusive renewable energy access. However, predicting and curbing peak energy

demand are increasingly challenging due to complex human behavior and evolving comfort priorities,

especially with climate change.

1.1 Background

Demand flexibility (DF) is a utility resource that can potentially reduce customer peak demand. Peak

demand refers to the maximum energy consumed per time or the highest demand on the grid as a whole.

Utilities then need additional power plants (or capacity generation) to meet such peak demands during

only few peak hours of the year, thus important as the grid capacity goes beyond meeting average energy

consumption but these peak demands. DF (including demand response (DR)1) aims to shift energy

consumption across hours of the day while delivering end-use services such as air-conditioning, domestic

hot water, and electric vehicle charging at similar or improved quality prior DF, but at lower costs [1, 2].

DF allows demand-side loads, especially equipment in buildings, to be able to provide grid services (these

include peak demand reduction, frequency response, and load shifting [3]). Yet, DF does not meet over

60% of its estimated 30 gigawatts (GW) peak demand reduction goal in the USA’s electric sector [4].

The United States residential buildings sector is of particular interest in this body work given it has 135

million residential electricity customers (accounting for 87% of the United States electric industry customer

base) that consumes 21% of the total primary energy (100 quadrillion British thermal units a.k.a. Quads),

37% of the approximate 4,000 gigawatt-hour of total electricity consumed [5], but 48% of the 720 GW

hourly summer peak electricity demand [6, 7] and 49% of the electricity revenue base (i.e., total energy bill

[7] (see Figure 1.1 for 2020 statistics). The sector also accounts for 1 billion metric tons of carbon emissions

[8] and annually spends $112B on space heating and air-conditioning alone [9] which can be lower if

buildings require less grid capacity generation per time (lower peak demand) and if there is less uncertainty

with demand levels (flexible demand). Importantly, peak demand reduction is critical in residential

1Demand response (DR) is how utilities typically refer to most demand-side management programs while demand flexibility
(DF) is an emerging umbrella term for the communications and control technologies that facilitate demand response [1].
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buildings. The literature estimates 157 GW of potential reductions in peak demand across sectors by 2030

in which 61 GW of summer peak demand that could be reduced is associated to the residential the

residential sector [6, 10, 11]. As of 2020, the potential estimate for DF potential to reduce peak demand

was 40 GW (with 10 GW from residential buildings) but only 10.4 GW peak demand reduction was

achieved across sectors (with 3.5 GW from residential buildings) [5]. This poor DF performance is based on

low residential DF participation rates (<8%) [5] and high attrition rates (greater than 30% override rates

i.e., enrolled DF customers revert to their preferred operating conditions instead of those signaled by the

DF program requirement) [12–14]. These are two significant issues often cited for DF under-performance

driving the need for improved DF program designs to reach more customers. Existing literature suggests

that DF strategies need to understand the occupant behavioral elements contributing to peak load,

overrides, and (non-)adoption due to the poor DF participation and adoption rates described [12, 15–17].

21%

37%

48%

19%

21%

49%

0% 50% 100%

Energy Use

Electricity Use

Peak Electricity Demand

CO₂ Emissions

Utility Energy Bill

Utility Electric Bill

Residential Commercial All Other Sectors

~100 Quads

3,930 GWh

720 GW

4.9 BT

$1,204 B

$394 B

Figure 1.1 Summary of the importance of the residential sector in peak electricity demand relative to other
sectors as of year 2020. Data sources: EIA Monthly Energy Review May 2021, EIA Today in Energy 2020,
EPRI 2008, EIA Electricity Annual 2020 [5–7, 18].

To understand these behavioral elements, there are different occupant behavior models, including

occupancy (presence and count) models, occupant action models (links occupancy and activities), and

occupancy preference (e.g., set temperature) models [19]. Previous attempts to model occupant behavior

relative to peak demand did not clarify critical factors that drive people’s energy use behavior and

interactions during periods relevant to DF [20–22]. A critical literature review of attempts to model

occupant behavior reveals that there is a poor understanding of what key factors drive people’s energy use

behavior during times critical to demand flexibility [23]. It is thus difficult to integrate such key behavioral
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factors into stock-level (i.e., number of dwelling units > 100) energy models useful for peak demand

estimates and DF strategies development. Existing occupant behavior averaging models show up to 300%

off-predictions of peak energy demand behavior [24]. Energy models using current stochastic occupancy

modeling techniques for predicting occupancy end-use schedules often result in greater than 20%

off-predictions of aggregate peak energy demand with most uncertainties attributed to poor occupancy

predictions [23]. Also, stochastic occupancy models do not apply seamlessly across different regions as

these are heavily reliant on detailed historical energy use data and iterative validations to approximate

aggregate peak demand.

Anticipating and predicting DF overrides and accounting for different customer types in peak demand

estimates are also critical to successful DF program design. Occupant comfort and the perception of

comfort (i.e., if occupants think DF enhances or compromises their comfort) play a significant role in these

overrides. There are several outstanding questions on how utilities and product designers might be

responsive to these customer comfort needs [25]. In a recent work, we show how different single-family

residential customer types represented as four persona types enrolled in DR might deviate from DF

estimates of peak demand reduction capacity by up to 20% based on comfort-driven priorities [26].

However, the literature suggests that keeping the override feature of DF is an essential option necessary for

consumer acceptance of DF programs [27]. This comfort-design balance question on how customers might

respond with less override is therefore a key reason to explore factors influencing override rates.

Furthermore, existing building energy models (BEM) do not account for demographic differences,

limiting energy technology prioritization applications inclusive of different demographic groups [17, 28].

This is important when the goal to achieve higher DF adoption rates also means reaching different

customer types. For instance, the Rocky Mountain Institute estimates that residential peak demand

reduction should be about 61 GW assuming an 85% adoption rate different from the aforementioned

current 2020 3.5 GW actual peak demand reduction from only 8% of the United States residential

buildings [5, 10]. Demographic characteristics are known to influence technological adoptions [29–34], but

to-date, they have rarely been included in energy simulations used in informing technology prioritization.

This is important especially with increasing public interests on developing equitable climate and energy

investments that do not exclude certain group of individuals [35–38].

1.2 Problem Statement, Research Contributions, Hypothesis, and Scope

Existing residential occupant behavior models and building energy models relevant to peak demand

predictions and DF strategies do not suffice in reducing peak demand uncertainties, understanding how

occupants interacts with DF, or predicting how different residential customers might adopt DF. This
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dissertation fills these gaps by developing high-resolution BEM-compatible occupancy activity models with

occupant time use, override interactions, and behavior encoded to be sensitive to geography and

demography via three distinct research studies.

The problem statement in summary is that representing complex peak demand behavior across different

occupant types with different comfort preferences makes peak demand estimation difficult given poor

occupancy representation in relevant building energy models while DF continues to be riddled with low DF

adoption rates and high override rates (these problems are listed in Figure 1.2).

RQ3—Peak demand modeling 
for different demographic 

groups

RQ2—Peak demand reduction 
adoption/interactions: the role 

of occupant character

RQ1—Peak demand behavior 
drivers: assessment and 

prediction

Peak demand 
estimation and DF 

adoption Low DF adoption 

Different occupant 
characteristics

Complex peak demand 
behavior

Different DF measures/ 
programs

High override rates

Comfort preferences

Poor occupancy 
representation

Figure 1.2 The main problem statement around peak demand estimation and demand flexibility adoption
from extensive literature review and the three main research questions posited in this dissertation to fill
these gaps.

Hence, this dissertation delineates the vital contributing factors that impact what people do to drive

peak demand (behavior). It also answers why people override signals from DF programs (interactions) and

how these might affect peak energy demand estimates (modeling) based on population demographics in

publicly available surveys, a dataset easily accessible to many utilities and countries. Accordingly, I

combine exploratory and developmental elements to produce three major research contributions via three

main research questions (RQs) listed in Figure 1.2 and described below:

1. (RQ1—Peak demand behavior drivers: assessment and prediction) Test which demographic variables

statistically predict occupants’ energy use behavior after controlling for climate, season, location, and
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day of the week to answer what people do to drive peak demand. What is the probability of engaging

in a specific DF-type activity during different periods of the day?

2. (RQ2—Peak demand reduction adoption/interactions: the role of occupant character) Test which

demographic, geographic, and personal-context factors significantly drive an overriding decision

during demand response events using connected thermostats as a reference DF technology. What is

driving override behavior during DF adoption?

3. (RQ3—Peak demand modeling for different demographic groups) Develop a probability distribution

model with dependencies on the identified key demographic factors to accurately describe household

occupancy and peak energy demand for city-level building stock energy models. How can we estimate

how much residential peak demand a given demographic group contributes in the absence of metered

end-use demographic-differentiated load profiles to understand the energy equity impacts of DF

programs?

The overarching hypothesis for this dissertation is that properly accounting for key demographic

variables can improve our predictions of peak energy use across a variety of modeling

applications from time use to DF overrides to stock energy models and how occupants will

respond to interventions to reduce that peak use.

Table 1.1 summarizes the scope of the three research questions. The scope covers the geographical

location of interest, the main datasets used, what years were covered, the sample size, the temporal

resolution in the data used, the novelty of each study, what software tools were used, and my contributions

as the main author.

Specifically, the first research question on the drivers of peak demand behavior (RQ1) tests which

demographic variables are the best predictors of occupancy behavior related to household energy use and

DF activities after accounting for effects of climate, season, location, and day of the week. The

demographic variables include household count, social class (measured by employment status, education,

and income), and age of household occupants. Two separate studies result; a survey assessment framework

for DF behavior in Chapter 2 and another study adopting machine learning models for predicting DF

behavior Chapter 3.
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Table 1.1 Scope summary of the three research questions in this dissertation. The scope covers the geographical location of interest, the main
datasets used, what years were covered, the sample size, the temporal resolution in the data used, the novelty of each resulting body of work, what
software tools were used, and my contributions as the main author.

Scope
RQ1 RQ2 RQ3
Peak Demand Behavior Drivers:
Assessment and Prediction

Peak Demand Reduction Adop-
tion: The Role of Occupant Char-
acter

Peak Demand Modeling Frame-
work for Different Demographic
Groups

Geographical lo-
cation

United States United States Los Angeles city

Main datasets
used

American Time Use Survey (ATUS) ecobee Donate Your Data (DYD)
American Community Survey (ACS)
Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS)
Los Angeles Department of Water and
Power 2012 Load Research Data (LRD)

Year(s) in main
data

2013 – 2018 2015 – 2018 2015 – 2019

Sample size 200,000 respondents 5,800 households enrolled in thermostat
demand response

84,000 households in LA city

Temporal
resolution in
data

Minutes (defined by activity intervals -
one full day per respondent)

5-minute timestep
ACS PUMS : Static (variables per
household)
LRD: Subhourly (15-minute) system
load

Study novelty DF behavior assessment and prediction
from publicly available activity survey

DF override differentiation between
building types and customer types at
different seasons

Timeseries building energy modeling
accounting for demographics to esti-
mate differential peak demand contri-
bution by customer groups.

Software tools
used

Python, Stata, Microsoft Excel AWS S3, SQL Athena, Python, Stata,
Microsoft Excel, BEopt

AWS S3, HPC Eagle, SQL Athena,
AWS Glue, Python, Stata, ResStock
(EnergyPlus + OpenStudio + Ruby +
BuildStockBatch), Microsoft Excel

Main author
contribution

Conceptualization, Methodology, Data curation, Formal analysis, Software, Writing – Original Draft, Writing – Review
and Editing, Project administration, Visualization, Validation.

Co-author con-
tributions

Writing – Review & Editing, Funding acquisition, Supervision, Resources, Software.



Research question 2 on the role of occupant character and comfort on peak demand reduction adoption

in Chapter 4 tests which weather conditions, demographic factors, and personal-context factors are most

statistically correlated to override decision during demand response for direct heating and cooling load

control using connected thermostats as a reference DF technology. These variables include outdoor/indoor

temperature conditions, household characteristics (including floor area, number of floors, age of home,

number of occupants, and whether the building is mainly electric or not), number of override events in

events other than demand response during daily thermostat use, and daily count of times exposed to DR

events. I use large datasets in RQs 1 and 2, including the 2003-2018 American Time Use Survey and

5-minute time-series ecobee Donate Your Data. The methodology involves using existing publicly available

data to develop new insights about DF-relevant occupant energy use behavior, time use, and override

decisions using machine learning models, including linear and logit regressions, and econometric tools to

identify several crucial factors.

The last research question (RQ3) on how to develop peak demand modeling framework for different

demographic groups in Chapter 5 develops a novel methodology using conditional probability mass

function development, set constraints, and custom-development of a version of a building stock energy

model to include demographics in physics-based building energy model in the absence of

demography-differentiated timeseries load profiles. The probability distributions use dependencies on

identified key demographic and geographic factors to accurately describe household occupancy and peak

energy demand for city-level stock energy models using Los Angeles as a case study. For RQ3, I develop a

foundational framework for demographic inclusions in large-scale building energy models using the

NREL-developed ResStock model as the example building energy model.

1.3 Dissertation Overview and Organization

1.3.1 Overview and Overall Methodology

The dissertation provides fundamental approaches to quantifying the drivers of peak demand behavior

and demand flexibility (DF) adoption, and accounting for demographic differences in peak demand

estimates. The dissertation also provides insights critical to developing inclusive and equitable demand

flexibility strategies.

The methods I present in this dissertation uniquely combine econometric, statistical, and building

energy modeling approaches (via machine learning models, multiple regression analysis, statistical

significance tests, big data analytics, and large-scale physics-based building stock energy model

development) to predict and curb peak energy demand which are increasingly challenging due to complex

human behavior and evolving comfort priorities, especially with climate change. Figure 1.3 is a flow-chart
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describing the general data preparation, processing, model development, and validation, and analysis

methods used overall in this dissertation.

Data

Data processing

Model development 
and tests/validation 
(Output and Methods)

Analysis

American Time Use Survey 
(ATUS)

200,000 USA respondents
DF periods

Demographic characteristics

Statistical and econometric analysis
Choice: Multinomial model
Duration: Linear regression 

analysis

4,200 test respondents
DF behavior model predictions

Post-inference testing

Top demographic predictors
DF activity probability
DF priority per period

ecobee DYD (smart 
thermostat)

5,800 USA DF-enrolled households
DF events

Household and occupant characteristics

Big data analytics
Override: Linear probability model 
with high-dimensional fixed effects

Significant override characteristics
Lower override indicators
Higher override indicators

American Community Survey Public 
Use Microdata Samples (ACS PUMS)

84,000 City of LA households
Demographic and household 

characteristics

Building energy modeling and analytics
Stock distribution: Conditional 

probability mass function
Load profiles by demography: Custom 

stock BEM

Aggregate load profile comparison
ACS PUMS distribution comparison

Peak demand contribution by 
demography

Energy equity impacts of DF programs

Override model statistical 
significance testing

Main Question: What is the 
probability of engaging in a 

specific DF-type activity during 
different periods of the day?

RQ1—Peak demand behavior drivers: 
assessment and prediction

RQ2—Peak demand reduction 
adoption/interactions

Main Question: What are the 
significant factors driving 

override behavior during DF 
adoption?

RQ3—Peak demand modeling for 
different demographic groups

Main Question: How can we 
estimate how much residential 

peak demand a given 
demographic group contributes?

Overall dissertation: Integrating complex human dimensions into residential 
demand flexibility program design

Figure 1.3 A flowchart of the general methodology used in this dissertation across the research questions
using data processing, model development and analysis methods.

1.3.2 Organization

The dissertation has 6 chapters. Chapters 2 through 5 each present four stand-alone studies that

comprise the following sections: Abstract, Significance to Thesis, Copyright Permissions, Introduction,

Methodology, Results and Discussions, Conclusions, and Acknowledgements. Table 1.2 provides a summary

of the dissertation chapters, their titles, the summary of contribution to the body of knowledge, the

associated research question, the publication or journal for each chapter, their publication status as at the

time of this thesis publication, and impact factors. Except for Chapter 5 with submission in progress to

Energy journal, all the articles related to this dissertation have been submitted. Highlights of these

chapters are in the following paragraphs.
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Table 1.2 Summary of the dissertation chapters, their titles, the summary of contribution to the body of knowledge, the associated research
question, the publication or journal for each chapter, their publication status as at the time of this thesis publication, and impact factors.

Ch. Publication Contribution RQ1 RQ2 RQ3 Proceeding/
Journal

Status I.F.

2 Aggregate Residential Demand Flexibility Behavior: A
Novel Assessment Framework. SETA-D-22-01532, Preprint
Available at SSRN: http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.

4103335

Survey assessment frame-
work for DF behavior

+ SETA Submitted 5.353

3 Residential Demand Flexibility: Modeling Occupant Be-
havior using Sociodemographic Predictors. Energy and
Buildings, 262 (111973). https://doi.org/10.1016/j.

enbuild.2022.111973

Machine learning models
for predicting DF behav-
ior

+ E&B Published 5.879

4 Factors Affecting Override Behavior during Demand Flex-
ibility from High-resolution Smart Thermostat Data

DF override drivers re-
lated to comfort & occ.
character

+ ACEEE SSB
2022

Accepted
for publi-
cation

N/A

5
Accounting for Demographic Factors in a Residential Build-
ing Energy Model

Framework for modeling
SPs in physics-based
BEMs

+ Energy In prepa-
ration for
submis-
sion

7.147

Demand Flexibility (DF) Behavior Prediction
Models. https://github.com/WonuolaOlawale/

ATUS-Behavior-Model-Results

Codes, Models, and Re-
sults

+ GitHub Published N/A

Chapters 2-5 are complete articles. ACEEE SSB = The American Council for an Energy-Efficient Economy Summer Study Buildings, BEMs = Building energy models, Ch.
= Thesis Chapter, DF = Demand Flexibility, EB = Energy and Buildings, I.F. = Impact Factor from Elsevier Journals, IMECE = The International Mechanical Engineering
Congress and Exposition, ISSST = International Symposium on Sustainable Systems and Technology, N/A = not applicable, occ. = occupants, OM = Occupancy models,
RQ = Research question, SETA = Sustainable Energy Technologies and Assessments, SPs = Sociodemographic Predictors, TSV = tab separated value. The plus (+) sign
indicates which RQ each study focuses on.

http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.4103335
http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.4103335
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.enbuild.2022.111973
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.enbuild.2022.111973
https://github.com/WonuolaOlawale/ATUS-Behavior-Model-Results
https://github.com/WonuolaOlawale/ATUS-Behavior-Model-Results


Chapter 2 presents Aggregate Residential Demand Flexibility Behavior: A Novel Assessment

Framework submitted to the Sustainable Energy Technologies and Assessments2. Below are highlights

from the study:

• The survey assessment framework uniquely identifies 14 sets of activities that are relevant to DF

technologies from a publicly available activity survey (a 15-year American Time Use Survey—ATUS

data for about 200,000 respondents), not previously used specifically for DF technology prioritization.

• The method describes how to aggregate the choice probability (extensive decision) and time-of-use

(intensive behavior) from the common activity survey to assess the United States’ population’s actual

DF behavior adopting a system of DF-relevant periods.

• The framework identified the activity priorities of residential occupants in the United States during

different DF-relevant periods (critical peak, peak, and off-peak).

• The study highlighted differences in how timing priorities (preference and intensity) vary for each

activity during different periods, indicating different chances of success for each activity-relevant DF

technology. For instance, there are differences in the profile of DF extensive and intensive behavior

for being at work, at home, or sleeping during weekends versus weekdays show the timing priority

placed on activities during weekends compared to weekdays.

The highlighted differences in activity profiles across different periods provide ballpark ideas on what

technologies might succeed during which periods with links to the respective behavior. These preferred

activities capture overlooked routine behaviors that could be barriers to DF participation, if ignored, and

might explain the high levels of overrides often exhibited by participants of demand flexibility. This work is

significant as it provides an otherwise new dataset relevant to residential DF and peak demand

consumption predictions useful for understanding the human components affecting DF adoption at varied

temporal and spatial resolutions and how people might interact with DF, especially for utilities to fully tap

into DF potential.

Chapter 3 is entitled Residential Demand Flexibility: Modeling Occupant Behavior using

Sociodemographic Predictors and is published in Energy and Buildings journal3. Using machine learning

models in this study, we identify target sociodemographic subgroups, test for the statistical significance of

these groups, and understand their intensive and extensive DF behavior. Major highlights include:

• We evaluate our developed regression models on choice and duration of different DF activities and

check for the statistical significance of the selected demographic variables using post-selection

2Preprint available at SSRN: http://dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.4103335
3Publication available at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.enbuild.2022.111973
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inference tools, including p-value, beta coefficients, and LASSO inference regression.

• Our results show significant non-zero relationships between several observable sociodemographic

variables and the choice and duration of DF activities during different daily periods, even after

controlling for geography, weather, and seasonal differences.

• Chapter 3 shows that 13 key sociodemographic factors (categorized as personal factors, family

dynamics, education, social status, and race/ethnicity) influence residential energy use patterns.

• The novel behavioral models predict energy use behavior timing and choice probability within a 20%

error margin. Identifying these key factors also allows a better understanding of which

sociodemographics are important for large-scale energy models to use to integrate open-source, public

data on population statistics.

The study’s open-source design uses general population statistics from activity surveys to enable other

countries to repeat the study (the Demand Flexibility (DF) Behavior Prediction Models are on GitHub)4.

Chapter 4 highlights Factors affecting Override Behavior during Demand Flexibility from

High-Resolution Smart Thermostat Data using ecobee data for over 5,800 thermostat DF-enrolled homes

in the United States. Chapter 4 has been accepted for publication by the American Council for an

Energy-Efficient Economy 2022 Summer Study Buildings conference after peer-review. In this study,

• We identify critical weather (indoor and outdoor temperature), building (housing type), and

occupant (previous DF overrides and previous DF event exposure) factors influencing the override

patterns of customers during thermostat demand response.

• We also differentiate DF events by season to understand the different indoor and outdoor conditions

that might influence seasonal override rates.

• We found significant differences in override rates between building types, with single-family

semi-detached homes generally having the highest overrides.

• From the study, experienced thermostat DF customers are more likely to override DF signals by 0.1%

for every hour of exposure while occupants of condominiums and townhouses are less likely to

override by 3%.

Understanding these override differences is necessary for rural electric cooperatives and emerging DF

programs without access to large DR historical data. Importantly, we provide critical information on

4https://github.com/WonuolaOlawale/ATUS-Behavior-Model-Results
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technical and local demographic characteristics that may be correlated to building type to influence

strategies to reduce overrides and improve the adoption of DF technologies.

Chapter 5 gives an overview of the contributions from the third research question in the dissertation.

Chapter 5 is entitled Accounting for Demographic Factors in a Residential Building Energy Model. This

work is in preparation for submission to Energy journal. The major highlights:

• This study presents a clear and novel way to insert demographics into a physics-based building

energy model and account for demographic correlations to housing characteristics used in modeling

energy use.

• This method allows modeled time-series load profiles to be disaggregated by demographic groups for

further analysis critical to inclusive and equitable energy technology program design.

• We develop a case study application for the proposed methodology using income and ownership

status (renter- or owner-occupied) as example demographic characteristics and discuss how other

demographics can also be accounted for in future developments.

• We found statistically significant difference in the distribution of the high-income, owner-occupied

household peak demands compared to renter-occupied, low- and moderate-income groups.

With new DF program rollouts such as time-of-use pricing across the United States, understanding

these differences is important as low- and moderate-income groups may face worse exposures to price

shocks (e.g., 2 to 8 times greater peak energy burdens) relative to high-income groups if enrolled in a

similar price-based demand flexibility scheme for instance.

Chapter 6 provides a summary of each study in this dissertation. It also includes some

recommendations for further work.

References follow immediately after and the copyright permissions (Appendix A) are at the end of this

thesis. Additional results for Chapters 3 and 5 are presented in Appendix B and Appendix C), respectively.

Ultimately, this body of work provides a better understanding of household energy use behavior and

interactions with DF technologies that can significantly improve occupancy modeling, accuracy of DF

estimates, and strategies developed for DF adoption. This research targets to better-inform improved

demand response (DR) programs and energy efficiency (EE) retrofits for reducing peak energy demand,

increased EE savings-to-investment ratio, and improved models to predict energy savings timing in power

systems in various cities, states, or customer segments. This work also provides the foundational work

required for simulating occupancy behavior and interactions in grid-interactive efficient buildings.
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CHAPTER 2

AGGREGATE RESIDENTIAL DEMAND FLEXIBILITY BEHAVIOR: A NOVEL ASSESSMENT

FRAMEWORK

Modified from a paper submitted to the Sustainable Energy Technology and Assessments journal.

Opeoluwa Wonuola Olawale5,6, Ben Gilbert7, Janet Reyna8

2.1 Abstract

Residential demand flexibility (DF) could save the U.S. electric grid up to 10 gigawatts of peak demand

while supporting increased amounts of renewable generation. However, less than 40% of the estimated DF

peak reduction capacity is currently realized, and less than 8% of American households are enrolled. These

low participation rates are combined with high rates of “overriding” a DF event and eventual opt-outs

among enrolled customers. There is still not a comprehensive understanding of the drivers of DF

participation and occupant interaction with DF program signals. We, therefore, present a novel survey

processing framework to assess occupant DF-relevant behavior from the American Time Use Survey

(ATUS). Using the framework, we summarize both the extensive and intensive behavior of more than

200,000 ATUS respondents (2003–2018 data) and provide insights on the DF-relevant behavior of

residential occupants, which is generally overlooked in the literature. We use the framework to identify the

activity priorities of residential occupants in the United States during different DF-relevant periods

(critical peak, peak, and off-peak). These preferred activities capture overlooked routine behaviors that

could be barriers to DF participation, if ignored, and might explain the high levels of overrides often

exhibited by participants of demand response.

Keywords: Demand flexibility (DF); extensive and intensive behavior; residential buildings; machine

learning models; sociodemographic predictors

2.2 Significance to Thesis

This work builds the foundation for developing DF predictive models from publicly-available activity

dataset to create a new dataset useful for informing DF extensive and intensive behavior. We delineate 14

unique activity sets relevant to DF technology and derived information on home/away locations across four

periods (off-peak, peak, critical peak, and cross-peak). The spatiotemporal resolution explored in this work

5Colorado School of Mines Graduate student and Research Assistant, Advanced Energy Systems Program
6Primary researcher and corresponding author
7Colorado School of Mines and Assistant Professor, Economics and Business Division
8National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), Residential Building Research Group
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also shows how to apply the interplay between climate and population demographics to comparing or

modeling DF behavior across regions.

2.3 Copyright Permissions

The Sustainable Energy Technology and Assessments journal permits authors to use and share their

published works in a thesis or dissertation with proper acknowledgment. Section 1 of Appendix A provides

more details on the copyright permission that allows this article to be in this thesis proposal, pending

publication.

2.4 Introduction

Demand flexibility (DF)—the ability to time-shift or change building load—is an important utility

resource including traditional demand response (DR), control technologies and communications, and other

types of signals (including price signals) to alter peak demand and energy load [2, 39, 40]. DF targets

demand-side loads, especially equipment in buildings, to be able to provide grid services, such as load

shedding, load shifting, or voltage support [41]. DF can also allow more renewable energy sources by

shifting energy demand to periods of high renewable availability [42] while potentially delivering end-use

services such as air conditioning, domestic hot water, and/or electric vehicle charging at similar or

improved quality but at lower costs [40].

There are more than 136 million residential customers in the United States, consuming approximately

40% of the total retailed electricity, indicating that the residential sector is a substantial potential source of

DF [43]. In 2020, American residential DF programs enrolled 11.3 million customers, just 8.3% of

households (Figure 2.1a) [44]. The 2020 DF peak demand capacity estimate from the few enrolled

customers in the residential sector is ∼ 8.5 GW (Figure 2.1b), but only about 40% of this potential was

realized (Figure 2.1c) [44]. DF-enrolled customers also exhibit suboptimal program participation. For

instance, some thermostat DF programs have reported upward of 30% of customers “overriding” a DF

signal, by manually or automatically rejecting the DF event changes to the thermostat set point [12–14].

This combined low participation rate, poor DF performance, and high frequency of overrides warrants

further investigation into drivers of DF participation and possible occupant interactions with DF program

signals.

The disparity between the DF adoption rate (8.3% of enrollment) and behavior (implied from the 40%

of estimated DF potential realized) needs to be understood. A prominent study of DF potentials for

commercial and residential sectors developed by the Rocky Mountain Institute (RMI) used a bottom-up

approach combining building stock data and efficiency supply curves, and assumed a 2030 DF adoption
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Figure 2.1 (a) Percentage of ultimate customers enrolled in DF per sector (b) Annual estimated demand
flexibility capacity in gigawatts and (c) annual realized peak reduction in gigawatts. Data source: EIA
Electric Power Annual 2020 [44]. Notes: Blue strip represents the residential sector, orange for commercial,
and grey for the industrial sector.

rate of 85% [10, 39]. However, the leap from the actual 2020 DF peak reduction (3.5 GW in Figure 2.1c) to

the expected ∼61 GW end-use peak demand reduction by 2030 will require a fundamental understanding

of how residential building occupants might enroll and adopt DF technologies. In this work, we therefore

present a novel survey processing framework to assess residential DF occupant behavior to understand

potential interactions with DF signals at different periods of the day.

DF estimates increasingly depend on accurate stock energy modeling of end-use loads, especially with

occupants’ evolving comfort preferences and climate change. Traditionally, these estimates are compiled by

metering a selection of buildings Load Research Data [45] with minimal details on the end-use loads. There

are other techniques, such as data-driven prediction/sampling or top-down modeling, that could provide

similar load profile estimates [46–48]. Bottom-up physics-based models of end-use load profiles (EULPs)

are more recent [17]; these include physics-based aggregate residential energy analysis platforms such as

URBANopt™ and ResStock™ that run on the EnergyPlus™ engine and OpenStudio® middleware.

ResStock is a state-of-the-art building stock energy model (2019 R&D 100 Award recipient9) developed to

simulate sub-hourly energy consumption by technology and to identify energy-efficient retrofit potentials at

local, regional, and national scales. It uses large data sources combined with detailed building modeling

and high-performance computing to achieve high levels of granularity to model the United States

residential housing stock [49].

However, uncertainties in ResStock model outputs, especially its peak energy use predictions, remain

potentially significant, especially at smaller spatial scales [49]. The differences between simulations and

actual energy use (energy performance gap (EPG)) can often undermine confidence in the accuracy of

9https://www.nrel.gov/about/rd-awards.html
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building energy simulation, particularly for time series projections [50]. Studies attribute EPG to several

factors [19–21, 50] that may be broadly categorized into either inaccurate i) building envelope/weather or

ii) occupant behavior, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. Several studies show that occupant behavior

(mis)representation could lead to uncertainties in predicted energy consumption by up to 300% [24, 51, 52],

whereas the impact of weather or building characteristic misrepresentation on peak electricity demand

showed less than 30% error margin [50, 53, 54]. Essentially, the occupant is a key contributor to residential

building energy use uncertainties.

Figure 2.2 A hierarchical analysis of energy performance gap at stages of energy simulation illustrated in
this work showing occupant’s key role in end-use estimates.

The literature on occupancy model representation in energy simulations shows the scarcity of studies on

DF-relevant behavior and reveals the need to study the effects of occupant behavior on energy demand at

different temporal and spatial resolutions [19, 21, 22, 55–59]. None of these studies were directly applicable

to DF as well. Wate et al. (2020) revealed the high sensitivity of cooling load to occupant behavior [21]

while He et al. (2015) also demonstrated the need for more representative occupancy demand profiles [55].

Feng and colleagues (2015) presented different occupancy models (at various levels – building count,

occupancy status, space count, and spatial location of occupants) in the efforts to model energy use by

occupants [56]. Yet, critical reviews of building modeling and energy prediction techniques show that

occupancy is still poorly represented and typically generated stochastically by support vector machine and

artificial neural networks methods [58, 60]. This poor occupant behavior representation is because these

methods do not incorporate individual preferences or agents’ decision rules. It is, therefore, necessary to
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understand the actual occupant behavior possibly useful for calibrating occupancy models required in

end-use load profile predictions or DF estimates.

Kowsari and Zerriffi (2011) also described that the behavioral and sociodemographic aspects of energy

use remain underexplored in understanding the dynamic differences in energy consumption between

households [61]. Despite the availability of large-scale time-of-use surveys, e.g., the American Time Use

Survey (ATUS) where people report activities for a single day, we are still a long way from integrating the

human dimension/social science theories into the engineering models for peak demand predictions [62].

Given the key role of insufficiently represented occupancy behavior in peak load estimates and few studies

on DF occupant behavior, we propose a new methodology to assess actual occupant behavior at varied

temporal and spatial resolutions relevant to residential DF and peak demand consumption predictions. We

develop a survey assessment framework that identifies 14 sets of activities that we think are relevant to DF

technologies from ATUS data. We then aggregate the choice probability (extensive decision) and

time-of-use (intensive behavior) to assess the population’s actual DF behavior employing a system of

DF-relevant periods. The goal of this work is to provide insights into the human components affecting DF

adoption and how people might interact with DF, especially for utilities to fully tap into DF potential.

Section 2.5 describes the proposed framework methodology, Section 2.6 discusses the summary statistics

from the novel survey processing framework to assess occupant behavior from ATUS, and Section 2.7

provides concluding remarks.

2.5 Methodology

It is not uncommon to use the ATUS in analyzing time-use patterns and energy use behavior [63–66],

but it has not been used to explore DF activity profiles or DF interaction behavior specifically. We,

therefore, develop a framework for assessing DF behavior by selecting DF-relevant activities from more than

420 activities and aggregating respondents’ behavior into DF-relevant periods after preprocessing the data.

2.5.1 Preprocess the data

The 2003–2018 ATUS data set is predominant when trying to understand the United States

population’s behavior as it is a statistically representative annual survey of the U.S. national population.

The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) and the U.S. Census Bureau developed and conducted the

survey, respectively. The consistency in survey collection methods over the years also allows for a multiyear

compilation of over 200,000 interviews. The ATUS contains detailed sociodemographic characteristics of

the respondents who report their daily activities over 24 hours truncated at 4:00 a.m. The respondents are

over the ages of 15. Households are randomly selected and stratified based on recently completed Current
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Population Surveys (CPS), also overseen by BLS [63]. We preprocessed this data by merging the different

2003–2018 ATUS metadata files (Activity file, CPS file, Respondent file, and Summary file) to collect the

timing observations of each activity and respondent characteristics simultaneously.

2.5.1.1 Data availability

The ATUS data files we used is publicly accessible and can be found at

https://www.bls.gov/tus/datafiles-0318.htm.

2.5.2 Select activities related to demand flexibility

We selected and categorized time-use activities into DF-relevant activities using both location and

activities reported by the respondents (there are 431 activity types reported in the data using six-digit

identifiers with publicly available interpretation on ATUS multiyear 2003–2018 Activity Lexicon

documentation [67]. These activities have ATUS pre-categorization in 17 first tiers (i.e., major categories)

and 105 second-tier time-use categories (four-digit identifiers for subcategories). We, however, categorized

the more than 400 six-digit code activities in ATUS into 14 activity sets that we think correspond to

different DF-relevant technology types (existing and emerging). These DF technologies include connected

smart thermostats that control heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) units, stand-alone

connected air conditioning units, smart cookstoves, connected smart water heaters (SWHs), electric vehicle

charging, electric thermal storage systems, connected laundry machines, smart dishwashers, smart

refrigerators, and smart pool pumps [39, 68]. This stage was critical as some of the ATUS time-use

categories on the reported first- and second-tier time-use categories group some activities together that are

relevant to different DF technologies. These were instances in which the six-digit activity codes were more

applicable in properly categorizing some activity sets. In other cases, the main category or subcategory was

used to group some of the activities. The selected activities set, their location, and Table 2.1 shows our list

of corresponding DF-relevant technologies. ATUS data specified more than 24 locations. We recategorized

these into “home,” “workplace,” and “not home” given that we are interested in applications to residential

DF. We excluded activity reports with no location or insufficient information to connect the activities to

DF (this exclusion accounted for less than 0.4% of all responses).

2.5.3 Select DF-relevant periods

Next, we aggregated the almost 4 million DF activity set observations for about 200,000 one-day

respondents’ time logs into period chunks. We considered peak and off-peak periods (see Figure 2.4) rather

than more granular time scales after discussing with utility managers/DF aggregators and reviewing the

literature about DF behavior temporal resolutions. We found that it is more important to understand
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Table 2.1 The selected sets of activities and their relevant DF technology with selection criteria of location
or applicable category or activity code.

Activity set Location Relevant DF technology

1 Just home

Home or assume
location from activity

Air conditioning, heating and cooling (smart ther-
mostats), lighting

2 Sleeping Smart beds, smart thermostats
3 Laundry Smart washing machine
4 Dishwashing Dishwasher
5 Cooking Smart oven, grill, cooker, smart kitchen appliances
6 Cleaning/personal

grooming
Hot water use, robot vacuums, and mops

7 Gardening/mowing/
yardwork

Smart outdoor gadgets

8 Exercise Smart health and fitness equipment
9 Pool use Connected pool pumps
10 TV/gaming Smart plugs
11 Computer use Smart connected computers
12 Traveling Not home Electric vehicle charging
13 Away for work Respondent’s workplace

Remote control
14 Away Not home

aggregate behavior within a period rather than sub-hourly chunks given that one of the goals of DF is to

shift loads from peak periods to high renewable energy availability periods [39–42]. Using DF-relevant

periods also helps reduce the computational burden and the number of models per time step from as high

as 96 timesteps (e.g., every 15 minutes) to 4 periods (off-peak, peak, critical peak, and cross-peak).

DF-relevant period definitions vary. The U.S. Energy Information Agency reports that electric utilities’

definitions of peak and off-peak vary, but most definitions refer to hours between 7:00 a.m. and 11:00 p.m.

on weekdays as on-peak periods and all other times, including all-day on weekends, as off-peak [18].

However, some definitions further define periods from 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m. or 7:00 p.m. as either

super-peak or critical peak periods, describing periods of the day where the price of electricity jumps

significantly to reflect the grid system costs [69].

The ATUS data set had activities that were reported for times that spanned both peak and off-peak

periods. We refer to such periods as cross-peak events. For convenience with the ATUS data and to avoid

next-day conflicts, we refer to 7:00 a.m. until 12.00 p.m. (instead of 11:00 p.m.) on weekdays as peak

periods and kept 2:00 p.m. until 7:00 p.m. as critical peak periods, as illustrated in Figure 2.3. Our period

granularity can also be applied to future studies that consider time-variant pricing of DF technologies, such

as real-time pricing, critical peak pricing, time-of-use pricing, and variable peak pricing or price elasticities

considering different periods. Different time-variant pricing systems are detailed in Badtke-Berkow et al.

2015 [70].
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Figure 2.3 The timing for the different DF-relevant periods in this study.

2.5.4 Extensive and intensive behavior calculations

To represent the actual extensive DF behavior (to choose or not choose the activity), we calculated the

actual probability of choice of the activities (i.e., the frequency of the selected activities). We also

demonstrated how much time is allocated to DF activities during different periods as a representation of

intensive DF behavior (how much). The aggregate average probability of an activity choice s over a period

p for all respondents i is calculated by Equation 2.1, and the aggregate average amount of time spent over

a period is estimated by Equation 2.2.

P (Cs,ip) =
∑
i

i.Cs,ip

i
(2.1)

Ās,ip =
∑
i

i.Cs,ip.As,ip

i.Cs,ip
(2.2)

Cs,ip is a dummy variable and equals 1 when respondent i participates in DF-relevant activity set s –

and 0 if not – during the period of reference (e.g., weekday critical peak period), while As,ip is the amount

of time spent on a DF activity set s by the respondent i during the same period p.

2.6 Results and Discussion: Actual DF-relevant Occupant Behavior Summary Analysis

Here, we present a descriptive statistical analysis of the activities using our proposed assessment

framework. First, we present the behavioral changes in DF activities across DF-relevant periods of

weekdays and weekends from the ATUS respondents. Then, we show seasonal and multiyear trends of DF

behavior to explore temporal shifts in DF-relevant behavior. Lastly, we explore the spatial differences in

DF’s extensive and intensive behavior across population samples and different U.S. states.

Another novelty of this study is that our assessment framework of actual occupant DF behavior differs

from energy modeling studies using ATUS [64, 65, 67] that focus on typifying occupancy schedules and not
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necessarily a holistic view that includes the extensive behavior (the intent to do an activity or not). The

closest example use of ATUS for this type of decision analysis is the study by Berry et al. (2018) using

ATUS to predict extensive and intensive health decisions to choose vaccination against influenza [66].

Social scientists including Shove et al. (2015) argue that social practice theory suggests that people

consume energy while meeting daily needs, people do not attain energy demand goals by adapting their

daily needs [71]. In other words, what people do (i.e., their daily activities) results in electricity

consumption profiles throughout the day. It is, therefore, important to also understand what people do

across the day given that the focus of DF is to shift electricity consumption across times of the day.

2.6.1 Different periods

Here, we focus on actual occupant behavior during DF-relevant periods to identify possible drivers of

the use of DF technologies via different activities.

2.6.1.1 Weekday periods: off-peak, morning peak, critical peak, and evening peak

Figure 2.4 presents the differences in extensive and intensive behavior during off-peak, day peak, critical

peak, evening peak, and cross-peak periods (see period timing in Figure 2.3). Regarding the extensive

decision probabilities in Figure 2.4a, during the early hours of the morning (off-peak period), sleeping is

the most probable activity set with a probability of 35% as expected. During day peak, 7 a.m. to 2 p.m.,

traveling or commuting from one place to another and being just home are most probable, with chances of

20% and 19%, respectively. During critical peak periods between 2 p.m. and 7 p.m., being just home or

commuting are similarly most likely, with probabilities of 23%. During the late hours past 7 p.m. before

midnight (evening peak), sleeping is again the most likely activity. However, during cross periods where the

activity extends beyond one period, being at work, sleeping, or just home have similar high probabilities of

19%, respectively. These cross-peak activities extend beyond single periods and should be noted. For

instance, being away for work is more probable when looking at extended periods (Figure 2.4a). Also,

across the different periods (Figure 2.4a), being home has a similar priority (probability) for respondents in

general, and it is necessary to portray this to utilities as this could explain the high levels of overrides often

initiated by participants of demand response [12]. Relevant to DF, being home can mean occupants are

likely concerned with air conditioners or connected thermostats, while sleeping may imply that the set

point of connected thermostats could either be fixed by the occupant or adjusted slightly by the utility.

The intensive behavior for how much time is spent per activity (Figure 2.4b) shows that during the

off-peak period, the most time (146 minutes) is spent on sleeping. During the morning peak period, the

most time spent is on being away at work (233 minutes). During critical peak periods, the shift is toward
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sleeping (151 minutes cumulatively) and being at work (140 minutes). During the evening peak period,

about 340 minutes is spent on sleeping on average while the cross-peak periods indicate people being away

at work for 331 minutes and sleeping an average of 315 minutes.

These highlighted differences show how timing priorities (preference and intensity) vary for each

activity during different periods, indicating different chances of success for each activity-relevant DF

technology. Considering these periods also provides ballpark ideas on what technologies might succeed

during which periods with links to the respective behavior.

Figure 2.4 Noticeable differences in (a) extensive and (b) intensive behavior across weekday periods. Notes:
off-peak (before 7 a.m.), day peak (7 a.m. – 2 p.m.), critical peak (2 p.m. - 7 p.m.), evening peak (7 p.m. -
midnight), and cross-peak (extended beyond a single period) periods.

2.6.1.2 Weekday versus weekend

The differences in extensive and intensive behavior with weekdays versus weekends are shown in

Figure 2.5. The chances of being at work are higher during weekdays, with a probability of 6.6%, at least

three times more than a weekend, with a probability of 2% (Figure 2.5a). The reverse is true with every

other activity’s probability being less on weekdays than weekends. For the intensive behavior

(Figure 2.5b), a comparable time of about 80 minutes is spent on commutes on weekends and weekdays;

more time is spent on just home, sleeping, laundry, dishwashing, cooking, cleaning, yard work in the
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garden, exercise, pool pump use, TV/game watching, computer use, and being outdoors (away from home);

less time is spent on being away for work during weekends compared to weekdays.

Both the extensive and intensive behavior during weekends versus weekdays show the timing priority

placed on activities during weekends compared to weekdays. This is useful in understanding why weekends

may be a less successful period for sending out DF signals. These also imply that work-related activities

take higher priority during weekdays than weekends and could indicate a possible DF role switch between

commercial office buildings on weekdays versus weekends. A similar roster could apply to residential

buildings if there is a study of which demographic subgroup or sets of people to target during weekends.
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Figure 2.5 Noticeable differences in (a) extensive and (b) intensive behavior comparing weekday (bars in
blue) versus weekend (bars in orange) activities. Notes: Weekdays are Mondays through Fridays, while
weekends are Saturdays and Sundays.

2.6.2 Seasonal and multiyear DF behavioral trends

2.6.2.1 Different seasons

To demonstrate possible weather effects on behavior, it was important to also explore the effect of

seasonal weather changes on actual occupant behavior relevant to DF technologies. The seasonal

differences in extensive and intensive behavior are negligible for most activities except garden work,

exercise, and pool use (Figure 2.6). In Figure 2.6a, the chances of being just home during winter (18.4%),

shoulder (18.0%), and summer (18.0%) are similar. This similarity trend is the same for sleeping,

dishwashing, cooking, traveling/commuting, and TV/game watching activities (Figure 2.6a). Similarly, the

seasonal differences in DF-relevant activity choice probabilities are less obvious for laundry, cleaning, and

computer use as these can be viewed as necessities by societal standards [72]. However, yard work (0.4%,

1.1%, and 1.8% probabilities in winter, shoulder, and summer, respectively), exercise (0.7% probability in

summer compared to 0.5% in both winter and shoulder), and pool use (0.07% probability in summer

compared to 0.01% in winter and 0.02% in shoulder seasons) have the highest chances of occurring in
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summer (Figure 2.6a). These activities that show seasonal differences in DF occupant behavior could be

location dependent (indoor or outdoor at home). With evidence for these three activities being favored

during summer versus winter, DF estimates for related technologies should factor in seasonal changes.
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Figure 2.6 Slight differences in (a) extensive and (b) intensive behavior with changing seasons, except for
yard work, exercise, and pool use activities. Notes: Any day represents a typical day period compared to
similar days in winter (November–February), shoulder (March, April, September, and October), and
summer (May–August) seasons over the years 2003–2018.

Specific to the intensive behavior presented in Figure 2.6b, the seasonal differences are within one to

two minutes on average for just home, sleeping, laundry, dishwashing, cooking, cleaning, away for work,

and away from home activities. These small differences in mean cumulative duration throughout the

periods in the seasons consolidate Holtz’s view of how understanding social practices enhances the

possibilities to simulate behavioral changes toward reduced resource use [73]. The consistent aggregate

behavior across different seasons shows habitual trends, rather than the randomness of behavior.

Conversely, pool use activities take 71 minutes on average during winter compared to the 57 minutes spent

in or around the pool during summer, and 13 minutes more is spent during winter watching TV/playing

games compared to summer (Figure 2.6b). In the shoulder season, garden or yard work receives the most

attention in terms of duration, with 121 minutes compared to 108 minutes in summer. The shoulder season

comprises both spring and autumn, which are both gardening-oriented seasons with spring planting and

fall leaf cleanup. During summer, 70 minutes are spent on average within periods on exercise compared to

56 minutes on average spent during winter and shoulder seasons (Figure 2.6b). Again, these differences in

the intensive behavior of how much time is spent on these activity sets indicate the impact of weather on

actual residential occupant behavior. These also demonstrate how seasonal conditions should be key

considerations in DF program design and marketing to influence increased residential adoption.
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2.6.2.2 Multiyear trend analysis of some activities

We explore how three main activities may change annually in Figure 2.7 and the need to control for

fixed-year effects in future studies that apply our proposed assessment framework to DF behavior

predictions. So far, we have shown that being home, sleeping, or being away at work are the most likely

activities during the different periods considered in Section 2.6.1.1. Within the 2003–2018 ATUS data set,

new respondents each year report their activities across different days at different times of the year. The

extensive decision for being just home in 2003 with a probability of 18.1% barely changed to 18.0% in 2018

(Figure 2.7a-1). There was a small spike in the extensive behavior of being home in 2009, with a

probability of 18.3%, possibly related to the Great Recession from 2007 to 2009 [74]. The weak cyclical

annual changes in extensive behavior between 2003 and 2018 indicate the habitual practice of just home

activities. However, the intensive behavior for being just home (Figure 2.7b-1) showed the 138 minutes

peak of being home in 2003 experienced a dip to 127 minutes in 2016. Over the 15-year range, we notice a

7-minute decrease with cycling peaks and declines in how much time is spent at home in general. This

means that including the year of the interview in regression analysis of DF behavior can be a useful control

to help capture possible peaks that may occur; e.g., the COVID-19 pandemic in years post-2019 is another

possible peak in how much time is spent at home.

A slight increase in sleeping choice probability is noticed, with a 14.8% probability in 2003, ending at a

15.1% probability in 2018 (Figure 2.7a-2). Duration cumulatively spent on sleeping activities (including

struggling to sleep in bed as reported) increases by 8 minutes, from 355 minutes in 2003 to 363 minutes in

2018 (Figure 2.7b-2). However, being at work presents an interesting dichotomy as the extensive decision

to be at work trends down from a probability of 5.4% in 2003 to 4.8% in 2018 (Figure 2.7a-3), while the

intensive behavior increases in general by about 3 minutes, from about 275 minutes in 2003 to 278 minutes

in any period in 2018 (Figure 2.7b-3). Again, these trends depict the need to consider the respondents’

interview year to capture the small but fluctuating trends in activities. Historical population and

sociodemographic links may be required to understand the rationale behind these minor trends. These

wave-like drifts in behavior also point to the possible influences of national policies and cultural trends on

how DF technologies may be adopted. These trends could also help make plausible assumptions for

adoption rates included in DF capacity estimates unlike the 2030 assumed adoption rates of 85% [10].

2.6.3 Spatial differences in DF behavior across geographic states

As an addition, we include framework relevance to future studies with data size concerns given our use

of large data for over 200,000 respondents. In Appendix A, we show that a systematic subsampling of the

ATUS data produces reliable estimates of the full sample statistics, which gives us confidence that smaller
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Figure 2.7 Multiyear trend analysis of most probable activities during different periods considering the (a)
extensive behaviors and (b) intensive behaviors for (-1) just home; (-2) sleeping; and (-3) being at work.
Notes: The dotted trendlines are for illustration purposes only. The trendlines, peaks, and lows show the
need to control for fixed-year effects.

samples could suffice in assessing DF behavior for the United States population if data besides ATUS were

being developed. Here, we consider spatial differences in DF behavior. We explore different population

densities and climate zones using California, Colorado, and Wyoming as case studies (Table 2.2 presents

the summary population, climate, and area statistics of the three states). California is a highly populous

state with about 39.5 million people, represented by 19,902 respondents in the 2003-2018 ATUS multiyear
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data. Colorado has a smaller land area and is four times less densely populated with about 5.8 million

people. Wyoming is the least populated state in the United States with less than 580,000 people, and it is

10 times less densely populated than Colorado [75, 76]. Most counties in California are in the warm-moist

subtropical mid-latitude marine (3C) climate regime 10, while Colorado and Wyoming are both in dry

climates although Wyoming is colder. Their annual precipitation levels and annual mean temperature

differentiate these zones and subtypes [77].

Table 2.2 Summary of climate zones and population density of U.S. states California, Colorado, and
Wyoming.

U.S. states
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (calculated)
No. of ATUS
resp. per state

Major climate
and moisture
zone

Population
(2019 esti-
mates)

Area measure-
ments (km2)

Population den-
sity (people per
square km)

California 19,902 3C 39,512,223 423,967 93.2
Colorado 3,784 5B 5,758,736 269,601 21.4
Wyoming 412 6B 578,759 253,335 2.3

Notes: Panel (i) presents the number of respondents within the 2003–2018 ATUS data. Panel (ii) presents the major Interna-
tional Energy Conservation Code climate and moisture zone for each state [77]. Panel (iii) presents 2019 population estimates.
Panel (iv) presents the land area in square kilometers. Data for panels (iii) and (iv) are provided by the U.S. Census Bureau
[75, 76]. Panel (v) presents the calculated population density in people per square kilometer by dividing (iii) by (iv).

For these three different states, we observe differences in the extensive and intensive DF behavior as

presented in Figure 2.8. In a single event for an activity (i.e., an instance), the choice to be just home is

highest for Coloradans while the choice to commute, be away from home, away at work, or watch TV is

relatively highest for the respondents from Wyoming (Figure 2.8a-1). These indicate a possible “cold”

lifestyle that can be associated with cold climates and sparsely populated areas from contextual

population-environment specificity studies [52]. This tendency of being alone or being away from home for

Wyoming residents is similar during the different periods (Figure 2.8b-1) as well as if aggregated

throughout the day (Figure 2.8c-1), except that Californians choose to watch TV or play games (11.8%)

and be outdoors (away) (11.4%) at slightly higher probabilities than Wyoming residents in a typical day

(11.6% and 11.3% probabilities for TV and away activities respectively) (Figure 2.8c-1). No pool use

observations were recorded by Wyoming residents in ATUS. From one of the author’s personal experiences

living in Wyoming, there are very few private pool owners given the high cost of maintenance required

throughout the year, especially with freezing temperatures in winter.

Specific to the intensive behavior of how much time is spent on these activities, Coloradans seem to

spend the most time at work (290 minutes) within a period and the most time just home (260 minutes)

10Albeit unrelated, California as a state has defined its own 16 climate zones that it uses for building codes (e.g.,
https://eecoordinator.info/cecs-updated-climate-zone-map/). Also, while it has a high population, it is not all urban. Urban-
rural differences are beyond the scope of this study.
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Figure 2.8 Statistically significant differences between three different U.S. states with different population
densities—California, Colorado, and Wyoming—(a) in an instance; (b) in any of the considered periods;
and (c) throughout a typical day showing their (-1) extensive and (-2) intensive behavior.

through the day compared to those in Wyoming (who spend 279 minutes on work in a period and 233

minutes just home throughout the day) and California (266 minutes at work in a period and 245 minutes

just home through the day) (see Figure 2.8b-2 and Figure 2.8c-2). The Colorado time allocation could be

conceptualized as the “rest” schedule, with priority placed on resting at home. Californian respondents

report the most time sleeping, whether in any instance (247 minutes compared to Colorado’s 243 minutes
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and Wyoming’s 240 minutes), period (368 minutes compared to Colorado’s 355 minutes and Wyoming’s

344 minutes), or in a day (538 minutes compared to Colorado’s 525 minutes and Wyoming’s 525 minutes

on sleeping) (see Figure 2.8a-2, Figure 2.8b-2, and Figure 2.8c-2). California’s and Colorado’s at-home pool

use reports indicated about 65 and 45 minutes spent on average, respectively, within a period

(Figure 2.8b-2). These indicate a possible “warm” lifestyle in California with its mostly warm-moist

climate and, one may also infer, wealthier communities [78]. The pool use duration is similar for a typical

day showing that these occurred within a period. Informal discussions with electric utility executives who

oversee DF program design also indicated it is important to focus on cumulative actions carried out within

a period.

There is a statically significant difference in behavior on a spatial level, most likely impacted by

climate. Nonparametric 3-sample equality-of-medians tests 11 of the extensive (Pearson’s chi2(2) = 50.4;

p-value = 0.000) and intensive (Pearson’s chi2(2) = 44.9; p-value = 0.000) behavior of the three states

rejects the null hypothesis that the three samples are from similar median populations. These show that

weather (seasonal changes) affects a few DF activities while climate influences overall lifestyle. Also, the

above highlighted behavioral differences between these three states show lifestyle and preference differences

that should be considered when marketing or messaging DF residential customers in different climates.

Future research should also investigate the links between social practice theory on people’s daily activities

and actual DF participation given that there is little to no research in this area in the literature. Similarly,

these show the need to integrate the interplay between rural/urban demographics, climate, and population

demographics when comparing or modeling behavior relevant to DF.

Summarily, based on this DF behavioral assessment framework using the national time-use survey,

future research can develop learning models to predict these actual intensive and extensive DF-specific

behaviors of a group of people. However, the direct links between social practice theory on people’s daily

activities and DF participation still need to be investigated as research in this area is still scarce. There is

also a need for ethnographic research in which real-life participants of DF can be qualitatively assessed for

how both extensive and intensive DF-relevant behavior might impact the price/incentive response of

residential occupants.

2.7 Concluding Remarks

This work proposes a novel assessment framework for actual occupant behavior relevant to residential

demand flexibility (DF). To date, there have been few studies targeted at DF behavior predictions. The

following are significant takeaways from this work:

11The median test examines whether two or more samples are from the same population with a similar median. The theory
backing this test is well documented in Snedecor and Cochran (1989) [79].
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1. A unique time-use survey assessment framework for DF-relevant occupant behavior using the publicly

available and commonly used American Time Use Survey (ATUS) is presented.

• We delineated 14 activity sets relevant to DF technology and home/away locations within four

periods (off-peak, peak, critical peak, and cross-peak; see Table 2.1).

2. The summary statistics of both extensive and intensive behavior of more than 200,000 ATUS

respondents over a 15-year-period (2003–2018) provide multiple insights into the actual DF-relevant

behavior of residential occupants generally overlooked in the literature.

• The extensive and intensive behavior of residential occupants in the United States changes

significantly during different DF-relevant periods (critical peak, peak, and off-peak). These

differences show how timing priorities (preference and intensity) vary for each activity during

different periods, indicating different chances of success for each activity-related DF technology.

• We also highlighted significant spatial resolution differences, most likely influenced by climate

differences. These show the need to integrate the interplay between rural/urban demographics,

climate, and population demographics when comparing or modeling behavior relevant to DF.

Based on these findings, future research can prepare occupant behavior models relevant to DF. The

survey assessment shows relationships between residential occupants’ behavior and population statistics.

Exploring such relationships could allow for the inclusion of extreme behavior changes that the current

pandemic and socio-economic and environmental changes may herald. The insights from this work inform

utilities and the public on actual DF behavior that can influence actual DR overrides and estimates. The

novelty of the survey processing in this work is the intensive and extensive behavioral approach and the

resolution at periods of the day being more industry-aligned (focused on activities directly linked to DF

technologies at the aggregate level during critical periods). Implicit energy-equipment-behavior

assumptions are also avoided by looking at the actual behavior explicitly. Actual occupant behavior

presented is also useful for calibrating occupancy models required in end-use load profile predictions or DF

estimates. This type of behavioral study could also pave the way for real-life studies that test social

practice theory links to DF participation or ethnographic studies examining the price/incentive response of

residential occupants.
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CHAPTER 3

RESIDENTIAL DEMAND FLEXIBILITY: MODELING OCCUPANT BEHAVIOR USING

SOCIODEMOGRAPHIC PREDICTORS

Modified from a paper published in the Energy and Buildings journal.

Opeoluwa Wonuola Olawale12,13, Ben Gilbert14, Janet Reyna15

3.1 Abstract

Demand flexibility (DF) has the potential to increase the saturation of renewables in the grid and

reduce operating costs for both utilities and customers. However, less than 8% of U.S. residential electric

customers are enrolled in DF programs. A major research gap on this topic is an uneven understanding of

behavioral drivers of electricity use and DF program participation at the household level. In this study, we

employ machine learning models to predict residential occupant behavior in activities relevant to DF. We

model occupants’ extensive decisions (i.e., choice of action) and intensive behaviors (i.e., amount of time

spent) during peak and off-peak time periods using the publicly available American Time Use Survey,

which includes activities data for approximately 200,000 respondents. In our machine learning models,

predictions for both extensive and intensive behavior fell within a ±20% error margin at the aggregate

level. We identify 13 key sociodemographic predictors of DF-related intensive behavior using LASSO

inference and beta coefficient ranking. However, these top predictors differ by activity, suggesting potential

scope for differential user targeting for DF events and technologies during program design. This work also

contributes to understanding when and who might adopt these DF technologies based on their daily

routine activities.

Keywords: demand flexibility; extensive and intensive behavior; residential buildings; machine

learning models; sociodemographic predictors

3.2 Significance to Thesis

Previous occupant models in the literature did not elucidate critical sociodemographic factors that

drive energy use behavior in residential dwelling units. Neither was there a clear path towards integrating

complex human behavior in model estimates of DF potential. This study provides a clear understanding of

what key factors drive temporal patterns of energy use behavior during critical peak periods relevant to DF

12Colorado School of Mines Graduate student and Research Assistant, Advanced Energy Systems Program
13Primary researcher and corresponding author
14Colorado School of Mines and Assistant Professor, Economics and Business Division
15National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), Residential Building Research Group
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after controlling for climate, season, location, and day-of-the-week effects. Identifying these important

factors enables large-scale energy models to integrate dynamic occupant action and presence based on

publicly available population statistics. This work builds the foundation for developing dependency models

to be integrated in research question 3 on peak demand estimates across demographics in (Chapter 5).

3.3 Copyright Permissions

Energy and Buildings Journal permits authors to use and share their published works in a thesis or

dissertation with proper acknowledgment. Section 2 of Appendix A provides more details on the copyright

permission that allows this article to be in this dissertation.

3.4 Introduction

Demand flexibility (DF)—a building’s ability to change the timing or amount of its electricity load—is

an increasingly important utility resource with cost and climate change implications. DF could reduce

annual grid expansion costs needed for peak demand generation by up to $13 billion [40], and could reduce

peak electricity demand and electricity bills by up to 40% in the United States [40, 80]. If fully realized,

DF could also improve the integration of renewable energy sources in the grid. Thus, it may be one of

several strategies to tackle climate change [39]. DF 16 is an umbrella term for communication and control

technologies that enable distributed energy resources to regulate buildings’ load profiles [2, 40]. These

technologies facilitate electricity demand response to dynamic market conditions through price signals and

other mechanisms [40]. Common DF technologies in the U.S. residential sector cover energy end-use

services such as space conditioning, hot water use, and cooking [81].

Unfortunately, low program enrollment and high overrides limit DF’s ability to reduce peak electricity

demand. Customers override DF schedules sent to their connected thermostats more than 30% of the time

[12–14], suggesting that additional strategies are needed, such as improving the timing of when to prompt

customers during voluntary events, and analyzing customer priorities (or typical activity choices) during DF

events. Therefore, our main objective in this paper is to better understand occupant priorities, including

who is most likely to interact with DF technologies based on daily activities. We develop machine learning

models—multinomial logit and linear regressions—that reveal the most important sociodemographic

factors influencing customer timing, choice, and duration of activities. This work focuses specifically on

DF, and is different from the generic activity choice and duration prediction by Calastri et al. (2017) [82].

In this study, we model energy demand behavior in residential buildings—both extensive (the choice to

engage in an activity) and intensive (the duration or number of minutes spent on an activity, dependent on

16DF is the more encompassing term for the communications and controls targeted at improved end-use service quality with
increased focus on lowered costs beyond the traditional demand response (DR). We therefore include DR when we mention
DF in this study.
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engaging in the activity) behavior 17. In the United States, 135.2 million residential customers constitute

87% of the total number of electricity customers (residential, commercial, industrial, and transportation)

and account for 40% of the generated electricity demand [4]. Only 7.6% of these residential electricity

customers (10.4 million) are enrolled in DF programs as of 2019, even though 61% of residential customers

have advanced metering infrastructure (AMI)—a fundamental enabling infrastructure for grid-building

communication that underlies many types of DF [4]. In addition, U.S. residential DF potential is about 10

gigawatts (GW), but less than 40% of that potential is realized despite billions of dollars spent annually on

customer incentives (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1 (a) Annual estimated DF capacity in gigawatts; (b) annual realized peak reduction in gigawatts;
and (c) annual customer incentives in billions of dollars spent on DF (bars) and low success rates from the
percentage of DF achieved (line plot). Data source: EIA Electric Power Annual 2019 [4].

This unrealized potential can be attributed to the uneven understanding of the behavioral drivers of

residential DF enrollment and response [15, 83]. This is despite the well-established correlation between

energy use intensity and sociodemographics such as income in the literature, with studies dating back to

1975 [84, 85]. Asadinejad et al. (2018) described the need for understanding user-specific choice and

behavior dynamics when targeting residential DF participation [83]. Previous studies also show that

income and other sociodemographic variables—including educational level, age of parents, number of

household members, employment status, and number of children—influence residential energy use to

varying degrees for different populations [86–90]. Income, age, and number of household occupants are

often positive predictors of energy use consumption [87, 88]. However, some studies also report unclear or

indirect relationships between these sociodemographic factors and energy use behavior [87, 90, 91]. A

detailed review on the complex relationships between these factors and energy use consumption behavior

exists in the literature [90]. Also, these different sociodemographic factors have also been investigated

relative to occupant behavior in other contexts such as transport/mobility choices [92, 93], health choices

17The extensive and intensive behavior terms mean the same as activity choice and duration, respectively, but used in this
study with the intent to merge terms commonly used in economics and occupant energy behavior research, and to reach a
broader audience.
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[66], and energy-saving decisions at home [88, 94–97] or in the office [98]. However, these previous studies

offer no consensus on which sociodemographic characteristics to select to predict energy use behavior,

annual energy demand, or peak electricity demand relevant to DF. There is an existing comprehensive

review about these sociodemographic factors relative to occupant behavior in residential energy

consumption with a similar conclusion on the lack of consensus on the key demographic determinants of

occupant behavior in the literature [90]. In 1983, van Raaij and Verhallen established five monthly energy

behavioral clusters based on resulting energy use, each group having similar sociodemographic

characteristics [91]. O’Neil and Chen (2002) predicted annual energy consumption based on population size

change, age distribution, and household size [87]. A 2018 Korean study suggests that only household size

(or count) drives the monthly average electricity use after comparing the statistical significance of six

sociodemographic characteristics [89]. We fill this consensus gap and study peak demand behavior by

exploring the influence of 17 demographic variables on daily DF behavior. We also use a large

representative dataset, the 2003–2018 American Time Use Survey (ATUS), which contains about 200,000

respondents. To establish precise relevance to DF, we recategorize the more than 420 ATUS-reported

activities into DF end-use activities during critical peak, peak, and off-peak periods. We also control for

year, season, weather, and location to avoid variable omission bias.

Furthermore, previous behavior-linked building energy modeling efforts made various simplifying

activity-to-power-to-energy assumptions that inherently introduce bias. ATUS is an activity survey, not an

energy use survey, so a direct correlation between demographics and energy consumption is impossible

without these assumptions. However, these average conversion factors do not necessarily hold across

different groups of households [62, 99–103]. It is typical for such modeling efforts to assume that all

households use 1.5-kW “average” stoves for cooking, for instance, and then apply an occupancy proportion

based on the type of house or some other household characteristic [62, 103]. Direct peak demand estimates

from such power conversion assumptions exclude different people’s equipment preferences and consequent

timing priorities. In this study, we intentionally avoid this activity-to-energy conversion bias by focusing

exclusively on respondents’ activities profile (what activities people carry out per time) to understand their

priorities related to DF. Our focus on respondents’ behavior provides insights on activity-timing differences

across sociodemographic groups that may drive varied participation levels in DF. Although this approach

limits our study to indirect DF potential estimates, a critical review we recently conducted shows that

studies targeted at DF behavior predictions are scarce [15], thus further demonstrating the relevance of this

work.

Also, reviews of available building occupancy behavior models record high levels of uncertainties, and

deviations up to 300% from actual time-use behavior [24, 51, 56, 58, 67, 104–107]. These occupancy studies
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incorporate relationships between some demographic characteristics and energy consumption. However, a

common shortcoming with these occupancy studies is using clustering techniques that lump a few

preselected demographic variables to predict activity profiles without testing for the statistical significance

of those demographic characteristics. Such an approach reduces computational cost and model complexity

but might fail to find the optimal model and the most significant variables.

Based on these gaps, we identify target sociodemographic subgroups, test for the statistical significance

of these groups, and understand their intensive and extensive DF behavior. We evaluate our developed

regression models on choice and duration of different DF activities and check for the statistical significance

of the selected demographic variables using post-selection inference tools, including p-value, beta

coefficients, and LASSO inference regression. Our results show significant non-zero relationships between

several observable sociodemographic variables and the choice and duration of DF activities during different

daily periods, even after controlling for geography, weather, and seasonal differences. These key variables

include gender, age, time spent alone, labor force status, business or farm ownership, family income level,

number of occupants, presence of children, number of children, household type, education, race, and

ethnicity. Importantly, the models developed in this study show good prediction accuracy for the mean

activity probabilities and duration of identified DF-related activities within a ±20% error margin of actual

activity probabilities and time use.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 3.5 discusses our methodology, Section 3.6

presents results and a discussion of the predictions, as well as future scope of work and applications, and

Section 3.7 provides a brief conclusion.

3.5 Methodology

This study determined the prediction coefficients of demographic determinants for U.S. residential

occupants’ extensive and intensive DF behavior–i.e., the choice to engage in DF-related activities and the

number of minutes spent on such activities, respectively. To determine the groups of people most likely to

interact with DF technologies, we hypothesized that observable sociodemographic variables have a

statistically significant correlation with the choice and duration of DF activities even after controlling for

geography, weather, and seasonal differences. Formally, our null hypothesis is that there is no relationship

between any of the selected demographic predictors and DF activity choice and duration for the DF-related

activities of the U.S. residential housing stock. Our alternative hypothesis is non-zero relationships between

these variables.

Rejection criterion: We will reject the null hypothesis if the regression coefficients on a subset of the

demographic predictors are statistically significant at the traditional 5% confidence level (i.e., α = 0.05).
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We specifically answer the following questions as we test our hypothesis and quantify the selected

DF-relevant activities:

• What is the probability of engaging in a specific DF activity during off-peak, peak, and critical peak

periods? These are the extensive DF behavior (or choice) models in Section 3.5.2.1.

• How well do the different machine learning regression models for the duration of activities compare,

and what variables are statistically significant? This covers the intensive DF behavior (or duration)

models in Section 3.5.2.2 and the significant sociodemographic predictors detailed in Section 3.6.

• How do demographic subgroups change their activities across different times of the day, or how do

different people allocate their time across the day to each DF activity? Section 3.5.2.3 methodology

and results in Section 3.7.3 can serve as a guide to roster-type targeted DF programs.

Overall, the workflow (Figure 3.2) followed two phases: preparing the ATUS data, and developing the

models. Phase 1 included carefully selecting DF-related activities using the survey processing framework

proposed in our recent work [15] and selecting sociodemographic variables. Phase 2 evaluated the models

and selected statistically significant sociodemographic predictors. The following subsections detail our

workflow steps.

Figure 3.2 The overall workflow for predicting the extensive (choice to engage) and intensive (number of
minutes spent) behavior of U.S. residential occupants while determining significant sociodemographic
predictors.
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3.5.1 Phase 1: Data preparation

3.5.1.1 Data collection and preprocessing

We used the 2003–2018 ATUS dataset, a multi-year compilation of more than 200,000 interviews

developed by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). We make use of this multi-year data to obtain

statistical representativeness of multiperiod activity profiles in the United States based on the consistent

survey collection method used by the U.S. BLS for ATUS over the years 18. We also note that the DF

behavioral changes over time that we have in our study would differ from the likelihood of DF participation

over time–a topic for future research and investigation that would require actual DF data collected over a

long period of time.

ATUS contains detailed sociodemographic characteristics of respondents age 15+ who report their daily

activities in various time increments over 24 hours [63]. To reiterate, ATUS is an activity survey and does

not contain actual DF information. However, previous studies analyzing time-use patterns and energy use

behavior have used ATUS [66, 67, 107, 108], but none explicitly explored the DF-activities profile or

potential DF-interaction behavior. Also, while it is interesting to understand how occupants might

participate in DF programs depending on incentive levels, our scope of work does not include the elasticity

of DF response to incentives for simplicity. Asadinejad et al. (2018) had identified the effects of different

incentive levels on DF participation for residential customers at individual appliance levels [83], but

suggested the need for a study highlighting the fundamental differences in household DF behavior across

sociodemographic groups.

We combined the ATUS main data and metadata files 19 to collect observations of each activity and the

sociodemographic information of the reporting respondents. We also included the 2015 International

Energy Conservation Code (IECC) information on climate zone and moisture regimes to control for

weather differences [77, 109]. We used the climate information to separate a test data region containing

4,225 respondents [15]. The test sample area served as a proxy to real-life data for different service areas to

evaluate the models (i.e., compare the model predictions and the actual observations from the

model-unexposed test data). The excluded test area covers three core-based statistical areas (CBSA) in

three major moisture regimes across IECC climate zones/moisture regimes 4A, 5B, and 3C) (Figure 3.3).

3.5.1.2 Selection of activities

We specified residential DF activities and corresponding locations following a similar categorization

methodology as our recent work [15]. Each activity set has a corresponding location that we categorize as

18In another study of ours, we include a time-varying analysis of activities over the years and observe only small differences
from year to year and a relatively consistent behavior [15].

19The ATUS data files are publicly available at https://www.bls.gov/tus/datafiles-0318.htm
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Figure 3.3 The test area for model evaluation contained about 2% of the ATUS population selected across
different climate regions [15].

“home,” “workplace,” and “not home.” There are more than 430 activities reported in ATUS, including 17

major categories and 105 minor categories. We grouped all these into 14 activity sets based on our

understanding of which activities are likely related to DF: home, sleeping, laundry, dishwashing, cooking,

cleaning/personal grooming, gardening/mowing/yard work, exercise, pool use, TV/gaming, computer use,

traveling, away for work, and away outdoors. Existing DF technologies include connected smart

thermostats, standalone connected air-conditioning units, and connected smart water heaters for hot water

use [39]. Emerging technologies with DF functionality (given their Internet of Things [IoT] configuration)

include electric vehicle charging, connected lighting, smart beds with adjustable temperatures, smart

washing machines, connected dryers, connected dishwashers, smart kitchen appliances (including

cookstoves, ovens, and grills), electric thermal storage systems, smart refrigerators, robot vacuums and

mops, smart outdoor gadgets, smart health and fitness equipment, connected pool pumps, smart plugs,

smart connected computers, and remote control technologies [39, 68]. The activity recategorization

captured more than 200,000 respondents’ activities; only 0.4% (about 800 respondents) had relevant

location information missing.

3.5.1.3 Aggregation of activity observations into relevant periods

Per our study design, we predict both single activity occurrence and occurrence during specific periods:

off-peak, peak (morning and evening), and critical peak periods; we also differentiate by timescales (single

instance, periodic, and daily) and weekday/weekend. We selected these peak periods to investigate
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common periods of grid constraint; the exact definition of critical periods will vary by system, but these

are priority periods for shifting or decreasing energy consumption. This time aggregation methodology

helps reduce the computational burden and the number of models required per timestep (e.g., four periods

instead of subhourly (e.g., every 15 minutes would be 96 timesteps). The off-peak period ends at 7 AM, the

morning or day peak ends at 2 PM, the critical peak ends at 7 PM, and the evening peak resumes until

midnight. The cycle continues with off-peak again until the weekend. We describe critical peaks as periods

when the price of electricity jumps significantly to reflect the grid system costs [69]. This definition varies

with different utilities, but we find 2 - 7 PM most common [18, 69]. This period granularity could also

apply in future studies that consider time-variant pricing of DF technologies such as real-time, critical

peak, time-of-use, and variable peak pricing or price elasticities considering different periods.

3.5.1.4 Select demographic variables as input

Previous studies identified several demographic variables that impact household energy behavior and

consumption [19, 86–90, 94–97, 110, 111]. These studies, however, did not delineate the statistical

significance of the demographic variables on activities that could impact energy use, specifically DF. For

instance, it is challenging to predict the DF interactions of a middle-income, single-family class compared to

low-income, multi-family residential customers, or what DF upgrades might be more appropriate for each.

It is, therefore, crucial to identify which demographic variables impact DF activities and to what extent.

To identify a set of easily accessible demographic variables for this study, we reviewed two additional

datasets typical of information utility companies might have access to in designing DF programs.

Specifically, we used the 2015 Residential Energy Consumption Survey (RECS) 20 microdata containing

the annual aggregate energy demand for regions and subregions in the United States, with demographic

clustering and advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) data that contains disaggregated end-use data for

electricity customers (Table 3.1). AMI data are usually sourced from utilities; we looked at ComED’s

demographic distribution fact sheet for the Northern Illinois Service Territory to understand the

demographic information utilities might collect 21.

We identify 17 sociodemographic variables for investigation based on their public availability, reference

in literature as influential to energy use consumption [19, 86–90, 94–97, 110, 111], and most reported in

ATUS. Details of the 17 sociodemographic and five control variables are in Table 3.2. Note that we

regrouped some of the variables, like race and education, to have fewer categories consistent with published

studies.

20RECS data is publicly available at https://www.eia.gov/consumption/residential/data/2015/index.php?view=microdata
21ComEd has a detailed demographic factsheet for the Northern Illinois Service Territory publicly available at https://www.

comed.com/SiteCollectionDocuments/DoingBusinessWithUs/ComEd_Service_Territory_Demographics.pdf.
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Table 3.1 A summary of geographic and sociodemographic features selected in this study and their
presence in common data sources.

Type Variables RECS AMI
(e.g.,
ComED)

ATUS Selected

Geographic
Regional location ⊠ ⊠ ⊠ ⊠
State and county □ ⊠ ⊠ ⊠
County □ ⊠ ⊠ ⊠

Demographic

Number of household members or
household size

⊠ ⊠ ⊠ ⊠

Children under 18 in household ⊠ □ ⊠ □
Annual income ⊠ ⊠ ⊠ ⊠
Ownership of unit ⊠ □ ⊠ □
Payment method for energy bills ⊠ □ □ □
Age of household members ⊠ ⊠ ⊠ ⊠
Ethnicity ⊠ ⊠ ⊠ ⊠
Race ⊠ ⊠ ⊠ ⊠
Housing type (e.g., single-family
detached or mobile home)

⊠ □ ⊠ ⊠

Household type (e.g., family or
non-family)

□ ⊠ ⊠ ⊠

Typical number of weekdays some-
one is at home

⊠ □ □ □

Education □ ⊠ ⊠ ⊠
Gender □ ⊠ ⊠ ⊠
Occupation classification (e.g.,
blue-collar, white-collar)

□ ⊠ □ □

Ancestry □ ⊠ □ □
Marital status □ ⊠ □ □

3.5.2 Phase 2: Model development

As noted, we held back a test service area of 4,225 respondents to evaluate the models’ predictive

accuracy (compared with actual observations at different temporal scales). The deviation from predicted

values for each activity alternative defines the prediction accuracy of the developed models in this study.

Note that all the codes developed in Stata for this study are in a publicly accessible GitHub repository

(Part E).

3.5.2.1 Choice of activities (extensive behavior)

We developed a multinomial logistic regression model to estimate the choice of activity from the full set

by predicting the probability of engaging in an activity given a set of respondents’ sociodemographic

characteristics. Multinomial logit (MNL) models are simple to compute for multiple-choice alternatives,

and the output estimates are easier to interpret than other multinomial or choice models [112]. MNL
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Table 3.2 Statistical summary and label definitions of the selected variables based on overlaps with other
datasets and the number of respondents with these characteristics in ATUS. The five control variables are
at the bottom.

No. Variable labels and categories Obs. Resp. Min Max

1. Gender (male vs female) 3,922,807 201,151 0 1
2. Is there a telephone in this house/apartment?

(no or yes)
3,922,807 201,151 0 1

3. Presence of household children <18 (no or yes) 3,922,807 201,151 0 1
4. Does anyone in this household have a business

or a farm? (no or yes)
3,919,051 200,958 0 1

5. Age 3,922,807 201,151 15 85
6. Number of people living in household 3,922,807 201,151 1 16
7. Total time respondent spent alone (in min-

utes)
3,922,807 201,151 0 1,440

8. Number of household children <18 3,922,807 201,151 0 12
9. Family income level according to 2020 poverty

guidelines
3,660,071 187,453 1 3

10. Labor force status (employed, unemployed, or
not in the labor force)

3,922,807 201,151 1 5

11. Highest level of school completed, or highest
degree received

3,922,807 201,151 1 5

12. Race 3,922,807 201,151 1 6
13. Ethnicity (non-Hispanic or Hispanic) 3,922,807 201,151 0 1
14. Citizenship 3,922,807 201,151 1 5
15. Type of housing unit (house/apartment/flat,

multi-tenant housing unit, mobile home, un-
popular housing unit, student quarters in a
college dorm, or other units not specified)

3,922,807 201,151 1 6

16. Household type (relating to Armed Forces vs
civilian household)

3,922,807 201,151 1 10

17. Owned, rented, or occupied with no pay 3,919,129 200,958 1 3

Control
Variables

Year 3,922,807 201,151 2003 2018
Season (winter, shoulder, or summer) 3,922,807 201,151 1 3
Day of the week of interview 3,922,807 201,151 1 7
Holiday (no or yes) 3,922,807 201,151 0 1
Region (Northeast, Midwest, South, or West) 3,922,807 201,151 1 4
IECC Climate Zone 1,340,781 1 7
IECC Moisture Regime 1,340,781 1 4

models are also appropriate when the regressors are case-specific (i.e., the sociodemographic characteristics

are specific to each respondent). We specify this choice empirical framework in Equation 3.1.

P (Cs,it|Xi) =
1

1 + e−(βXi+γc∗i +ϵ
s,it

)
(3.1)

for household i = 1, . . . , n and timestep or period, t

The dependent variable, Cs,it, is the probability of choice of activity, s, at a timestep or period, t. We

aggregate ATUS time increments to DF-relevant periods of the day for t, as discussed previously. The

subscript s can take one of 14 values corresponding to the DF-relevant activities described in Section
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3.5.1.2. Also, we selected sleeping as the reference category for the MNL model. The vector of observable

geographic and demographic characteristics, Xi, includes age, gender, labor force status, housing unit type,

number of household members, level of education, annual family income, race, and ethnicity for each

respondent (i) (see Table 3.2). The control variables (c∗i ) are fixed effects accounting for the year, season,

weather, and location. To measure the extent

3.5.3 Extensive and intensive behavior calculations

We consider the amount of time spent on an activity as an intensive decision conditional on choosing to

do the activity. We let As,it be the duration in minutes spent on an activity, s, by a household respondent,

i, at period, t. We estimate the duration of time spent on each activity set at different times with Equation

3.2:

As,it = ηXi + ωc∗i + εs,it (3.2)

where Xi is a vector of the selected 17 demographic determinants, ci are the five control variables, and ϵit

represents the extraneous errors left unexplained from the variations in the data.

We compare initial results from linear OLS regression to LASSO 22 linear (cross-validation and

adaptive) estimation of Equation 3.2 23. Comparing these models based on root mean square error

(RMSE) and deviation from the mean predicted duration in minutes determines if significant predictors are

in the linear OLS models (essentially LASSO with no penalty with all the co-variates) to predict

occupants’ intensive DF behavior 24.

3.5.3.1 Post-selection inference

After we determined that the different duration models—OLS, LASSO with cross-validation vs. LASSO

adaptive—have similar prediction accuracy on the test area, we checked for top predictors based on the

overlapped variables selected by LASSO cross-validation and LASSO adaptive while ranking the beta

coefficients of the variables for the OLS model. We also employed LASSO inference linear regression using

a double-selection cross-validation solution. This ascertains which variables have a non-zero significant

relationship with duration, and helps to us understand how demographic subgroups change their activities

across different times of the day or how different people allocate their time to each DF activity.

22LASSO, the least absolute shrinkage and selection operator, helps select variables by applying a penalty function [113, 114].
23We selected linear models as opposed to other machine learning models such as cluster analysis or neural networks as these
linear models are easy for practitioners like utility program planners to fit and interpret.

24We selected LASSO as against ridge regression since ridge only shrinks coefficients but keeps all covariates. We wanted to
select the best predictors to guide roster-type targeted programs, rather than simply predict activities. For the best activity
prediction, we would have used elastic net regression method (a combination of LASSO and ridge) or some nonlinear machine
learning models.
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3.6 Results and Discussion

The key results from the choice and duration models demonstrate a non-zero relationship between

residential extensive and intensive energy demand behavior and sociodemographic factors, an overall

prediction accuracy within a 20% error margin, and which predictors are critical to users’ DF behavior.

Additional results exploring different temporal scales and weekend versus weekdays, beyond the focus on

off-peak, peak (morning and evening), and critical peak periods, also support these conclusions and are

presented in the Appendix (B.1, B.2, and B.3). The large tables of model results and Stata codes

developed are posted on a GitHub repository

(https://github.com/WonuolaOlawale/ATUS-Behavior-Model-Results) as the Supplementary Materials.

3.6.1 Extensive behavior (choice) predictions

We establish that sociodemographic variables have predictive power for DF-related activity choices. We

estimate activity choice probabilities that closely match actual activity frequency in our test data region.

The individual predictor coefficients for each activity choice are posted on a GitHub (Part A) repository,

because the choice models return large coefficient tables. In order to show that sociodemographic variables

are significant predictors of activity choice, we report the likelihood ratio (LR) Chi-square and McFadden’s

pseudo-R2 for each of the models in Table 3.3. The LR Chi-Square tests show statistical significance (at

least one of the predictors’ regression coefficients is not equal to zero). The number in the parenthesis for

each LR Chi-square statistic is the degree of freedom defined by the number of models estimated multiplied

by the number of predictors in the model [112]. The McFadden’s pseudo-R2 (ρ2) for MNL models are not

the same as the R-squared, because values of 0.2–0.4 could represent excellent fit [115]. Although the

model fits are poor with small pseudo-R2 less than 0.04, the demographic regressors are jointly statistically

significant at the 0.000 level, and the LR Chi-square statistics are at least four orders of magnitude greater

than 10, with the ‘prob ¿ chi2’, far less than 0.05 for all the models. These statistics indicate non-zero

relationships between these variables and the DF-activity choice (extensive decision), and support our

alternative hypothesis for a significant choice-sociodemographic relationship.

We closely predict the average probabilities per activity for the 4,225 respondents of the test area

compared to their activity frequencies (unconditional probabilities) to show the choice model prediction

accuracy at the aggregate level. Table 3.4 presents the mean predicted probabilities for all the test area

respondents for the 14 alternative activities during the critical peak period. Note that the test sample

average predicted probabilities (column 2b) are very similar to the mean unconditional activity probabilities

(column 1b) for the test sample, indicating a close-enough fit. However, a perfect fit would predict a value

of 1 (column 1e) for households engaged in the activity at any instance and zero otherwise (Column 1d).
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Table 3.3 MNL model summary comparing LR chi-square statistic and McFadden’s pseudo-R2.

Temporal scale Day type Weekday periods

Single in-
stances

Any pe-
riod

Any day Weekend Weekday Off-peak Peak
(day and
evening)

Critical
peak

Number of
obs.

3,576,673 1,805,699 1,229,059 597,911 631,148 169,275 581,841 275,268

LR chi2(N)
LR LR LR LR LR LR LR LR
chi2(741): chi2(740): chi2(738): chi2(676) chi2(713) chi2(709) chi2(715): chi2(710):
488293.6 247324.1 133509.4 45321.1 73880.8 19255.0 70624.0 40764.1

Prob > chi2 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
ρ2 0.0327 0.0305 0.0235 0.0166 0.0252 0.0307 0.0274 0.0351

Notes: The likelihood-ratio (LR) Chi-Square tests show statistical significance (at least one of the predictors’ regression
coefficients is not equal to zero). The McFadden’s pseudo-R2 (ρ2) shows explained variation. Probabilities ‘prob > chi2’
indicate statistical significance level.

Our household-specific predicted probabilities deviate from this ideal, but that is a prominent feature of

MNL models; they often accurately predict average choice probabilities even while predicting individual

choices with noise. These average predictions are still meaningful because building DF relies upon large

groups of buildings responding, and the actions of each individual building are less significant. Therefore,

the test stock comparison for the 14 activities is relevant to utilities or aggregators designing DF programs.

Table 3.4 Critical peak predicted probabilities for the 14 activities from the MNL models for the test sample
respondents with complete sociodemographic information compared to the observed activity frequencies.

(1)

Unconditional probabilities

(2)

MNL model choice probabilities predictions

DF-relevant activities
(a)

Obs.

(b)

Mean

(c)

Std.

(d)

Min

(e)

Max

(a)

Obs.

(b)

Mean

(c)

Std.

(d)

Min

(e)

Max
Just home 1,549 0.233 0.423 0 1 1,431 0.230 0.030 0.145 0.340
Sleeping 125 0.019 0.136 0 1 110 0.020 0.012 2.82E-24 0.102
Laundry 136 0.020 0.141 0 1 134 0.017 0.010 3.58E-27 0.067
Dishwashing 230 0.034 0.182 0 1 217 0.034 0.021 0.003 0.197
Cooking 762 0.114 0.318 0 1 708 0.110 0.041 0.026 0.224
Cleaning 516 0.078 0.268 0 1 480 0.075 0.013 0.039 0.133
Garden yard work 64 0.009 0.097 0 1 58 0.010 0.010 7.79E-27 0.083
Exercise 91 0.005 0.068 0 1 88 0.005 0.003 1.40E-26 0.038
Pool pump use 1 0.0002 0.012 0 1 1 0.0004 0.001 0.000001 0.028
TV game use 549 0.082 0.274 0 1 496 0.075 0.038 0.022 0.243
Computer use 77 0.011 0.105 0 1 75 0.011 0.007 8.19E-27 0.070
Traveling commuting 1,524 0.227 0.419 0 1 1,418 0.233 0.060 0.055 0.365
Away for work 265 0.040 0.196 0 1 245 0.044 0.037 0.0002 0.191
Away 851 0.128 0.334 0 1 794 0.136 0.027 0.051 0.214

the different periods investigated individually (off-peak, peak, and critical peak), Figure 3.4 shows the

model performance for the mean predicted probabilities. The bottom figures show the percent deviation

from the actual. The average deviation from mean predicted probabilities is 7%, 2.4%, and 4.8% for
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off-peak, peak, and critical peak periods. The maximum percent deviations are 35.6% (for computer use)

and 19.3% (for laundry) during off-peak, 9.2% (for dishwashing) during peak (morning and evening peaks),

and 14.6% (for laundry) during critical peak. Note that these activities indicate peoples’ timing priorities

that may affect DF adoption and may not directly correlate to energy consumption.

Figure 3.4 Extensive behavior predictions of the mean probability of each activity set by MNL models (top
figures with predictions in blue and actual in orange) and their percent deviation from mean probabilities
(in black on the bottom plots) for (a) off-peak; (b) peak (day and evening peaks); and (c) critical peak
periods.

Overall, the predicted mean probabilities of the choice of activities for the test population are within a

±20% error margin, except for the most infrequent activities. This exception also suggests that relatively

infrequent activities may be more difficult to predict even with individually high short-term electricity

loads associated—a topic for future research. We also used a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to

determine if there are statistically significant differences between the distribution of the mean predicted

probabilities and of the unconditional probabilities combining the results for the different times and
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periods. This combination yields 224 observations (both actual and predicted) for the 14 activities (see

Table B.1 in Appendix B). Not only are the combined differences in both directions less than 0.05, but the

exact asymptotic p-value for these minor probability differences is 0.998, which is not significant. This test

suggests that the mean predicted probabilities are close to the actual activity frequencies. These results give

a positive indication of estimation of average probabilities of DF-related activities (i.e., extensive behavior)

of customers from publicly available demographic data for different service areas across the United States.

3.6.2 Intensive behavior (duration of activities) predictions

For the intensive behavior, we use LASSO and OLS linear models as described in Section 3.5.2.2. The

intent is to decide if linear OLS regression models suffice compared to LASSO (cross-validation (CV) and

adaptive) models that select ‘good’ predictors (with non-zero coefficients) using regularization. We present

the test sample duration averages across time scales (day, period, and single instances) and compare the

average predictions of these three model types in Table 3.5. Panel 1 describes the model output parameters

for each of the models, including the number of selected co-variates (a), the LASSO lambda values (b),

their R-squared (i.e., the explained variance) (c), and their RMSE (d). The R-squared and the RMSE for

the three model types are similar despite the varied number of selected co-variates between the LASSOs

and OLS methods. This similarity indicates that the OLS model suffices for the study, while the differences

in number of selected covariates indicate that we can separate the significant predictors that adequately

explain the variances in peoples’ behavioral patterns from the marginal ones.

Panel 2 in Table 3.5 reports the summary statistics for the actual duration (unconditional mean) on

activities versus the prediction for the test sample respondents. The observations (a) depict the total

number of cases per activity per respondent, with model observations accounting for cases with fully

represented demographic characteristics. The average duration spent on activities is in minutes (b), with a

standard deviation value (c) with values that lie between the minimum (d) and maximum (e) values. If

these models were perfect, the minimum and maximum values of the predicted durations would be similar

to the actual test sample mean. This ideal is not the case, but the average model predictions deviate from

the unconditional mean (in Panel 3) by less than 2% for all the models across the scales. The three linear

model types show similar RMSEs to two decimal points and similar percent deviations from the test

sample mean. These similarities indicate that neither of these methods or predictor selection is superior in

predicting DF-related intensive behavior. Given that our objective is to find statistically significant

sociodemographic factors, and the RMSEs of these models are similar, we choose the OLS linear regression

models for all the predictions based on relatively higher computational speed, simplicity of interpreting

their coefficients as marginal effects, ease of ranking the predictors by beta coefficients, and their easily
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Table 3.5 Duration model performance summary. Predicted activity durations from the three linear
regression model types compared to the actual test sample mean duration.

Model

Model output parameters

(1)

Activities’ duration (in minutes)

(2)

Deviations

(3)

Co-variates
(a)

lambda value
(b)

R2
(c)

RMSE
(d)

Obs.
(a)

Mean
(b)

Std. Dev.
(c)

Min
(d)

Max
(e)

mins
(a)

%
(b)

Day: Duration spent cumulatively on activities on average in a whole day
Actual 28,639 211.65 211.40 1 1370
LASSO CV 53 0.0503 0.0068 212.646 26,612 211.91 17.29 167 272.62 0.26 0.12
LASSO
Adaptive

40 53321.9 0.0068 212.644 26,612 212.02 17.45 167 269.24 0.37 0.17

OLS 74 - 0.0069 212.64 26,612 211.82 17.54 165 277.81 0.17 0.08
Period: Duration spent cumulatively on activities on average in any period

Actual 42,318 143.23 166.35 1 1310
LASSO CV 52 0.0417 0.1033 160.498 39,341 142.93 53.85 78.93 257.3 0.30 -0.21
LASSO
Adaptive

26 1798.3 0.1033 160.501 39,341 143.16 53.85 81.26 255.2 0.07 -0.05

OLS 74 - 0.1034 160.50 39,341 142.84 53.96 77.84 261.8 0.39 -0.27
Instances: Duration spent on activities on average in a single instance at a stretch

Actual 83,013 73.02 98.93 1 1295
LASSO CV 59 0.00803 0.0124 99.6239 77,245 72.03 11.19 43.65 110.0 0.99 -1.36
LASSO
Adaptive

44 2.3E+08 0.0124 99.6238 77,307 72.06 11.20 43.64 110.0 0.96 -1.32

OLS 74 - 0.0125 99.623 77,245 72.02 11.22 43.53 110.1 1.01 -1.38

Notes: Panel 1 describes the model output parameters for each of the models, including (a) the number of selected co-variates;
(b) the LASSO lambda values; (c) their R-squared (i.e., the explained variance); and (d) root mean square error (RMSE).
Panel 2 reports the summary statistics for the actual duration (unconditional mean) on activities versus the prediction for the
test sample respondents for each model: (a) the observations depict the total number of cases per activity per respondent, with
model observations accounting for cases with fully represented demographic characteristics; (b) the average duration spent
on activities is in minutes; (c) with a standard deviation value, (d) the minimum; and (e) maximum values. Panel 3 is the
deviation of the duration models from actual in (a) minutes; and (b) percentage.

retrievable test of statistical significance.

Like the choice models, the duration models show superior stock-level predictions–which is the more

relevant scope for DF–compared to per-household predictions. Furthermore, these models present the

primary function of integrating demographics into DF estimates of end-use behavior at the stock level, an

area that remains underexplored. To demonstrate, Table 3.6 summarizes the predicted durations for the 14

activities for the 4,225 respondents of the test sample during the critical peak period. Panel 1 reports the

actual duration means, and Panel 2 reports the model predictions. In both panels, the observations (a) are

for the number of activity occurrences, with the average amount of time (b) with standard deviation (c)

that varies between the minimum (d) and maximum (e) values. The predicted durations are similar to the

actual test population’s intensive behavior within minutes but show high variations from the actual

minimum and maximum values. These variations suggest that the models may not recreate each

observation accurately, but the similar average duration predictions to actual observations mimic the

overall aggregate level behavior closely. Thus, we focus on the mean predicted duration of people’s time on

these DF-relevant activities.
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The pool-use model is quite insufficient in specific periods (e.g., off-peak and critical peak) given the

few respondents who report pool use. As noted earlier, these end-use behavior predictions do not translate

directly to energy use and limit our conclusions to only DF-relevant behavioral patterns. We present these

limitations to indicate the need for future improvements in predicting intensive behavior at spatial

resolutions requiring individual-level results.

Table 3.6 Predicted durations for the 14 activities during the critical peak period compared to the actual
test sample means.

DF-relevant activities

(1) (2)
Actual mean duration in minutes per activity OLS model duration predictions (minutes)

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Obs. Mean Std. Min Max Obs. Mean Std. Min Max

Just home 1,549 78.4 71.0 1 810 1,431 76.4 13.6 37.8 122.6
Sleeping 125 149.2 178.8 10 775 110 149.8 61.1 2.9 371.1
Laundry 136 48.7 72.9 2 745 134 38.3 9.7 17.9 74.9
Dishwashing 230 24.6 15.0 2 90 217 23.3 3.2 15.1 36.7
Cooking 762 36.3 25.7 1 240 708 38.3 7.0 19.8 61.4
Cleaning 516 34.0 31.7 1 210 480 33.3 7.5 17.5 52.4
Garden yard work 64 67.6 50.2 4 195 58 63.9 11.9 43.4 87.0
Exercise 91 66.5 43.4 15 300 88 74.2 16.9 41.6 128.7
Pool use 1 20.0 . 20 20 1 62.7 . 62.7 62.7
TV game use 549 95.6 95.4 5 790 496 93.7 25.8 34.7 177.9
Computer use 77 54.0 37.9 5 195 75 62.3 18.6 6.8 110.8
Traveling commuting 1,524 39.9 28.6 1 271 1,418 39.0 3.0 29.4 50.3
Away for work 265 139.8 102.6 1 765 245 141.6 12.6 60.8 172.3
Away 851 56.6 59.1 1 710 794 59.1 10.6 31.3 92.6

Notes: Panel 1 shows the actual values. Panel 2 shows the predictions from the duration models. (a) number of activity
occurrences; (b) mean duration; (c) standard deviation; (d) minimum; and (e) maximum values.

The aggregate duration predictions per period for the test service area and the deviations are shown in

Figure 3.5 to demonstrate how close the aggregate predictions are to the actual within a 20% error margin.

The entire duration model results for each activity during each DF-relevant period with variable

coefficients and p-values are also in GitHub (Part B). Again, the approximations in ‘blue’ by the duration

model generally emulate the intensive behavior of the test respondents at the stock level in ‘orange’

(Figure 3.5a-c) except for infrequent activities such as pool use. The off-peak duration models present an

average deviation of 7.3%, but show the most uncertainties in predicting dishwashing (20.2%), laundry

(17.9%), yardwork (17.5%), and computer use (15.4%) (Figure 3.5a). A further investigation on the

number of observations for these four activities reveals each has less than 30 observations, making the

sample size relatively small as would be expected during early hours of off-peak. The yardwork peak

duration model presents the highest error of 15.2%. The rest of the peak activity duration models are

within the ±10% error margin with an average of 4.2% (Figure 3.5b). The duration models for laundry and

computer use activity sets during critical peak (Figure 3.5c) are off by -21.4% and +15.3%, respectively.
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Exercise during critical peak is overestimated by about 11.6%, and the remaining activities are within a

±10% error margin of the actual. The critical peak activity models are only off by 5.7% on average.

These errors can help assess uncertainties in end-use estimations during DF-relevant periods. For

instance, we advise caution when interpreting time-use estimates for laundry, dishwashing, yardwork, and

computer use, given how relatively uncommon these activities are during off-peak periods. It is also

essential to evaluate the extensive and intensive behavior jointly, rather than separately focus on time use

as is typical in the literature [67, 116]. This integrated study clearly shows the frequency and priorities

placed on different activities.

Figure 3.5 Intensive behavior predictions of the mean duration of each activity set by linear OLS regression
models (top figures with predictions in blue and actual in orange) and their percent deviation from mean
duration spent (in black on the bottom plots) for periods (a) off-peak (midnight – 7 AM); (b) peak (7 AM
– 2 PM and 7 PM to midnight); and (c) critical peak (2 PM – 7 PM).

A similar two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on the distribution of the unconditional duration means

and the predicted average duration per activity shows that the duration model predictions on

aggregate-level are close to the actual (Table B.2 in Appendix B). The most considerable differences in

both directions are less than 0.04, and the exact asymptotic p-value for these minor probability differences
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is 1.000 (not significant).

Overall, the close aggregate predictions and model significance of these duration models based on

sociodemographic characteristics demonstrate non-zero relationships between a number of these 17

variables and the DF-activity duration (intensive behavior). These small error margins also indicate the

possibility of representing stock occupant intensive behavior for different parts of the United States based

on knowledge of the area’s demographic characteristics.

3.6.3 Demographic subgroups and differences in activities over time

This work seeks to identify which sociodemographic variables are most statistically significant in

predicting how different demographic subgroups change their activities across different times of the day. To

do this, we also assess the variables with a non-zero significant relationship based on selection by both

LASSO adaptive and LASSO cross-validation models across the time scales. The full LASSO model results

are also on GitHub(Part C); Figure 3.6 summarizes the LASSO model selections. A cross-section of the

LASSO selections from single events (1), any period (2), and any day (3) models in Figure 3.6 show that

the type of household, family household income level, education level relative to less than high school

education, race classification, age of respondent, gender, number of children in the household, presence of

children under 18, the total number of people in the household, and the total amount of time spent alone

(in minutes) were consistently selected across the time chunks as regressors with a non-zero relationship

with the amount of time spent on activities (all temporal resolutions). Identifying these 11 variables with

non-zero coefficients is important to identifying which demographic characteristics to include when

integrating sociodemographic diversity into DF modeling or accounting for complex human dynamics

invariant of timescale.

A shortcoming of the LASSO models is that they do not provide standard errors required for statistical

inference after selecting co-variates with estimated non-zero coefficients [117]. This inadequacy led us to

using an additional LASSO-based method for estimating the “true” effects from the coefficients and

standard errors of the vector of 17 sociodemographic variables using the double-selection solution well

documented in the literature [118, 119].

Table 3.7 summarizes some of the results of the LASSO inference model for approximating the duration

of any of the DF activities during any period (full results on GitHub (Part D)). The coefficients (column 1)

and p-value (column 3) in linear regression models are similar to the marginal effects and helpful for

statistical inference. From Table 3.7, gender has a coefficient of -17.3 statistically significant at a p = 0.000.

This coefficient interprets women spending about 17 additional minutes on average on a given activity

compared to their male counterparts within any period. The presence of household children below 18 years
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Figure 3.6 A summary of the LASSO models’ selections with a colored bar indicating selection across
different time scales. Variables that appear across all three temporal resolutions have the yellow bar
showing complete overlaps. Notes: Blue shows duration model selections for single events
(i.e.,non-aggregated activity in a single instance). Orange for any period models (i.e., aggregated activity
set over the defined periods in this study). Grey for any day models (i.e., aggregate activity set for the
whole day). Yellow shows selections across all the modeled timescales (i.e., during single events, any
period, or over a day). HH stands for households.

old is statistically significant with a coefficient of -5.6 minutes. It interprets that households with children

tend to spend about 6 minutes less on DF-related activities within DF-relevant periods than those without

children on average. The ‘number of children’ variable indicates that the addition of one child results in

spending 4 minutes less than one without children at all. The total time spent alone with its significant

-0.012 coefficient implies that 1 hour alone implies spending 43 seconds less on activities in general. Not

being in the labor force compared to the base category of being employed at work (labor force status)

spends about 7 minutes more on activities during periods on average and so forth. These insights can help

understand which sociodemographic subgroups to target and perhaps most likely to interact with

corresponding DF technologies. These results can also improve DF-related appliance-level (end-use)

understanding of user choice and behavior dynamics up to a national scale.

Given the computational resource requirement for running LASSO inference models, we selected the

top 5 predictors of each linear regression duration model per activity per period by ranking their beta

coefficients. This ranking helps to investigate the marginal effects of these variables relative to the other

variables on each activity per period. The choice of 5 predictors is arbitrary and selected to limit an

overload of information across the different models. Across all the investigated sets of activities, we found a

sum of 13 top predictors across all the duration models. We present these 13 variables in column 1 of
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Table 3.7 Post-selection inference showing some of LASSO inference model results for the duration of time
it takes for any activity in any period.

Double-selection linear LASSO model Number of observations = 1,845,040
Number of controls = 17
Number of selected controls = 16
Wald chi2(44) = 9212.69
Prob >chi2 = 0

Duration spent on activities during any period
Coef.

(1)

Robust Std. Err.

(2)
z

P>z

(3)

[95% Conf. Interval]

(4)

Gender (Base: Male) Female -17.308 0.289 -59.950 0.000 -17.873 -16.742

Is there a telephone in this house/apartment? Yes 0.167 0.744 0.220 0.822 -1.291 1.626

Presence of household children <18: Yes -5.639 0.462 -12.200 0.000 -6.545 -4.733

Does anyone in this household have a business or a farm? Yes 2.507 0.363 6.900 0.000 1.795 3.219
Age -0.083 0.010 -8.520 0.000 -0.102 -0.064
Number of people living in respondent’s household 1.973 0.194 10.150 0.000 1.592 2.354
Total time respondent spent alone (in minutes) -0.012 0.001 -17.860 0.000 -0.013 -0.010
Number of household children <18 -4.167 0.257 -16.190 0.000 -4.672 -3.663

Family income level according to 2020 poverty guidelines

(Base: Low-income)
Mid-income -3.884 0.401 -9.680 0.000 -4.671 -3.098
High income -5.366 0.444 -12.100 0.000 -6.236 -4.497

Labor force status (Base: Employed - at work)
Employed - absent 9.398 0.783 12.010 0.000 7.864 10.932
Unemployed - on layoff 5.225 1.729 3.020 0.003 1.835 8.614
Unemployed - looking 2.404 0.626 3.840 0.000 1.177 3.632
Not in labor force 6.842 0.308 22.180 0.000 6.237 7.446
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
House ownership

(Base: Owned or being bought by a household member)
Rented for cash 2.640 0.330 8.000 0.000 1.994 3.287
Occupied without payment of cash rent 1.436 1.163 1.230 0.217 -0.843 3.715

Notes: The full results for all 17 sociodemographic predictors are on GitHub (Part D). The chi-squared test is a Wald test of
the coefficients of the variables of interest jointly equal to zero. Column 1 shows the coefficients for each factor. Column 2
shows the standard deviations. Column 3 shows the z-statistics and p-values. Column 4 shows the confidence intervals.
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Table 3.8 to show coefficients excerpts based on the beta ranking (detailed model results with coefficients

and p-values are in Part B, Supplementary Materials). These predictors vary in level of statistical

significance but are significant beyond the p < 0.05 levels.

We summarize these 13 top predictors as personal factors (gender, age, time spent alone), job or social

status (labor force status, family income level, ownership of business or farm), family dynamics (presence

of household children, number of household children, number of people living in the household, household

type), education level, and culture (race classification and ethnicity). These findings of top predictors help

delineate what key population statistics drive intensive behavior, which could influence energy end-use and

DF estimates.

Based on our objective to understand people’s priorities within a DF context, we look at direct

applicability to DF program design by focusing on just home (2), cleaning/personal care (3), and sleeping

(4) activities (Table 3.8). Home and sleeping activities require adjustments in heating and cooling and are

thus related to the standard residential connected thermostat DF program. Most cleaning and personal

care activities, including water use, relate to the other common residential DF program for smart water

heaters [120].

In Table 3.8, the bold numbers are the regression coefficients of the variables, while those in the

brackets are the standard errors. One striking observation is how the different demographic subgroups

spend varied durations on different activities across off-peak (a), peak (b), and critical peak (c) periods. In

addition, the top predictors change for each activity per period. For example, during peak period

(subcolumn b), time spent alone, education level, and labor force status are the top predictors of who is

home more, while gender and labor force status matters for cleaning, but when it comes to sleeping

activities, gender, education, and household type are top.

Another critical point is the difference in the duration coefficients for each subgroup. For instance, look

at the critical peak period (subcolumn c); women sleep less than men by 24 minutes but spend 7 minutes

more engaging in cleaning activities. These results could imply that connected thermostat DF may be

more successful with women during critical peak periods, while smart water heater programs may be more

successful with men. For the labor force status coefficients, someone who is not in the labor force spends

about 23 minutes more at home during critical peak. It means it is more likely for someone employed at

work who spends less time sleeping to respond to a DR thermostat event call during a critical peak event.

Another subgroup difference is how a person with a postgraduate education sleeps by 65 minutes less in the

evenings during critical peak than someone with less than high school education.
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Table 3.8 Excerpts of coefficients (marginal effects) of top predicting and statistically significant demographic variables selected across all the linear
regression duration models after ranking by beta coefficients for just home, cleaning, and sleeping activities related to two common demand
flexibility programs (connected thermostats and smart water heaters).

Top predicting demographic variables
across all the duration models

(1)

Just home activities

(2)

Cleaning/personal care activities

(3)

Sleeping activities

(4)

Off peak (a) Peak (b) Critical
peak (c)

Off peak (a) Peak (b) Critical
peak (c)

Off peak (a) Peak (b) Critical
peak (c)

Coef.
(Std.
Err.)

Coef.
(Std.
Err.)

Coef.
(Std.
Err.)

Coef.
(Std.
Err.)

Coef.
(Std.
Err.)

Coef.
(Std.
Err.)

Coef.
(Std.
Err.)

Coef.
(Std.
Err.)

Coef.
(Std.
Err.)

Gender (Male vs. Female) 9.3 (0.3) 13.3 (0.4) 7.4 (0.5) -23.8
(6.0)

Presence of HH children < 18 (No vs. Yes)
Number of HH children < 18 3.6 (0.5) 3.3 (0.6) 3.6 (0.5)
Number of people living in HH -2.3 (0.5)
Age 0.1 (0.01) -0.3 (0.03)
Total time alone (mins) 0.02

(0.001)
0.02
(0.001)

0.01
(0.001)

-0.004
(0.001)

0.02
(0.001)

0.01
(0.001)

0.2
(0.002)

-0.04
(0.002)

-0.2 (0.01)

Business or a farm? (No vs. Yes) 13.9 (0.7) 9.0 (0.8) 10.7 (0.9)
Family income level (Low vs high income) -4.1 (0.8) 2.0 (0.5) -4.7 (0.8)
Labor force status (Base: Employed - at
work)
Employed - absent 19.6 (1.6) 13.0 (1.0)
Unemployed - looking 20.8 (1.2) 21.9 (1.3) 9.8 (0.8) 10.3 (1.2) 23.0 (1.8)
Not in labor force 3.7 (0.6) 18.1 (0.6) 22.9 (0.7) -5.7 (0.4) 9.0 (0.4) 5.4 (0.6) 21.3 (0.9) -13.3

(0.8)
-15.2
(5.9)

Education (Base: < High school)
High school -10.9

(1.1)
Some college - no degree 4.2 (0.8) 10.4 (0.9) -19.5

(1.2)
College or associate degree 3.4 (0.8) 15.8 (0.8) 6.7 (0.9) 12.2 (1.1) -21.1

(1.1)
-42.1
(7.7)

Postgraduate 5.1 (0.9) 22.6 (1.0) 9.0 (1.1) 16.3 (1.3) -25.3
(1.4)

-65.1
(10.1)

Race (Base: White) Black or African American 4.1 (0.4) 46.3 (6.5)
Asian -12.4

(2.0)
Non-Hispanic vs. Hispanic 2.7 (0.4) 5.7 (0.6)
Household type (Base: neither Armed Forces)
Civilian male primary individual -4.5 (0.9) -6.7 (1.1) 47.7 (9.5)
Civilian female primary individual -6.5 (0.6) -4.3 (0.9) 46.6 (9.1)

Notes: The complete duration model results for each activity during each period are on GitHub (Part B). Coefficients in bold. Standard errors are in parenthesis. Panel 1 shows the top
demographic predictors. Panels 2 – 4 present coefficients for just home (2), cleaning/personal care (3), and sleeping (4) activities for (a) off-peak; (b) peak; and (c) critical peak periods.



These systematic and sociodemographic subgroup differences in coefficients mean that we can target

different people at different times, clearly comparing people’s preferential priority with activities. These

results offer deeper insights into timing and preferences for different people, unlike before. This study’s

findings provide a basis to embrace a human-centric approach in designing DF programs. Further research

can determine how other vital mechanisms such as energy pricing or incentives drive adoption during the

direct application of our study results in targeted messaging rosters.

To sum this study’s applications to utilities and relevance to existing programs, the results and insights

from this study are important for improving user-segmented targeting in DF program designs and

increasing adoption at a national level. It is also important to note that targeting consumer types is

common e.g., customer segmentation according to demand response potential [121], low-income energy

efficiency programs [16], and numerous marketing programs offering student discounts or senior-citizen

rebates, or incentives for military personnel. We, therefore, emphasize that this study’s target is to help

the utility better understand where DF responses are most likely within its customer network, and is not

intended as a guide to offer programs to only certain classes of people. Also, our results provide a better

understanding of user choice and behavior dynamics during critical peak, peak, and off-peak periods for

DF-related end uses. Higher temporal resolution studies (up to 15-minute resolution) can also apply to our

proposed framework. The predictive models for behavior presented in this work could complement existing

models for estimating DF potential. Asadinejad et al. (2018) demonstrated the need for this type of DF

behavior study to identify the effects of different incentive levels on DF participation for residential

customers at individual appliance levels [83]. Note that for simplicity, our work excludes the elasticity of

price or incentives on DF. Despite this exclusion, this study could inform future data collection efforts for

which demographic variables are relevant to specific DF technologies and use cases.

3.7 Concluding Remarks

This work proposes a novel assessment framework for actual occupant behavior relevant to rThis study

identifies the most important demographic characteristics to DF activities and timing priorities, with the

goal of helping user-targeted DF programs increase participation and decrease DF event overrides. Unlike

previous literature on residential building energy/occupancy modeling, we avoid activity-to-energy

conversion bias by developing novel models to predict respondents’ activities profile for a residential stock.

Our models show non-zero relationships between several observable sociodemographic variables and the

choice and duration of DF activities, even after controlling for geography, weather, and seasonal differences.

The developed supervised machine learning MNL models predict the DF-related extensive behavior

(i.e., choice) at different temporal scales (single instance, period, and daily aggregates), weekend versus
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weekday, and the DF-relevant periods of interest (off-peak, critical peak, and peak). We also developed

LASSO linear (cross-validation and adaptive) and linear regression models to predict residential occupants’

intensive DF behavior of how much time people spend on identified DF-relevant activities. We then

evaluated these models using their RMSE and deviation from the mean predicted duration in minutes. The

LASSO models showed variables with non-zero coefficients, while the OLS regression models (with similar

model performance) offer computational ease and provide both coefficients and standard errors necessary

for statistical inferences. We also checked for top predictors from the top variables selected by LASSO

cross-validation and LASSO adaptive while ranking the beta coefficients of the variables for the linear

regression model and using double-selection cross-validation LASSO inference as post-selection inference

tools.

We also leveraged and connected the existing ATUS data to knowledge gaps in creating a framework to

answer what population statistics could improve our understanding of DF-specific occupant behavior in

homes. We demonstrated how residents’ behavioral pattern changes with activity and by implication, with

DF technology of interest. Using publicly available demographic data up to the national scale, we also

showed good prediction accuracy within a ±20% error margin. We found 13 top-ranked variables

summarized as personal factors (gender, age, time spent alone), job or social status (labor force status,

family income level, ownership of business or farm), family dynamics (presence of household children,

number of household children, number of people living in the household, household type), education level,

and cultural tendencies (race classification and ethnicity) after sifting through more than 17

sociodemographic factors. This ranking means there is a chance to improve DF/energy use models that

require activity prediction with few specified publicly available demographic variables. There is also an

opportunity for real-world testing to create roster-messaging platforms for DF to customers for different

periods.

In summary, these results are pivotal for utilities to integrating sociodemographic population statistics

into DF estimations—we can now provide a better understanding of how occupants’ behaviors impact how

we frame technological solutions to potential residential DF customers. Our work also informs future

messaging schedules that could help demand response reach its potential. Based on these findings, utilities

can also consider targeting different customers with insights into the social practices (daily activities)

related to DF.
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CHAPTER 4

FACTORS AFFECTING OVERRIDE BEHAVIOR DURING DEMAND FLEXIBILITY FROM

HIGH-RESOLUTION SMART THERMOSTAT DATA

Modified from a peer-reviewed manuscript accepted for publication by the ACEEE Summer Study on

Energy Efficiency in Buildings 2022 Proceeding.

Opeoluwa Wonuola Olawale25,26, Janet Reyna27, Ben Gilbert28

4.1 Abstract

In this study, we delineate key weather and demographic predictors of override behavior in residential

buildings during connected thermostats demand response events. Anticipating and reducing overrides is

critical to demand flexibility (DF) program success. We use high-dimensional fixed effects linear regression

techniques on a large ecobee dataset for about 5,800 enrolled households in the United States. We identify

critical weather (indoor and outdoor temperature), building (housing type), and occupant (previous DF

overrides and previous DF event exposure) factors influencing the override patterns of customers during

thermostat demand response. We also differentiate DF events by season to understand the different indoor

and outdoor conditions that might influence seasonal override rates. We found significant differences in

override rates between building types, with single-family semi-detached homes generally having the highest

overrides. Having a history of overrides was additionally a critical factor in predicting occupant response to

future DF events. Understanding these override differences is necessary for rural electric cooperatives and

emerging DF programs without access to large DR historical data. Overall, we provide critical information

on technical and local demographic characteristics that may be correlated to building type to influence

strategies to reduce overrides and improve the adoption of DF technologies.

Keywords: Demand response (DR), connected thermostats, overrides, occupant, indoor and outdoor

temperature conditions, household characteristics, and occupant history.

4.2 Significance to Thesis

This study examines complex occupant override behavior in demand flexibility (DF) programs for

thermostats by delineating the effects of outdoor temperature versus indoor temperature on override

decisions. We also study how heterogeneity (or variances) results in override decisions with house type or

25Colorado School of Mines Graduate student and Research Assistant, Advanced Energy Systems Program
26Primary researcher and corresponding author
27National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), Residential Building Research Group
28Colorado School of Mines and Assistant Professor, Economics and Business Division
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style. We identify which household types tend to override DF more - multiple occupants vs. single

occupants or older homes vs. newer homes. We also study which customers tend to override DF more; new

customers vs. old customers.

4.3 Copyright Permissions

ACEEE Summer Study on Energy Efficiency in Buildings 2022 Proceeding permits authors to use and

share their published works in a thesis or dissertation with proper acknowledgment. Section 3 of Appendix

A provides more details on the copyright permission that allows this article to be in this thesis, pending its

publication.

4.4 Introduction

Demand flexibility (DF) presents a huge financial and environmental opportunity as it could forestall

nearly $13 billion of the expected future $80 billion national grid infrastructure investment in peak

capacity generation while lowering electric bills by 10–40% [40, 44]. Responsive peak demand at critical

times of renewable energy availability can also lower dependence on fossil fuels [2, 42]. Essentially, DF

could be a valuable resource in avoiding expensive grid capacity expansion to cover peak demand, which is

growing disproportionately to average daily demand [18]. According to the Rocky Mountain Institute, DF

is an umbrella term for communication and control technologies that facilitate demand response (DR) to

dynamic market conditions through price signals and other mechanisms [40]. This definition includes both

existing demand response programs as well as more futuristic options which do not yet exist in the market.

Existing DF programs typically involve connected thermostats (CTs), HVAC compressor control, or smart

water heaters (SWHs) [120, 122].

However, low DF program enrollment, high attrition (i.e., opt-outs), and frequent thermostat override

challenge DF goals to reduce peak demand [12, 120]. As of 2020, only 8% of US residential electricity

customers (11 million out of 136 million) are enrolled in DF. Furthermore, only about 40% of the

theoretical average residential DF potential is realized annually in the United States (3,504 MW actual

peak demand savings out of 8,535 MW potential peak demand savings as of 2020) [44]. High override rates

during DF events (upwards of 30%) contribute to the low realization of DF potential [12, 14, 120].

Undoubtedly, occupant comfort and the perception of comfort (i.e., if occupants think DF enhances or

compromises their comfort) play a significant role in these overrides. There are several outstanding

questions on how utilities and product designers might be responsive to these customer comfort needs [25].

In a recent work, we show how different single-family residential customer types represented as four

persona types enrolled in DR might deviate from DF estimates of peak demand reduction capacity by up
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to 20% based on comfort-driven priorities [26]. A study in the literature however suggests that keeping the

override feature of DF is an essential option necessary for consumer acceptance of DF programs [27]. This

comfort-design balance question on how customers might respond with less override led us to explore

factors influencing override rates. In this study, we aim to better understand the relationship between

factors related to occupants’ comfort and customer engagement during DF enrollment. We focus on

connected thermostats (CTs) since CTs are more common than SWHs in residential DF programs [120].

Also, CTs are directly related to both heating and cooling loads, which together account for about 40% of

residential energy demand and about 60% of peak demand [123].

There are existing studies that examine DF overrides relative to either outdoor or indoor temperature

[14, 124–127]. Summer outdoor temperatures and the duration of a demand response event have been

demonstrated both as positive predictors of override using log-odds and proportional hazard models [122]

and as a non-predictor of override using cluster analysis [124]. On the other hand, a 2021 winter Canadian

study published that six Kelvin lower-than-average indoor temperatures and longer DF event duration

results in high override rates up to 70% while four Kelvin higher than average indoor temperature results

in up to 10% override rates using an agent-based stochastic model [128]. Outdoor temperatures are

determined by weather patterns while indoor temperatures could point to the comfort preferences of

household occupants. Yet, there are no integrated studies to date that quantify the comparative

importance of both indoor and outdoor temperatures on DF overrides. To tackle this, we study how DF

thermostat override decisions vary with seasonal and overall indoor and outdoor temperatures in this work.

Furthermore, it is unclear what key factors play significant roles in determining override decisions since

recent studies continue to use different and numerous predictors [125, 126, 129]. For instance, one study

developed a neural network model with 28 technology and weather features using about 1,200 single

occupant homes enrolled in DF in the United States [125]. Another study used decision tree analysis to

identify CT use behavior, outdoor temperature, DF duration, and general experience with DF as top

features for predicting override patterns without considering other factors including occupant comfort and

constraints [14]. Given that none of these studies consider all the factors together, we, therefore, consider

the relative importance of comfort preferences (average indoor temperatures), weather (outdoor

temperatures), occupant constraints (such as building characteristics which can be useful as a proxy for

occupant socioeconomic and demographic information), and occupants’ previous experiences with DF

events to large-scale residential override behavior while controlling for DF duration and household location

in this study.

Previous studies have focused on only single-occupant building units [126] as we also cover a diverse

range of households with multiple occupants by using the existing ecobee Donate Your Data (DYD) for
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5,800 different DF-enrolled households in the United States. Also, unlike earlier studies with complex,

hard-to-interpret data-driven neural network models, we use relatively simple regression analysis to

systematically understand the factors influencing different customers across the US to override DR signals.

Our results show critical weather/comfort (outdoor and indoor temperature), building (housing type), and

occupant (previous DF overrides and previous DF event exposure) factors influencing the override patterns

of customers during CT demand response. We also differentiate DF events by season to understand the

different indoor and outdoor conditions that might influence seasonal override rates. We found significant

differences in override rates between building types, with single-family semi-detached homes generally

having the highest overrides. Also, having a history of overrides was additionally a critical factor in

predicting occupant response to future DF events. Understanding these override differences is necessary for

rural electric cooperatives and emerging DF programs without access to large DR historical data. Overall,

we provide critical information on technical and local demographic characteristics that may be correlated

to building type to influence strategies to reduce overrides and improve the adoption of DF technologies to

support decarbonization efforts.

The rest of this work is organized into sections: Methodology, Key Results and Discussions (on the

effects of weather, comfort preferences, household characteristics, and occupant experience on CT DF

override rates), and Conclusions (including scope limits and recommendations for future work).

4.5 Methodology

In this section, we briefly overview the primary research questions, the hypothesis, data, and the

regression specifications within the empirical framework developed in this study. Table 4.1 briefly describes

the data and methodology we employed in this project to understand how occupant comfort drives setpoint

override behavior within CT residential DF programs.

Table 4.1 Summary description of data and methodology for this study.

Data Ecobee (a non-utility, third-party CT vendor) publishes de-identified house-
hold/occupant characteristics and 5-minute interval thermostat data. Ecobee
data represents a subset of existing DR data containing DR signal response,
de-identified building characteristics, external weather data, and thermostat
data with temperature setpoints.

Analysis tools Linear regression analysis combined with high dimensional fixed effects given
the high number of households.

Output variable The decision to override thermostat DR signals (0 or 1).
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4.5.1 Primary Research Questions

To understand the key factors influencing DF thermostat overrides for buildings enrolled in connected

thermostat (CT) demand response (DR), we ask:

1. What is the marginal effect of outdoor and indoor temperature conditions on DR override during a

DR event controlling for household fixed effects?

2. How does household heterogeneity (e.g., occupant living conditions and constraints such as building

characteristics) affect DR overrides?

3. How do occupant experiences within the CT DF program affect their override decision?

4.5.2 Hypothesis

Accounting for indoor conditions, building characteristics, and occupant experiences in addition to

weather conditions can improve our description of DF override rates, and how different occupant groups

may respond to DF signals differently.

4.5.3 Data

The 2015-2018 ecobee thermostat donate your data (DYD) contains 5-minute panel observations for

about 96,000 dwelling units with CTs. Out of all these units, 5,917 units are enrolled in DF, i.e., they have

a record in the DYD of their CT unit in response to DR events issued by a third party (could be a utility

or an aggregator). This is approximately 7% DF enrollment among ecobee CT owners. Based on the

available cross-section of characteristics in the metadata, we focus on the 5,759 households within the

United States (the prevalent country).

With our focus on the US, of the 60,536 individual DR events (varying from 5 minutes to 14 hours in

duration) that occurred from 2015 to 2018 across the different US households, 24,231 override responses

from 3,769 dwelling units occurred. This translates to a 40% chance of override for each event and 65% of

households engaging in at least one override. This high per event and per household rate of overrides in the

whole sample further emphasizes the need to understand motivators of overrides in DF programs.

Table 4.2 outlines the descriptive statistics for the US dataset of DR events.

4.5.4 Empirical Framework

We present a basic linear regression specification in Equation 4.1 to estimate the probability of override

per event.29

29Equation 4.1 is estimated as a Linear Probability Model (LPM). LPMs are frequently chosen in the applied literature over
alternatives like probit or logit for a variety of reasons, including ease of interpretation of the coefficients and computational
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Cit =
∑
k

γkTk,it + δFit + ξiym + µd + ϵit (4.1)

• where Cit is a binary indicator for an override for household, i, per DR event at date t.

• Tk,it - k
th temperature bin using 10 °F intervals for either indoor or outdoor temperature experienced

by household i at time t, where the bins are defined as binary variables equal to one if the

temperature was in a given interval.

• γk - coefficients for the contemporaneous effect on DR override decision, Cit for either the outdoor or

indoor temperature in the kth temperature bin

• Fit - control variables including DF event duration to avoid omitted variable bias and state location

to account for climate zone differences

• ξiym - household-year-season fixed effects, and µd - day-of-the-week fixed effects

• ϵit - stochastic error term

Table 4.2 Summary statistics for the dataset used in this project’s analysis.

Variable Mean Standard deviation
(SD)

Indoor temperature (°F) 76.6 5.5
Outdoor temperature (°F) 84.1 18.8
Setpoint cooling temperature (°F) 79.5 13.9
Setpoint heating temperature (°F) 65.7 19.0
Floor area (sq.ft.) 2400 1240
Number of floors (0 to 10) 1.7 0.9
Age of home (0 to 120 years) 23.5 23.2
Number of occupants (0 to 20) 1.4 1.7
Previous month thermostat override count (every 5 minutes) 3352.4 3267.6
Previous month DR count (every 5 minutes) 94.6 138.9
DR event override probability 0.322 0.467
Number of observations of DR events per occupancy mode
(awake, away, home, asleep, or customized schedule)

81,029

Number of households 5,759

To answer what average indoor or outdoor temperature conditions during DR most likely results in a

DR override decision, (i.e., what is the marginal effect of dummy temperature changes (outdoor, indoor, or

both) on the chances of override), we estimate the specifications in Equation 4.1 with (a) outdoor

feasibility in large samples, particularly panel data with high-dimensional fixed effects – all of which are relevant for this
study. See, for example, Currie and Gruber 1996 [130]; Heckman and Snyder 1997 [131]; and Klaassen and Magnus 2001
[132].
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temperatures, (b) indoor temperatures, and (c) both outdoor and indoor temperatures for the entire

sample and different seasons (summer [May - August], shoulder [March, April, September, and October],

and winter [November - February]). The dummy temperature variable Tk,it (indoor or outdoor) equals one

if the per-event average temperature is in the kth bin. We use ten temperature bins similar to previous

studies [127, 133] but set 60–70 °F temperature bin as the baseline temperature bin instead of 50–60 °F.

This is because we consider the minimal occupant comfort preferences reflected in the average and median

setpoint heating temperatures of 65.7 °F and 66.8 °F, respectively, and the seasonal indoor conditions and

frequencies (Table 4.3).

We also explore the role of building characteristics and occupant experiences on override decisions by

modifying the basic regression specification shown in Equation 4.2 below. How strongly do an occupant’s

previous DR override count and an occupant’s continued exposure to DR events correlate to overrides?

Here, we include the average indoor and outdoor temperatures, Tin,it and Tout,it, during each event instead

of the ten temperature bins.

Cit = βHit + τ
∑
j

Xid−j + θ
∑
j

Did−j + γoutTout,it + γinTin,it + δFit + µd + ϵitfor j ∈ [0, 30] (4.2)

• where Hit is a set of building and occupant characteristics including building type (detached,

semi-detached, apartment, etc.), floor area (in sq.ft.), number of floors, age of home, number of

occupants, whether the dwelling unit has electric heat or not, and has a heat pump or not.

• β coefficients represent the marginal effect of building characteristics on DR override decision Cit

(relative to the baseline temperature bin and detached buildings)

•
∑

j Xid−j is the total number of previous override events within the last month

• τ coefficient represents the marginal effect of previous thermostat override decisions on DR override

•
∑

j Did−j is the total count of previous DR events the occupants experienced in the past month

• θ coefficient represents the marginal effect of prior DR exposure level on DR override decision

4.6 Key Results and Discussions

The results indicate that occupants have a sensitivity to indoor and outdoor temperatures that impact

levels of DR override. Further, we find that occupants in multifamily and attached housing types

(condominiums and townhouses) are significantly less likely to override a DR signal compared to those in

single-family detached houses. Customers with frequent override history and increased exposure to DR
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Table 4.3 Number of observations per temperature bin (outdoor and indoor) at different seasons from 2015
to 2018 in the DYD data.

Bins
Outdoor Conditions Indoor Conditions

Summer Shoulder Winter Summer Shoulder Winter

<10 °F 70
10-20 °F 555
20-30 °F 117 1,249 4
30-40 °F 470 1,906 31
40-50 °F 757 2,187 1 131
50-60 °F 147 742 1,745 134 446
60-70 °F 686 1,100 722 572 1,788 5,732
70-80 °F 3,515 2,497 364 40,280 9,997 2,578
80-90 °F 19,215 3,854 129 16,150 2,772 9
>90 °F 33,776 5,206 349 55

Notes: Empty cells indicate no data observations. The relatively low observation counts show seasonal extremes and sometimes
with occupancy mode being away, home, or asleep. Summer (May-August), shoulder (March, April, September, and October),
and winter (November-February) months.

override more frequently than those with occasional override history or newer to DR, suggesting that

certain groups of people are more likely to override than others, and that overrides are not solely

dependent on weather and comfort. This finding that increased exposure increases override likelihood is

important for policy since this contradicts the anecdotal expectation that DF would get more effective with

more experienced participants.

4.6.1 Weather and Comfort Preferences Effects on Override Rates

4.6.1.1 Outdoor conditions only

We estimate the regression model specified in Equation (1) using only outdoor temperatures during the

DR events assuming all other factors were fixed. Column (a)-(1) of Table 4.4 presents the baseline results

of coefficients based on the whole sample for the houses with DR in the US. The results indicate that we

have statistical significance for the coefficients of the extreme temperature bins indicating we have evidence

of differences in the override rates at these extremes. The positive coefficients imply higher override

likelihood at warmer outdoor temperatures while the negative temperature bin coefficients indicate lower

override chances versus the reference temperature bin of 60 – 70 °F. We observe no difference between the

override rates in the 30 and 50 °F bins given the non-significant coefficients (p-value > 0.05).

The full sample results, therefore, indicate that warmer outdoor temperatures beyond 50 degrees

generally increase the chances of override by about 4 to 7% (highest at 80–90 °F) while the reverse (lower

override rates) is true at colder outdoor temperatures with a difference of about 8 to 14% relative to the

reference temperature bin (lowest at outdoors <10 °F). For example, an average outdoor temperature that
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falls between 80–90 °F shows a likelihood of override by 7.2% relative to the reference temperature bin of

60–70 °F. On the other hand, during DR overall, the lowest temperature bin (<10 °F) results in a

decreased likelihood of override by 14%.

Column (a)-(2) of Table 4.4 presents the outdoor coefficients for DR overrides during summer. The

coefficients for the temperature bins are non-significant meaning there are no observable differences in the

chances of override at these different outdoor temperatures relative to the base temperature bin considering

only outdoor conditions, other factors fixed. This is similar during the shoulder season (Table 4.4, Column

(a)-(3)), except that override chances are higher by 6.4% when outdoor temperatures fall within 80–90°F

relative to the base temperature bin. During winter (Table 4.4, Column (a)-(4)), the trends for override

with outdoor conditions are less clear except that override chances are higher by 9.2% when outdoor

temperatures fall within 70–80°F versus the reference 60–70°F bin.

4.6.1.2 Indoor conditions only

Using only average indoor temperature bins during DR events in Equation (1) similarly assuming that

all other factors were fixed, we present the results in column (b) of Table 4.4 based on the whole sample

(1), summer (2), shoulder (3), and winter (4), respectively. There are no observable differences seasonally

nor at indoor temperatures higher than 80 degrees in general versus the reference indoor temperature.

However, the full sample results indicate that the warmer indoor temperatures greater than the reference

60–70 °F bin generally show higher chances of override (5.6% higher when between 70 and 80 °F) while the

colder temperatures show fewer chances of override if outdoor conditions were fixed. A statistically

significant 18% lower rates in overrides occur when the average indoor temperature is between 20 and 30

°F, the chances improve with lower temperatures (see Table 4.4, Column (b)-(1)). These trends suggest

that DF faces fewer overrides when indoor temperatures are low as customers may perceive DF would

increase indoor temperature towards desired heating setpoints. These results also reinforce the notion that

comfort preferences play a significant role in demand response that occupants tend to prefer certain

temperature bands such as the selected reference bin in this study (60–70 °F) given the distinct statistically

significant negative coefficients below 60 °F.
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Table 4.4 Marginal effects of outdoor and indoor temperatures on override decision during connected thermostat (CT) demand response.

(a) Outdoor conditions only (b) Indoor conditions only (c) Both outdoor and indoor conditions

(1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4) (1) (2) (3) (4)
All Summer Shoulder Winter All Summer Shoulder Winter All Summer Shoulder Winter

Outdoor

<10 °F -0.136** -0.052 -0.111* -0.041
(0.045) (0.058) (0.051) (0.060)

10-20 °F -0.078* 0.007 -0.058 0.021
(0.037) (0.049) (0.041) (0.048)

20-30 °F -0.129** -0.025 0.001 -0.102* -0.057 0.014
(0.048) (0.047) (0.032) (0.049) (0.052) (0.031)

30-40 °F -0.078 -0.015 0.001 -0.060 -0.051 0.014
(0.040) (0.043) (0.027) (0.045) (0.046) (0.030)

40-50 °F -0.015 -0.034 0.022 -0.003 -0.060 0.034
(0.026) (0.037) (0.020) (0.030) (0.036) (0.020)

50-60 °F 0.042* -0.136 0.038 0.027 0.049* -0.141 0.025 0.034
(0.019) (0.100) (0.035) (0.019) (0.020) (0.104) (0.032) (0.019)

70-80 °F 0.045** 0.035 0.025 0.092** 0.045** 0.052 0.027 0.082**
(0.016) (0.035) (0.020) (0.029) (0.014) (0.031) (0.019) (0.027)

80-90 °F 0.072*** 0.044 0.064** 0.015 0.075*** 0.066 0.067** 0.015
(0.017) (0.036) (0.020) (0.057) (0.015) (0.032) (0.019) (0.053)

>90 °F 0.055* 0.042 0.035 0.064** 0.070 0.039
(0.022) (0.044) (0.022) (0.020) (0.040) (0.022)

Indoor

20-30 °F -0.184* -0.005 -0.119 -0.009
(0.083) (0.147) (0.079) (0.138)

30-40 °F -0.229** -0.004 -0.183* -0.004
(0.078) (0.094) (0.081) (0.089)

40-50 °F -0.198* -0.061 0.065 -0.158* -0.057 0.067
(0.058) (0.032) (0.075) (0.042) (0.080) (0.069)

50-60 °F -0.138** 0.049 0.021 -0.100* 0.058 0.024
(0.043) (0.057) (0.031) (0.043) (0.054) (0.028)

70-80 °F 0.056*** -0.010 -0.020 0.039 0.012 -0.042 -0.052 0.033
(0.015) (0.031) (0.021) (0.019) (0.018) (0.024) (0.025) (0.018)

80-90 °F 0.016 -0.059 -0.008 -0.338 -0.032 -0.093** -0.043 -0.353
(0.019) (0.036) (0.030) (0.214) (0.021) (0.029) (0.034) (0.226)

>90 °F -0.031 -0.078 -0.073 -0.080* -0.116* -0.104
(0.037) (0.059) (0.085) (0.037) (0.051) (0.090)

Constant 0.276*** 0.285*** 0.275*** 0.299*** 0.284*** 0.351*** 0.322*** 0.301*** 0.271*** 0.317*** 0.319*** 0.278***
(0.016) (0.038) (0.021) (0.017) (0.013) (0.031) (0.018) (0.007) (0.025) (0.047) (0.030) (0.021)

R2 0.460 0.496 0.533 0.491 0.459 0.497 0.532 0.491 0.461 0.497 0.534 0.492
Adjusted R2 0.419 0.445 0.459 0.452 0.418 0.446 0.458 0.452 0.420 0.446 0.459 0.453
AIC 56638.5 36369.4 7584.6 5598.2 56756.5 36308.3 7624.8 5598.5 56494.6 36244.9 7582.6 5589.2
F 6.155 1.536 5.779 2.038 . 7.024 1.061 . . 6.856 4.928 .
Observations 80,730 57,053 14,306 8,898 80,750 57,065 14,313 8,902 80,730 57,053 14,306 8,898
No. of HHs 5,493 5,152 1,805 508 5,493 5,152 1,808 508 5,493 5,152 1,805 508
Season FE Y Y Y

The dependent variable is the override decision from (4.1) including the control variables, weekday FE, and HH-year FE. The outdoor and indoor temperature bins are based on average
event temperatures. 60 – 70 °F is the baseline temperature bin. The control variables include the DF event duration and location. The coefficients provided are rounded off to three
decimal places. The robust standard errors are in parentheses with two-way clustering at household and week level. FE stands for fixed effects and HH for households. * p < 0.05, ** p
< 0.01, *** p < 0.001



4.6.1.3 Both outdoor and indoor conditions

We consider the different seasonal and whole sample trends similarly in response to both indoor and

outdoor temperatures, as seen in the results in column (c) of Table 4.4. The previous inferences for the

whole sample hold except that the coefficients change slightly when considering both outdoor and indoor

temperatures (Table 4.4, Column (c)-(1-4)). During summer, however, there are significant negative

differences between the override rates of 9% and 12% for the extreme temperature bins 80-90 °F and 90 °F

respectively versus the reference temperature bin 60-70 °F when considering changing outdoor conditions,

rather than fixed. This result is counterintuitive as it implies that override rates are lower at warmer

temperatures during summer. However, another significant study on energy use by thermostats [127]

reported similar temperature habituation supporting these results where people prefer warmer

temperatures during warm seasons (high outdoor temperatures).

Household Characteristics and Occupant Experience Effects on Override Rates We also consider

different factors beyond temperature (building and occupant characteristics) that may contribute to

override decisions using (4.2). The results based on the whole sample are in column (1) of Table 4.5, while

Columns (2), (3), and (4) present the results based on the summer, shoulder, and winter season,

respectively.

4.6.1.4 Household characteristics

We also plot the estimated coefficients for the building types relative to the detached buildings in

Figure Figure 4.1 to help visualize the differences in override likelihood with housing styles, aggregated by:

(a) whole sample, (b) summer, (c) shoulder, and (d) winter. The results show that occupants in certain

building types respond differently to DR signals, supporting the understanding of how different occupants

might override DR. The responses also vary with season. For instance, condominium and townhouse

occupants have statistical significance for the negative coefficients which indicates that the override rates

are lower by about 3% in general and during summer compared to detached buildings. For condominiums,

the observable difference is about 6% lower override rates relative to detached buildings during shoulder

seasons. Some building types show no observable difference between their override rates and that for

single-family detached dwelling units (p-values > 0.05). But there is also a classification of buildings

tagged ‘Others’ in ecobee DYD which may include mobile homes. These building types show about 2%

higher override rates versus detached buildings. These results support the possibility of targeting different

multifamily housing units (townhouse and condominium customers) who tend to override less at various

times of the year. These household type differences may also imply the need to offer incentives to occupants

in certain house types, such as condominiums, to reward lower overrides during summer and shoulder
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seasons. It is, however, important to further investigate how the building envelope may differ significantly

between these house types as this may play a significant role in temperature sensitivity for occupants.

Figure 4.1 Marginal effects of building types relative to single-family detached buildings on override
decision (a) for the whole sample, (b) during summer, (c) shoulder, and (d) winter.

A square foot increase in the floor area of the dwelling unit appears to increase override generally but

not statistically significantly (Table 4.5). This could be partially due to the strong multicollinearity with

building type. Additionally, the more stories in the building (i.e., the number of floors), the less likely the

probability of override (see the negative coefficients regardless of the season in Table 4.5). This result could

suggest that having alternative spaces within the house can help the occupants maintain their desired

comfort level even during DR events. Having more occupants within the household increases the chances of

override during shoulder and winter periods but decreases the chances during summer. Family dynamics

may play a role here and might require further investigation to understand what influences sole operators

have on thermostat control. Having electric heating or a heat pump also reduces the tendency to override

DR generally (i.e., whole sample), but heat pumps increase summer overrides, which intuitively makes

sense since these are the seasons when this equipment might be used. Overall, except floor area, building

characteristics play different roles in override decisions and need to be considered during DF program

design. Household characteristics are also likely heavily correlated to sociodemographic variables that are

currently not present in the ecobee DYD dataset.
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Table 4.5 Marginal effects of various factors on override decision during connected thermostat (CT) demand response.

Variables (1) Full sample (2) Summer (3) Shoulder (4) Winter

Indoor and weather conditions

Average indoor temperature (°F) -0.0043** -0.0063*** -0.0045 0.0040*
(0.0014) (0.0012) (0.0032) (0.0018)

Average outdoor temperature (°F) 0.0017*** 0.0012 0.0017 -0.0015
(0.0005) (0.0009) (0.0010) (0.0013)

Household characteristics

Building type relative to detached buildings
Apartment -0.0054 -0.0191 0.0458 -0.0421

(0.0182) (0.0162) (0.0245) (0.0768)
Condominium -0.0318* -0.0278* -0.0618* -0.0095

(0.0127) (0.0124) (0.0275) (0.0460)
Multi Plex 0.0154 0.0203 0.0437 -0.0747**

(0.0330) (0.0400) (0.0372) (0.0242)
Others 0.0228* 0.0240* 0.0380 0.0027

(0.0107) (0.0101) (0.0207) (0.0307)
Row House -0.0074 -0.0112 0.0448 -0.0589

(0.0173) (0.0181) (0.0338) (0.0327)
Semi-Detached 0.0240 0.0422 -0.1730 0.1195

(0.0200) (0.0243) (0.0856) (0.0621)
Townhouse -0.0288* -0.0331** -0.0269 0.0431

(0.0116) (0.0113) (0.0280) (0.0429)
Floor area [ft2] 1.19e-07 2.58e-06 -5.25e-06 -6.77e-06

(3.63e-06) (3.39e-06) (7.77e-06) (.0000102)
Number of floors -0.0107* -0.0083 -0.0089 -0.0382

(0.0042) (0.0046) (0.0105) (0.0182)
Age of home [years] 0.0001 0.0003 -0.0004 -0.0005

(0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0005) (0.0004)
Number of occupants 0.0008 -0.0012 0.0103* 0.0046

(0.0021) (0.0021) (0.0042) (0.0072)
Has electric -0.0496* -0.0642* -0.0139 -0.0296

(0.0220) (0.0277) (0.0318) (0.1091)
Has a heat pump -0.0081 0.0035 -0.0394 -0.0371

(0.0127) (0.0107) (0.0266) (0.0394)

Occupant experience/history
Previous month thermostat override count (every 5 minutes)

0.0000734*** 0.0000744*** 0.0000747*** 0.0000635***
(2.33e-06) (2.25e-06) (5.20e-06) (7.35e-06)

Previous month DR count (every 5 minutes)
0.000102** -0.0000183 0.0001676** -2.97e-06
(.0000338) (.0000969) (.0000422) (.0000671)

Constant
0.265 0.522*** 0.294 -0.0801
(0.175) (0.0988) (0.191) (0.0767)

R2 0.322 0.330 0.355 0.355
Adjusted R2 0.320 0.328 0.346 0.341
AIC 62753.1 47656.8 8820.7 4844.1
F 101.4 120.4 100.7 .
Observations 68,743 52,753 10,333 5,630
No. of HHs 5,245 4,946 2,031 442
Season FE Y

Notes: The dependent variable is the override decision from (4.2), the control variables and weekday FE, with no household fixed effects. The outdoor and indoor temperatures are
average event temperatures. The control variables include the DF event duration and location. The coefficients provided are rounded off to three decimal places. The robust standard
errors are in parentheses with two-way clustering at household and week level. FE stands for fixed effects and HH for households. * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001



4.6.1.5 Occupant experiences

For every five minutes an occupant uses the ‘HOLD’ function on their thermostat, irrespective of the

event type, we count this as one thermostat override, while every 5 minutes of exposure to DR signal on

the thermostat gets one DR count. We consider the override history and prior exposure to DR for a month

before each DR event in (4.2) and present the results in Table 4.5. The occupants’ override history shows a

statistically significant positive correlation with override decisions. Regardless of the season, the more an

occupant uses the override feature on their thermostat, the more likely they will override a DR event in the

future. Similar to this is the previous exposure to DR; although the coefficients are only statistically

significant at the p < 0.05 level for the full sample and during the shoulder season, the occupants’ who

have participated in DR previously tend to override new DR events. We expect that people who override in

the past probably do not like DR in general. The fact that increased exposure INCREASES rather than

DECREASES the likelihood of override is important for policy. We would have hoped that practice makes

perfect or that DR would get more effective with more experienced participants – but this is not the case.

A recent study also suggested the likelihood of such an increasing trend with override, and DR experience

using decision tree analysis [14] but did not consider the marginal effects, statistical significance, or other

building characteristics. These results, therefore, provide evidence for the need to implement nudge policies

(such as default options other than ‘HOLD,’ reinforcement rules, or incentives) or use of deterrents to

discourage the use of the override feature, especially with new customers even though studies show that

having the override option is necessary for consumer acceptance of DF programs [27].

4.7 Conclusions

Using high-resolution smart thermostat data records of demand response (DR) events for about 5,800

enrolled households in the United States, we find that considering both indoor and outdoor temperature

conditions is essential to understanding override tendencies. This research provides insights into average

indoor, outdoor, or both temperature conditions during DR that most likely result in a DR override

decision and conditions at which fewer overrides are possible. The insights provide an opportunity for rural

electric cooperatives and new DF programs to plan DR events towards indoor conditions given certain

outdoor temperatures during which overrides are least likely as seasons change.

We also explore the differences in the role of building and occupant characteristics, the marginal effect

of an occupant’s previous thermostat override experience, and how much an occupant’s exposure to DR

event correlates to overrides. Relative to single-family detached buildings, different building types show

varying degrees of override response but are statistically different for townhouses and condominiums. We

demonstrate the possibility of targeting different customers who tend to override less at various times of
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the year while offering incentives to occupants in buildings to compensate for lower overrides and dissuade

higher overrides.

We also show that occupants with increased previous override history and exposure to DR have higher

chances of override. There is a need to dissuade override among new customers while establishing a sound

motivation for demand flexibility among residential customers in the United States.

4.8 Scope Limits and Recommendations for Future Work

We have excluded some further analysis including the humidity and temperature interplay for occupant

comfort preferences during CT DF considering the page constraints for this proceeding. We also did not

include our two-stage least square regression analysis to delineate possible instrument variable relationships

between indoor and outdoor temperatures and exclude parabolic non-linear relationships between override

rates and temperatures. We also excluded our detailed analysis of the two-dimensional matrix of dummy

variables for what bins both indoor and outdoor temperatures fall. We found that the outdoor-only and

indoor-only models were not significantly different from each other. A cluster-robust Vuong test of the

non-nested full sample models for outdoor-only and indoor-only (against the null hypothesis that the

models are different) showed a non-significant 0.00012 difference in the sum of the square of the residuals

(F = 1.43, p = 0.289). We also tested for override rate sensitivity to the choice of reference temperature

bin by using the previously studied 50–60 °F reference bin and found similar but less clear trends between

warmer (>60 °F) and colder outdoor/indoor temperatures (¡50 °F).

In addition, this study did not address the differences between the two common residential DF

technology groups – connected thermostats (CTs) and smart water heaters (SWHs) given data and funding

limitations and therefore a question for future research. This difference is significant since these

technologies impact different types of comfort: immediate thermal comfort (i.e., CTs) and the latter

affecting a combination of convenience and thermal comfort due to the intermittent nature and varied

applications of hot water use. For instance, a BPA pilot study (Bonneville Power Administration (BPA)

2018) examined comfort disruption as a possible outcome of DF enrollment. However, there is no clear

evidence on how the perception of comfort disruption affects entry/participation/adoption decisions or

exit/attrition from DF programs with connected water heaters. Such insights could improve SWH program

design and technology features on the water heater itself, which might lend the appliance to more

successful DF participation.
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CHAPTER 5

ACCOUNTING FOR DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS IN A RESIDENTIAL BUILDING ENERGY MODEL

Modified from a paper in preparation for submission to the Energy journal.

Opeoluwa Wonuola Olawale30,31, Janet Reyna32, Ben Gilbert33, Lixi Liu32, Anthony Fontanini32, Noah

Sandoval30, Henry Horsey32, and Eric Wilson32

5.1 Abstract

Demographic characteristics influence residential energy demand and technological adoptions, but

to-date, they have rarely been included in physics-based simulations used in informing technology

prioritization. Furthermore, the exclusion of these variables precludes the examination of end-use load

profiles for different demographic groups and makes it difficult to directly identify and address energy

inequities (marginalization of disadvantaged communities in clean energy infrastructure overburdened by

energy bills and/or pollution and inaccessibility to energy-efficient housing or transportation). We

therefore develop a clear and novel way to insert demographics into a physics-based building energy model

and account for demographic correlations to housing characteristics used in modeling energy use. We

determined the distributions of key demographic variables and housing characteristics conditional on

demographics within the population from geospatially resolved housing survey data to consistently describe

the housing stock and occupant distribution. This is so that modeled time-series load profiles can be

disaggregated by demographic groups for further analysis critical to inclusive and equitable energy

technology program design. We develop a case study application for the proposed methodology using

income and ownership status (renter- or owner-occupied) as example demographic characteristics, and

discuss how other demographics can also be accounted for in future developments. We found statistically

significant difference in the distribution of the high-income, owner-occupied household peak demands

compared to renter-occupied, low- and moderate-income groups. Understanding these differences is

important as low- and moderate-income groups may face worse exposures to price shocks (e.g., 2 to 8 times

greater peak energy burdens) relative to high-income groups if enrolled in a similar price-based demand

flexibility scheme for instance. This foundational framework enables a range of local and national scale

equitable energy technology programs by estimating timeseries end-use load profiles for different

demographic groups in the absence of detailed submetering data tagged by person or demographics.

30Colorado School of Mines Graduate student and Research Assistant, Advanced Energy Systems Graduate Program
31Primary researcher and corresponding author
32National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL), Residential Building Research Group
33Colorado School of Mines and Assistant Professor, Economics and Business Division
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5.2 Significance to Thesis

This body of work bridges the customer-specific program design gaps in building energy modeling and

post-processing applications for a wide range of energy consumers. To ensure sustainable energy solutions,

we tackle the engineering, social, and policy challenges of energy equity and justice by developing an

objective and quantitative analysis framework for accounting for demographic variables in large-scale

building energy modeling for peak demand reduction estimations. This work is therefore of broad interest

to utilities, policymakers, energy software developers, estate developers, smart home technology

development programs, and the public.

5.2.1 Copyright Permissions

Energy Journal permits authors to use and share their published works in a thesis or dissertation with

proper acknowledgment. Section 4 of Appendix A provides more details on the copyright permission that

allows this article to be in this thesis, pending publication. Appendix A, section 6 also includes snapshots

of the email permission from the non-committee co-authors of this work who contributed to the various

aspects of the software validation for this study.

5.3 Introduction

Reducing peak demands or shifting building load via demand flexibility (DF) presents a huge economic

potential. DF as a utility demand-side management resource can lower nearly 23% of current hourly peaks

by 2030 (167 GW of 720 GW summer peak demand from all sectors [2, 6, 18, 40] and about 16% of the

expected future $80 billion national grid infrastructure investment in peak capacity generation while also

lowering electric bills by 10–40% [40, 44]. More flexible load profiles and lowered peak demand enables

more variable renewable energy in the grid and lower dependence on fossil fuels that could have been used

for peak capacity generation [2, 42]. This can subsequently lead to reduced direct and indirect carbon

emissions from the grid [42]. However, there are rising concerns about DF not reaching enough customers

or possibly excluding certain customer types [6, 11, 33, 35, 36].

The literature shows that low-income households [29, 30], neighborhoods with a high minority

population [31–33], or African-American households [34] are often left out or vulnerable to overpricing in

energy efficiency retrofit programs. Cong et al. 2022 further demonstrated the possible exclusion of

moderate-income groups based on measuring only energy burden metrics without understanding their load

profiles [30]. The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) defines environmental justice as

the “fair treatment and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of race, color, national origin, or

income with respect to the development, implementation, and enforcement of environmental laws,
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regulations, and policies” [134]. There are however several conflicting conclusions on the complex

relationship between demographics, energy consumption, and peak energy demand [15, 87, 89, 90]. This

unclear relationship between energy use and demographics further exacerbates existing bias and complexity

such that energy inequities (marginalization of disadvantaged communities in clean energy infrastructure

overburdened by energy bills and/or pollution and inaccessibility to energy-efficient housing or

transportation) cannot be directly identified and addressed. This study fills this unclear relationship gap

by accounting for demographic correlations with household characteristics often used in physics-based

building energy modeling (BEM). Physics-based BEM programs combine input information about the

building, its use, and operation (housing characteristics) with local weather information fed into physics

equation to compute resulting energy use from thermal loads and system response to the calculated loads

(on an hourly or subhourly basis) and are useful for DF decision-support [135].

DF includes communication and control technologies that facilitate demand response to dynamic

market conditions through price signals (such as time-of-use tariffs) [136] and other mechanisms (such as

direct load control of heating/cooling loads) [40]. Existing demand response programs as well as more

futuristic DF options including voltage response and load shedding from various connected devices such as

electric vehicles, connected stoves, and smart dishwashers for example are covered in the definition above.

Existing DF programs typically involve connected thermostats (CTs), HVAC compressor control, or smart

water heaters (SWHs) [120, 122].

DF program design depends on time-differentiated peak demand usually obtained from timeseries load

profile BEM simulations [137]. However, to reach diverse customer groups, studies on peak demand

modeling for different customer groups in changing populations are scarce because of the lack of large-scale

appliance-level sub-metering data differentiated by demographics (which are costly and challenging to

collect) [17, 45]. Yuan et al. 2018 tried to fill this gap by generating ‘typical’ seasonal load profiles for

customer groups by energy use levels using clustering and artificial intelligence on pattern recognition [138].

The generated seasonal load profiles, however, cannot apply seamlessly to different locations with a

different demographic distribution. A Korean pilot study on residential demand response used two-stage

clustering of energy usage levels to predict customers’ demand response [139] while another recent study

conducted a probabilistic peak demand estimation from sub-metering data for about 2,700 units in London

[140]. These studies do not explicitly characterize the load profiles by customers’ demographic

characteristics, limiting the direct identification of demographic differences in energy infrastructure, bills,

or housing efficiency. As a case-study application in this study, we present a method to estimate the peak

demand differences by demographics to understand differences in exposures to a price-based DF program

where such demography-differentiated data do not exist.
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Furthermore, demographic characteristics influence technological adoptions, but to-date, they have

rarely been included in hourly energy demand simulations used in informing technology prioritization.

Studies on fully renewable grid in which flexible load profiles are critical (e.g., the Los Angeles 100%

Renewable Energy Study – LA100 study [141, 142]) demonstrate the need to account for demographic

differences in stock building modeling of end-use load profiles as disadvantaged customers could face

barriers to adoption of energy efficiency and demand flexibility programs. This is important especially with

increasing public interests on developing equitable climate and energy investments that do not exclude

certain group of individuals [35, 36], including the recently-established popular Justice40 Initiative to

address inequities towards disadvantaged communities [37, 38]. To address these needs, we focus on

estimating timeseries end-use load profiles for different customer types in different demographic groups to

enable customer-specific estimations of peak demand reduction potential for different DF technologies.

This is because appliance-level estimation of coincident peak demand34 for different residential customer

types is increasingly critical to developing practical, feasible, and inclusive upgrade measures within DF

programs [28, 137]. Existing end-use load models developed based on publicly available end-use load

profiles do not account for demographic differences, limiting energy technology prioritization applications

inclusive of different demographic groups [17, 28].

Several occupancy models have been developed to estimate the impact of occupant actions and presence

on energy use or peak energy demand, but dynamic human behavior is complex and extremely difficult to

represent in spatiotemporal energy simulations. Occupancy modeling in physics-based energy models is

either deterministic averaging or stochastic with high levels of uncertainties. As far back as 1981, both

methods of empirical regression analysis and stochastic clustered, person-based modeling using Markov

chains continue to indicate the influence of socioeconomic factors such as the family structure of households

across different regional scopes but offer no clear-cut methodology to clustering occupants and activities for

timeseries load profile prediction [22, 62, 86–89, 143–149]. These different models implicitly assume the

relationship between household structure and demographics translated to energy consumption by either

clustering occupants by frequency of action or averaging by building type. We explicitly input the

probability distributions of demographics and housing characteristics conditional on demographics from

geospatially resolved housing data in the building stock representation to avoid this implicit

energy-demographic assumption.

We estimate residential energy demand by demographics in this study. The residential sector is of

particular interest in this study given the sector accounts for about 37% of 3,930 GWh of electricity

34A time-differentiated amount of peak demand for a given population that coincides with the system peak (i.e., the maximum
aggregated sum of load demand) [137].
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consumption (2021) [7] and about 48% of summer peak demand35 [6]. The increasing importance of

estimating peak demand for various customers is also due to the poor historical residential DF program

performance (i.e., fraction of actual peak demand reduction realized to estimated potential peak demand

reduction) of less than 0.4 [Data source: 2020 Annual Electric Power Industry Report, Form EIA-861

detailed data files [150]]. DF adoption (i.e., the number of customers enrolled) as of 2020 is also low with

only 8% of the 135 million United States residential households enrolled in demand response [44, 150]. The

goal to achieve higher DF adoption rates also means reaching different customer types. For instance, the

Rocky Mountain Institute estimates that residential peak demand reduction should be about 61 GW

assuming an 85% adoption rate different from the current 2019 3.5 GW actual reduction from only 8% of

the United States residential buildings [10].

Overall, we propose a framework to insert demographics into a physics-based BEM using well-defined

constraints to construct conditional probability mass functions for the demographic variables (the

probability distribution of key demographic factors given other demographic factors). There are some

advantages to our approach as we also account for demographic correlations to housing characteristics

commonly used in BEM programs and are able to rank the demographic variables (constructing the

probability distribution of housing characteristics given demographic factors). Instead of the common

clustering technique which reduces the variability of a demographic variable to a single value, we propose

an approach which retains the source variability in the levels of demographic variables. Furthermore, we

enable widespread application across locations by using a national-scale dataset; we use

geospatially-resolved distributions of key demographic variables from the 2019 5-year American

Community Survey (ACS) Public Use Microdata Samples (PUMS) [151]. Also, our modeled housing stock

distributions closely match the survey data such that our modeled time-series load profiles disaggregated

by demographic groups can be used for further analysis. We test this approach using a case study in the

city of Los Angeles and validated our approach using 2012 load research data (LRD) from the Los Angeles

Department of Water and Power [142].

We demonstrate our proposed methodology using three demographic variables36 (income, ownership

status, and household occupant count); other demographic variables can later be incorporated using the

same methodology. We found that the modeled end-use profiles and peak demand levels normalized by

group population varies by income and ownership status (renter- versus owner-occupied). We also found

that the timing of peak demand in low- and moderate-income households and owner-occupied units in our

35Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) 2009 estimations puts residential summer peak demand at about 48% [6].
36We focus on the static aspects of demographics in this study which includes the characteristics of a population at a particular
time such as composition by age, gender, race, marital status, and economic characteristics (income and occupation) [152].
We also include the social (education and housing) data commonly collected in census data.
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model coincides with the 2012 LRD residential system peak timing. The peak demand and timing

differences correlate to the variations in heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system size

differences, number of hours of unmet cooling needs, and weather differences across the three major climate

zones of Los Angeles City (Zones 6, 8, and 9). Understanding these differences is important as low- and

moderate-income groups may face worse exposures to price shocks (e.g., 2 to 8 times greater peak energy

burdens) relative to high-income groups if enrolled in a similar price-based demand flexibility scheme for

instance. These results indicate how different demographic groups may be unequally affected by dynamic

pricing or DF calls if poorly designed. This foundational framework enables a range of local and

national-scale equitable demand flexibility programs by estimating timeseries end-use load profiles for

different demographic groups in the absence of detailed timeseries data tagged by person or household

demographics.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 5.4 discusses our proposed methodology,

Section 5.5 presents results and discussions and important study applications, as well as limitations, and

Section 5.6 provides a brief conclusion.

5.4 Methodology

We hypothesized that most of the technical housing characteristics (already used in BEM) that

influence energy use are highly correlated to demographic variables, and by including the demographic

factors in the BEM, we could draw conclusions on energy consumption by demographics. We constructed

demographic conditional mass probability functions (probability distribution functions for key demographic

variables given location and other demographic factors and probability distributions for housing

characteristics given key demographic factors) to be integrated into a complex hierarchical tree of

dependencies (existing distribution functions of housing characteristics given location and other housing

characteristics used to describe the housing stock of a chosen location). Hence the need to carefully

determine the hierarchy (level) of each demographic factor in the probability distribution network.

The workflow (Figure 5.1) to account for demographics in BEMs in this study included three major

steps: data preparation and physics-based BEM selection, hierarchy selection methodology, and

demography-integrated model development and case study analysis. Step 1 included data preparation,

variable selection, and BEM selection. Step 2 included developing conditional probability distributions for

the demographic variables, applying a set of constraints in determining the hierarchy of the demographic

variable, and establishing statistical relevance between the selected demographic variables and housing

characteristics often used in the BEM simulations using multiple regression analysis. Step 3 included model

testing and validation workflow after including the input weather files and the new demographic
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distribution inputs in the location-specific model, and then a residential system peak analysis by

demographics.

Step 1: Data preparation 
and model selection

Data preparation

• Demographic distribution data

• Housing or Community Survey Data

• Validation data

• Load research data (LRD)

Variable selection

• Select resolution: Ex. Household versus 
Person-level

• Demographic 𝑋ℎ, Housing parameters Hℎ, 
and Energy use indicators 𝐸ℎ

Physics-based building energy 
model (BEM) selection

• Ex. ResStock with input building stock 
distributions

Step 2: Hierarchy selection 
methodology

Conditional probability mass 
function development

𝑃 𝑋𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑑_𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡 = 𝐴𝑖𝑘 | 𝐵𝑗𝑙 =
𝑃 𝐴𝑖𝑘 ∩ 𝐵𝑗𝑙

𝑃[𝐵𝑗𝑙]

Set constraints

• Internal consistency

• Computational and sampling requirement

• Realistic representation

Multiple regression analysis

• Household characteristics/energy use 
indicators versus demographic factors

• Significance tests at 𝑝 < 0.05

Step 3: Model development 
and case study analysis

Location-specific demographic-
BEM development

• Scale national level to location-specific

• Insert new dependencies

• Conduct model testing and validations

Residential system peak analysis 
by demographics

• Analysis of system peak contributions by 
each demographic group

Figure 5.1 The overall workflow for including demographics in a building energy model (BEM) to estimate
the timeseries end-use load profiles and system peak contributions by different demographic groups as a
case study application. Notes: Demographic characteristic X, housing characteristic, H, and energy use
indicator, E for each household h. Significance tests at p-values less than 0.05. The stock of households has
a characteristic distribution represented by the conditional probability mass function P [Xmodeleddist] for
the added demographic variable. This is the probability distribution of an option k from a set of options
Ak given a j number of parameters each with options l from a set of options Bjl.

As a case study application, we estimated the system peak demand and the peak contributions by

different demographic groups for Los Angeles (LA) city in California. We selected LA city based on the

challenge it poses having several distinct climate zones in a compact area [153] besides the city’s public

commitment to an equitable and just transition to a 100% renewable target in 2035 [154]. LA city also has

about 1.5 million housing units in a small area and a wide range of demographics groups [155].

Formally, our null hypothesis is that there is no relationship between any of the selected housing

characteristics/energy use indicator and the demographic factors for the LA residential housing stock. Our

alternative hypothesis is a non-zero relationships between these variables.

Rejection criterion: We reject the null hypothesis if a set of demographic variables have statistically

significant correlation to housing characteristics/energy use indicator at the conventional 5% confidence

level (α = 0.05).
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As we test our hypothesis and estimate the demographic differences in peak demand, we answer the

following questions and make a two-fold contribution to the body of knowledge:

• How can we estimate how much a given demographic group contributes to estimated residential peak

demand in the absence of high-resolution historical end-use load profiles with demographic tags? We

develop a method to estimate these contributions where data do not exist by first accounting for key

demographic variables in a physics-based building stock energy model as proposed in the hierarchy

selection methodology in Section 5.4.2 and the model development and case study analysis in Section

5.4.3.

• Is there an observable demographic difference in the modeled peak demand contributions? This

statistically significant difference responds to the possible program design needs required for different

customer types from the differences in demand contributions by group in Section 5.4.3.2 and Section

5.5. We focus on the system peak analysis use case in this study assuming a high peak time price

based on time-of-use or dynamic pricing as a possible load shifting mechanism and how different

demographic groups might be impacted.

5.4.1 Step 1: Data preparation and BEM selection

5.4.1.1 Data preparation

For generating the conditional distribution functions for the demographic variables, we used the

2015-2019 American Community Survey (ACS) Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS) dataset given the

free publicly available depersonalized subsample geographically resolved to public use microdata areas

(PUMA)37 [151]. The ACS is an annual nationwide survey conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau of about

3.5 million United States dwelling units containing social, demographic, economic, and housing data [156].

We make use of this multi-year data to obtain statistical representativeness of housing and demographics in

the city of LA.

Load research data (LRD) is usually developed from metering a few hundred dwelling units sampled

from the utility area [45] and is usually the best available data but not necessarily the ground truth. We

compare the 2012 LRD from Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) [141, 142] with our

modeled annual aggregate peak demand in the absence of demography-differentiated submetering data.

5.4.1.2 Variable selection

We used the ACS PUMS compilation of about 84,000 housing records (representing about 1.57 million

dwelling units) available for the city of LA. This is our first step in establishing a correlation between

37Public use microdata areas (PUMA) are census geographies with about one hundred thousand (100,000) inhabitants.
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housing characteristics and household-level demographic variables. Future developments could collect

demographic data for persons in households (person-level records instead) to generate

demographic-dependent occupancy schedules, for instance, using our proposed methodology.

To demonstrate our proposed workflow, for each household, h in our sample data, we identified three

potentially significant household-level demographic characteristics, Xh: household count (number of

household members), annual household income (adjusted to 2019 dollars using the adjustment factor for

income and earning dollars provided in the ACS PUMS data), and ownership of housing unit. We

identified these household-level variables as heavily correlated to DF-related occupant activities in our

previous study on DF behavior [23]. We also selected four housing characteristics found within the

ACS-PUMS data that are commonly used as parameters in building energy models, Hh: number of

bedrooms, building type (mobile home, single-family, or multifamily units), heating fuel type, and the year

the dwelling unit was built or constructed (also known as the vintage). We also included an energy use

indicator, Eh the self-reported annual cost of electricity from the ACS-PUMS data to establish the

statistical relevance of the selected demographic variables and housing characteristics with energy bills.

These variable selections are summarized in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1 Summary of variables selected for demonstrating the proposed hierarchy selection methodology
in this study.

Demographic characteristics, Xh Housing characteristics, Hh Energy use indicator, Eh

Household count Number of bedrooms Annual cost of electricity
Annual household income Building type
Ownership of unit Heating fuel type

Year of construction (vintage)

5.4.1.3 Physics-based building energy model (BEM) selection

Our proposed methodology is applicable to building energy modeling (BEM) approaches with building

characteristics represented by probability distributions. A group of experts at the National Renewable

Energy Laboratory developed one of the most advanced building stock energy models in the industry that

uses a wide range of empirical data to create an ensemble of detailed physics-based energy simulations to

represent the continental United States [17, 28]. Since the focus of this study is the residential sector, we

used this model, ResStock™38, to demonstrate our proposed approach.

38The ResStock platform runs on EnergyPlus™ and OpenStudio®. EnergyPlus is a “console-based whole building energy
simulation program and its development is funded by the U.S. Department of Energy’s (DOE) Building Technologies Office
(BTO)” (https://energyplus.net/) [157] while OpenStudio is an open source “cross-platform (Windows, Mac, and Linux)
collection of software tools to support whole building energy modeling using EnergyPlus and advanced daylight analysis
using Radiance”. The OpenStudio project facilitates “community development, extension, and private sector adoption”
(https://openstudio.net/) [158]. Both tools are part of BTO’s building energy modeling program portfolio.
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ResStock is a building stock energy model which is composed of many individual building energy

models each with unique housing characteristics and location profile. The ResStock tool therefore uses a

probabilistic representation of over 120 housing stock characteristics from various data sources, samples

from the distributions to automatically create representative building energy models, and then simulates

one year of energy use within each sample to yield timeseries end-use load profiles. Furthermore, ResStock

has undergone comprehensive calibration with hourly data from utilities around the United States [28, 49].

The complex hierarchical levels of dependencies between these parameters are illustrated in Figure 5.2 with

a modified simplified version of ResStock with each i-th parameter on a level, θ. For instance, 4% of LA

city housing stock is in PUMA 03705 (fully in CEC CZ 8) with a 59% distribution of single-family

detached buildings, 7% single-family attached units, 3% mobile homes, and the rest are multi-family units.

A single-family detached building in PUMA 03705 was most likely built between the 1950s and 1990s with

a probability of 88%, a 5% chance it was built before the 1950s, and 7% probability of being built in the

2000s or after. In the example oversimplified illustration (Figure 5.2), public use microdata area (PUMA)

is the base dependency queried from ACS and spatially defined from the 2010 U.S. Census data making it

level 0 [28]. The California Energy Commission (CEC) climate zone (CZ) distributions and zip code

definitions are from the CEC website [153] and mapped to PUMA definitions thus making it a level 1

parameter like the building type parameter distribution queried from ACS PUMS data, vintage is then

conditioned on PUMA and building type, and so forth until the 121st characteristic on a level 10. However,

like other building stock energy modeling approaches [55, 138–140, 159–162], these lack any direct

correlations with demographic variables.

5.4.2 Step 2: Hierarchy selection methodology

Here, the goal is to represent a few housing characteristics correlated to selected demographics using

conditional probability distributions within ResStock’s complex hierarchical tree of dependencies. This

requires a consistent and easy-to-implement methodology to ensure accurate building stock representation.

5.4.2.1 Conditional probability mass function development

We want to add a number of demographic characteristics to the current stock representation of i

parameters in the selected model. In our case study, we try to add 3 demographic factors to a

custom-version of ResStock containing 121 parameters. To represent a demographic characteristic, X of

the LA city building stock, we derive their conditional probability distributions as a function of location

and/or the other demographics by querying the ACS PUMS data using the probability mass function in

Equation 5.1:
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Figure 5.2 A simplified illustration demonstrating the complex hierarchical tree of dependencies resulting
from an example stock characterization using over 120 parameters on 10 levels with each i-th parameter on
a level, say θ, in a simplified version of ResStock. The ellipses show there are more parameters not shown
and the arrow directions imply conditioned dependence. E.g., CEC CZ and building type (level 1) have
conditional probability mass functions conditioned on PUMA location (level 0) while vintage distribution
(level 2) is a function of PUMA and building type and so forth. Abbreviations: public use microdata area
(PUMA), California Energy Commission (CEC), and climate zone (CZ).

P [Xmodeled = Ak | Bjl] = PBjl
[Ak] =

P [Ak ∩Bjl]

P [Bjl]
(5.1)

where the conditional probability mass function P [Xmodeled] is the probability distribution of a

demographic variable from its set of options Ak dependent on a j number of parameters each with options

l from a set of options Bjl and the joint probability distribution of all the possible options for the stock

must equal one i.e., every sample must be assigned an option for every variable. For instance, the

conditional probability function of income dependent on PUMA and ownership status would have set A of

all possible income brackets and set B of all possible PUMAs and ownership status. This is such that the

actual distribution of an income option in the $50,000 to $59,999 bracket has a probability of 6% for the

whole city of LA but has a distribution of 9.6% for renter-occupied households in PUMA 03706.
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5.4.2.2 Set constraints

Since there are several combinations of dependencies between the p number of demographic variables,

we set the following selection constraints and demonstrate its application as follows:

• Internal consistency : To avoid cyclic dependencies where a variable depends on itself and causes the

hierarchical tree of dependencies to break down, we predetermine a hierarchy, θ for each X by

selecting ‘pilot(s)’ that are dependent on the other selected demographics such that there is a

consistency in the dependency structure.

• Computational and sampling requirement : For each demographic probability distribution with

options k and dependents j such that the level, θ is greater than 1, it is important to limit the

number of dependents j because each additional dependent with l number of options results in l

multiplied by k number of rows and a smaller number of samples per conditioned option. In practical

terms, this means that inclusion of many dependencies, resulting in a large number of rows, will run

into computational limits during sampling of the network. In this study, we found that limiting the

number of dependents to no more than three was about optimal for the sampling computation. For

instance, 20 categorical income range bins for LA city’s 30 PUMA options over 10 household count

options with 2 ownership options (renter- versus owner-occupied) resulted in a file with

20× 30× 10× 2 = 12, 000 sampling probability option. Furthermore, this would run into some

limitations due to the original samples in the source data. For example, since ACS PUMS LA has

∼84,000 samples, dividing this into 12,000 different options would mean there were just real 7

household samples on average from the survey representing each probability distribution. This is

likely insufficient to represent the real distribution of options, and we tried to have at least 10

samples to avoid small sample size bias or variabilities. If the available data sample size were larger

or the preferred k and l number of options were few enough to have at least 10 samples, the j number

of dependents may be greater than 3.

• Realistic representation: Most importantly, we select the optimal conditional PMF with the

minimum residual sum of squared errors to ensure accurate representation of X compared to the

actual data using Equation 5.2:

min |ϵ| =

( ∑
k ∈ Ak

PXmodeled
[Ak | Bjl]−

∑
k ∈ Ak

PXactual
[Ak]

)2

subject to 1 ≤ max j ≤ p (5.2)
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where ϵ is the sum of residual squared errors while
∑

k ∈ Ak
PXmodeled

[Ak | Bjl] is the modeled conditional

probabilities dependent on j variables and
∑

k ∈ Ak
PXactual

[Ak] is the actual probability distribution of

the options k calculated from the frequency counts of the actual ACS PUMS data. The simple

minimization is taken over the modeled demographic conditional probabilities while controlling for the

number of dependent factors, j.

To demonstrate how we adopt the set constraints, we let annual household income be our ‘pilot’

demographic variable dependent on the two other demographics for simplicity. Also, income is frequently

used in environmental justice definitions for disadvantaged communities [134] and in this study as an

indication of a household’s purchasing power of DF technologies or affordability of resulting energy

demands. We define the other two—ownership and household count—as a function of location, keeping

them on hierarchy level 1. This way, we create an array of possible dependence configurations for the three

selected demographic variables as summarized in Table 5.2. If there were more than 3 demographic factors

under consideration, a similar thought process can be applied even with more than one ‘pilot’ factor.

Table 5.2 Sets of conditional probability mass functions developed for the three selected demographic
variables using income as the ‘pilot’ with changing number of dependents, j while setting ownership and
household count at level θ = 1 with dependency on location only.

θ Demographics Number of
dependents, j

Dependents

1 Income, Household count, Ownership 1 PUMA
2 Income 2 PUMA + Household count

Income 2 PUMA + Ownership
3 Income 2 Household count + Ownership

Income 3 PUMA + Household count + Ownership

5.4.2.3 Multiple regression analysis

We adopt a multinomial logistic regression model to estimate the correlations between the categorical

housing characteristics or the energy use indicator and selected demographic variables to establish

relevance of the demographic variable to energy demand. We use multinomial logit (MNL) models since

they are easier to compute and interpret than other multinomial or choice models [112] when considering

multiple-choice alternatives and case-specific regressors (i.e., the demographic characteristics are specific to

each household). We specify this empirical framework in Equation 5.3.

P (Hh|Xh or Eh|Xh) =
1

1 + e−(βXh+γc∗h+ϵ
h
)

for household h = 1, . . . , n (5.3)
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The dependent variable, variable, P (Hh|Xh or Eh|Xh), is the probability of the housing characteristic

Hh or the energy use indicator Hh for each household, h dependent on the pilot demographic variable(s),

Xh with regression coefficient β. The control variables (c∗h) are fixed effects accounting for weather and

location differences. We run the specification for each pair of housing and demographic variable to

understand the demographic differences in each housing characteristic and to establish relevance to the

building energy model. Note that the actual probability distribution, PXactual
of a demographic parameter

is equal to the number of possibility per option divided by the total number of possibilities. For example,

about 6% of city of LA household have an annual income within $50,000 to $59,999 but we want to know

how this demographic characteristic for each household, Xh correlates with the housing or energy use

parameter. For instance, is the income difference in the probability of being in a multi-family dwelling unit

relative to a single-family detached unit statistically significant? These regressions can be easily scaled to

as many parameters as possible. We then select which housing characteristics should depend on the

‘pilot(s)’ demographic variable based on the level of significance of the coefficients β and then similarly

represent the housing parameter’s conditional probability distribution function using Equation 5.1.

5.4.3 Step 3: Model development and case study analysis

5.4.3.1 Location-specific demographic-BEM development

We made a custom LA-version of ResStock and included the selected demographic factors. ResStock

model has high spatial resolution with a downselect logic from national level to local scale to look at

samples for a given location [28]. This downselect-logic workflow is detailed in the comprehensive end-use

load profile study [28]. However, based on the number of distinct weather zones in the city of LA as

illustrated in the map in Figure 5.3 and the lack of perfect overlap between the county level PUMAs and

the city boundaries, we decided to modify the existing national physics-based model [28] to a

location-specific model. Plus LA city has a large number of housing units in a small area and a wide range

of demographics groups [155]. Also, since software development for a large-scale energy model such as

ResStock can be very slow, we limited this study’s demonstration to the Los Angeles-specific version of

ResStock. We refined the input files to become location-specific by intersecting PUMA geographies with

LA city boundaries [163] and the 2010 census tracts definition used in the ACS 2019 5-year data. We also

specified each PUMA’s CEC climate zone [141, 142, 153]. We simulated each climate zone with 2012 AMY

weather data39 to correspond with our 2012 LRD validation data.

After having augmented LA ResStock’s input distributions to include demographic characteristics, we

sampled 5,000 housing units to represent the ∼1.6 million units in LA City [151] and automatically created

39Actual Meteorological Year (AMY) weather files, instead of Typical Meteorological Year (TMY) weather files, are useful in
cross-checking modeled building performance including the extreme weather days during the selected year.
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a building energy model for each sample in ResStock’s workflow. These 5,000 models were simulated on

NREL’s high-performance computer; the simulated results are on the order of terabytes, so we store in a

cloud environment and query via Amazon Athena. The model and visualization scripts (using Python

v3.9) are available on request from the corresponding author.

Zone 9

Zone 6

Zone 6

Zone 16

10 mi

Zone 8

Zone 9

Zone 16

Zone 8

LA city boundary

Figure 5.3 The Los Angeles city boundary map [164] featured in black outline on the California Climate
Zones map [165] to demonstrate the city’s unique climate zones in a compact area.

We also tested our new location-specific model configuration by conducting internal software reviews

based on expertise from the ResStock software development team at NREL after which we were able to run

results validation by comparing the actual and modeled distribution of housing characteristics across

demographic groups. We also validated our model by comparing our aggregate timeseries results with the

total residential stock 2012 LRD data from LADWP and the respective annual energy aggregates using

stock modeling methods from previous end-use load profile studies—one using a location downselect logic

from a national scale model in Wilson et al. (2022) [28] and the other using suggested correction factors by

Hale et al. (2021) to adjust for distribution differences from LA county to LA city level [142]. This

validation process provides a measure of level of confidence the modeled results yields.
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5.4.3.2 Residential system peak analysis by demographics

We define the residential system peak as the maximum demand for the entire stock during the modeled

year and the time this occurs as the peak time 40. For each demographic group, the peak is calculated by

summing up the entire demand per household in the group at each timestep and finding the maximum and

at what time. The different contributions to system peak are then calculated as a fraction of modeled peak

to total modeled system peak as well as the average household maximum peak for each group. We also

compare the annualized hourly and daily maximum electric demands normalized by the group’s population

to understand which time of the day or week each group is exposed to peak demand pricing, for instance.

We also compare the modeled heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system capacities (in

watts), the resulting number of hours the cooling and heating loads are unmet based on the differences in

setpoints and modeled indoor temperatures for each demographic group to gain insights on the subgroup

peak demand differences, if any.

5.5 Results and discussion

Using three example demographic variables (income, ownership status, and household count) to

demonstrate our proposed hierarchy selection and location-specific demographic-BEM development

methodology (Section 5.4.3), the key results show how the modeled peak demand levels normalized by

group population vary by income and ownership in Los Angeles city residential stock (Section 5.5.2). We

also present important applications to price-based demand flexibility design and understanding poor

adoption and energy inequities that may result from poorly designed price signals (Section 5.5.3). We also

present the limitations of our study showing key developments that could result in the future (Section

5.5.4). Additional detailed results support these conclusions and are presented in the Appendix (C.1, C.2,

C.3, C.4, C.5, and C.6).

5.5.1 Accounting for demographics using links with household parameters

We first develop the conditional probability mass functions for demographic characteristics adopting the

proposed hierarchy selection methodology defined in Section 5.4.2. We use income as a ‘pilot’ variable as

described in Section 5.4.2 such that other demographics can also be accounted for in future developments.

We find that we best represent the LA city sample income distribution using only ‘location’ and

‘ownership’ as dependent variables. We also establish that there are statistically significant income

differences in housing type and heating fuel type even after controlling for location differences such that

both housing type and heating fuel type can take on new dependencies on income.

40The residential peak is not always the system peak, but it is what we have for this study without modeling commercial or
industrial loads.
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Table 5.3 summarizes the residual sum of squared errors (RSS), ϵ (calculated using Equation 5.2) for

each modeled income on hierarchy θ conditioned on j ≤ 3 dependents using the conditional probability

mass functions calculated using Equation 5.1. The RSS is very small and similar for modeled income on

level 1 dependent on location only (PUMA – level 0) and level 2 income dependent on location and

ownership status (owner occupied versus renter occupied). However, the RSS jumps by magnitudes of

orders 2 to 3 with additional dependents especially since household occupant count and ownership are

separately dependent on location. Based on the minimum ϵ of 1.4× 10−7 at maximum j = 2 as shown in

Table 5.3, we select to use modeled income dependent on PUMA and ownership status going forward in

this study.

Table 5.3 Summary of the residual sum of squared errors (RSS), ϵ (calculated using Equation 5.2) for each
modeled income on hierarchy θ conditioned on j ≤ 3 dependents using the conditional probability mass
functions calculated using Equation 5.1.

Pilot de-
mographic
variable

Level,
θ

Number of
dependents, j

Dependents RSS (Residual
sum of squared
errors)

Income

1 1 PUMA 1.40× 10−7

2
2 PUMA + Ownership 1.40× 10−7

2 PUMA + Household count 2.30× 10−5

3
2 Household count + Ownership 1.22× 10−4

3 PUMA + Household count + Owner-
ship

1.44× 10−4

To further demonstrate the accuracy of the LA city stock income bin representation, the modeled

income distributions are visually compared side-by-side the ACS PUMS actual weighted distribution of

income per bin in the bar chart shown in Figure 5.4. The horizontal axis shows different household income

levels ranging from less than $10,000 to earning more than $200,000 annually. The vertical axis presents

the fraction of the population or modeled probability for each income bin. Each colored bar shows the

modeled stock distribution for the LA city population across the different income bins. The extreme bins

(<$10,000 and >$200,000) have the highest weighted frequencies of about 12 and 10 percent respectively

representing about a fifth of the LA city population according to the ACS PUMS data. Hence, we

represent 19 income bins in total to increase resolution and allow for post-processing aggregation to match

various study needs. As shown in Figure 5.4, modeled income dependent on location (PUMA) and

household count and the level 3 modeled income distributions show increasingly noticeable deviations from

the ACS PUMS actual income distribution at household income levels greater than $80,000. This shows

that demoting the hierarchical level of income, i.e., adding more dependencies other than location and

ownership status results in a worse representation of the population statistics necessary for an accurate
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modeling of the LA city building stock distribution. This could mean that few enough dependencies can

suffice in representing demographic parameters within stock distributions. This finding is important in

sourcing for additional survey data with other possibly useful demographic-housing characteristics but with

fewer samples than ACS PUMS 84,000 household samples over 5 years (2015 – 2019).
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Figure 5.4 Bar charts comparing the modeled income conditional probability mass distributions
side-by-side the actual weighted distribution of income per bin from the ACS PUMS data [151] to
demonstrate the income distribution representation accuracy for Los Angeles city population.

We then reconfigure the household type distributions (single-family versus multi-family dwelling unit

categories) and heating fuel type distributions to be dependent on the selected modeled income

distribution (dependent on location and ownership status) in addition to their existing dependencies as

shown in Table 5.4. Based on the demographic addition in this study, a custom LA-version of ResStock

with the hierarchy figure shown in Figure 5.5 results. This income inclusion was based on the statistically

significant income difference in building type, heating fuel type, and annual electricity bill (Section 5.4.2.3

multiple regression analysis and statistical tests presented in Appendix C.1). For instance, we found that

for moderate-income household (annual income between $25,000 and $74,999) relative to low-income

households (earning less than $25,000 annually), the relative risk of living in a mobile home relative to a

multifamily unit would be expected to increase by 5%. We did not find a clear significant income difference

in vintage type of house but found a significant ownership difference in units’ vintage. We also found

statistically significant income and ownership status differences in the number of bedrooms (refer to

Appendix C.1). However, we focus on both household type and heating fuel type since both bedroom

count and vintage already explore dependencies on building type within ResStock [28] which will now
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additionally depend on income (also dependent on location and ownership) in this study (Table 5.4).

Table 5.4 Selected housing parameters, household type (single-family versus multi-family dwelling unit
categories) and heating fuel type dependent on the selected modeled income distribution (dependent on
location and ownership status) in addition to their existing dependencies in ResStock.

Housing characteristics,
Hh

Existing dependencies Added demographic dependency in this
study

Geometry building type PUMA + Income (PUMA + Ownership status)
Heating fuel PUMA + Geometry building

type + Vintage
+ Income (PUMA + Ownership status)

Number of bedrooms Floor Area + Geometry building
type

Year of construction (Vin-
tage)

PUMA + Geometry building
type

We also find that assuming that the housing characteristics are independent of the demographic

variables (without linking the pilot demographic variable income) resulted in a poor representation of the

heating fuel and building type distributions over the various income bins. We show these comparisons

between the modeled building type and heating fuel distribution over income bins with and without the

additional dependency on modeled income bin conditional mass function in Appendix C.2. Without

income dependency (i.e., the income and heating fuel variables are independent), we underrepresent the

heating fuel type distribution for each income bin on average by 48% but improved to 12% on average with

income dependency with the worst representations for propane and other fuel types especially due to their

low prevalence in the LA housing stock (small sample counts in the ACS PUMS data). This improved

overall representation accuracy is similar when examining the joint probability of building type and income

(from 19% underrepresentation of building type by income bin with independent distributions to 7% on

average with joint probabilities). The overall income bin distribution for each income bin is however

preserved within ±11% when no direct link with these parameters is included within the model but within

±4% when linked. These results establish the accuracy level of stock representation for the building type

and heating fuel distribution when linked to income within ResStock’s complex hierarchical tree of

dependencies. The large errors associated with representing possible demographic distribution with

housing parameters when unlinked also demonstrates the importance of the methodology developed in this

study in obtaining accurate stock representation by demographics.

5.5.2 System peak analysis

We find that there are significant differences in the simulated system peak contributions in our case

study LA city by different income and ownership groups. However, we first demonstrate that our modeled
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Figure 5.5 A simplified illustration demonstrating the new hierarchical structure of dependencies resulting
from including income and ownership status as example demographics in a custom version of ResStock. The
ellipses show there are more parameters not shown, the arrow directions imply conditioned dependence,
and the red lines for new dependencies developed. E.g., CEC CZ and ownership status (level 1) have
conditional probability mass functions conditioned on PUMA location (level 0) while income distribution
(level 2) is a function of PUMA and ownership status and so forth. Compare to Figure 5.2. Abbreviations:
public use microdata area (PUMA), California Energy Commission (CEC), and climate zone (CZ).

annual aggregate energy consumption is within a reasonable error margin.

5.5.2.1 Model validation

We validate our location-specific model by comparing our results against the 1) LADWP 2012 LRD

data [142]; the respective annual electricity demand aggregates from 2) a downselect logic using national

ResStock version to downscale to LA city location [28], and 3) another method using correction factors to

adjust for distribution differences from LA county to LA city level [142] (Section 5.4.3.1). We compare the

modeled LA city aggregate annual electricity demand, and the load duration curves (i.e., the hourly

demand in megawatts presented in descending order of magnitude instead of chronological to demonstrate

minimum grid capacity requirement and the importance of demand flexibility to shift or shed load) in this

study to that of the 2012 LRD data and the two other end-use load profile methodologies in Figure 5.6 (a

and b).
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Downselect logic 

(Wilson et al. 2022)

Location-specific model

(This Study)

Correction factor model 

(Hale et al. 2021)

(a)

Downselect logic (Wilson et al. 2022)

Location-specific model (This Study)

Correction factor model (Hale et al. 2021)

2012 LRD

2012 LRD residential peak: 2731 MW

Modeled peak (This Study): ~3100 MW

Modeled peak (Correction factor): ~2100 MW

Modeled peak (Downselect logic): ~3600 MW

(b)

Figure 5.6 Model validations showing model performance estimating (a) Annual energy consumption; (b)
Load duration curves (i.e., peak hourly demand) for LA city from this study compared with 2012 load
research data (LRD) and two other methodologies: downselect logic and correction factor models showing
that our modeled aggregate peak demand estimates are within a reasonable range of uncertainty.
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We do these annual energy aggregate comparisons in the absence of an income-differentiated LRD to

form a baseline as none of these three methodologies explicitly validate demographic differences. The

downselect logic methodology uses a county-level weather file for LA city without resolving the different

weather files while the correction factor model applies a multiplicative factor to downscale LA county to

LA city. Instead, our custom-LA city version inputs the different weather files. According to the LRD, the

total annual energy consumed in LA city in 2012 was about 8,400 GWh ± 5% as the upper and lower

estimates. Our model estimates 10,900 GWh compared to the 11,900 GWh and 6,000 GWh estimates from

the downselect logic and correction factor methodologies, respectively. As expected, given the

cooling-dominated climate, the modeled LA city peak demand occurs during summer, similar to the 2012

LRD within a 14% difference in magnitude as shown in Figure 5.6b. The downselect logic method

overestimates the system peak by about 32% given its lack of highly resolved weather file representation at

the LA city level (see Appendix C.3 showing full timeseries profiles and also differentiated by season). The

correction factor methodology underestimates the residential peak demand for the year 2012 by 23% most

likely because it significantly under-represents the total residential stock distribution.

We find that the three models diverge on which day the peak demand occurs (this study’s peak occurs

at 3 PM on Saturday August 11, the downselect logic model peaks at 3 PM on July 11, while the

correction factor model peaks at 4 PM on August 10) relative to the LRD data with peak demand of 2731

MW at 4 PM on Friday, September 14, 2012. However, these physics-based simulations show that Los

Angeles city’s system peak occurs in summer (between June and September) like many places in the

United States when increased demand for cooling accounts for over 40% of total energy demand [18, 166].

The differences are understandable given the uncertainties in representing extreme weather conditions

where cooling or heating loads are high. We find the highest temperatures recorded for the different CEC

climate zones 6 (96 °F), 8 (100 °F), and 9 (110 °F) around the first and second weeks of August (6 – 12)

and mid-September (14 and 15). We show the five hottest days for each zone from the 2012 weather file

and additional public 2012 temperature profile for both August 11 and September 14 weeks in Appendix

C.4 describing the August/September relevance in LA city. As previously described, although the model

estimates a differently timed peak of about 3,000 MW, it is in similar range to the LRD for both August 11

and September 14 (see Table 5.5). The different LA city dwelling unit count assumption stems from the

model using ACS PUMS data for LA city population distribution while we assume the LRD should use the

LA city planning figures [167]. However, the calculated average peaks per household are similar at about 2

kW assuming every household unit in LA city contributed to the peak demand uniformly.

For further model validations, we compared the modeled hourly demand estimation against the 2012

LRD during the week of peak demand (September 14, 2012) as well as for different typical season days
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during summer (June to September), winter (December to March), and shoulder (April, May, October,

November) in Figure 5.7. We find that the custom model captures the peaks (the timing and size of the

peak demand, both hourly and seasonally) quite well within a reasonable range of uncertainty. Although

out of the scope of this study, it could be helpful to use several typical metrological year (TMY) weather

files and run a Monte Carlo simulation on the modeled peak demand results to provide additional

uncertainty quantifications necessary for utilities and decision-makers on grid planning.

Also, based on the error margins found using other methodologies from well-established studies

[28, 142] as described above, we deduce that our model peak demand estimates (summarized in Table 5.5)

are within a lower range of uncertainty compared to previous studies and can proceed to a demographic

differentiation of contributions to system peak using the LRD as ground truth data.

Table 5.5 Summary of modeled peak compared to the 2012 Load Research Data (LRD).

LA city dwelling
unit count assump-
tion in million units
(Source)

Calculated
average peak
per house-
hold (kW)

Saturday,
8/11/2012
3:00:00
PM (MW)

Friday,
9/14/2012
4:00:00
PM (MW)

Residential
sector

LRD 2012 data 1.49 (LA city planning
[167])

1.8 1989 2731

Modeled system
(This study)

1.57 (ACS PUMS
[151])

1.9 3015 3008

Note: The numbers in bold are the peak values.
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Location-specific model (This Study)

2012 LRD: upper estimate

2012 LRD

2012 LRD: lower estimate

2012 LRD Residential Peak Day/Time:  Friday, Sept. 14, 4 PM

(a)

Location-specific model (This Study)

2012 LRD: upper estimate

2012 LRD

2012 LRD: lower estimate

(b)

Figure 5.7 Further model validations showing model performance estimating (a) hourly energy consumption
during LRD peak week in September; (b) average load profile for typical season days for LA city compared
with 2012 load research data (LRD). Note that the seasonal load profile averages are for summer (June to
September), winter (December to March), and shoulder (April, May, October, November) months.
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5.5.3 Differential system peak contribution by different demographic groups

Based on our LA city building stock model simulations using 2012 weather, we find that the timing of

peak demand in low- and moderate-income households and owner-occupied units coincides with the 2012

LRD residential system peak timing at 4 PM on Friday, September 14. Table 5.6 summarizes the maximum

aggregate electricity demand (peak values) per group and the time of occurrence. We also show the median

household income per group to estimate relative peak energy burdens based on coincident peak demands.

Table 5.6 Summary of the modeled peak demand by demographics.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Demographic groups Percentage

of the
modeled
population

Saturday,
8/11/2012
3PM
(MW)

Friday,
9/14/2012
4PM
(MW)

% Contri-
bution to
modeled
peak de-
mand

Coincident
average
peak per
household
(kW)

Median
income per
group ($)

By
in-
come

Low income
(Less than
$25,000)

22% 535 536 18% 1.6 12,965

Moderate
income
($25,000-
$79,999)

38% 1077 1091 36% 1.8 48,512

High income
($80,000 or
more)

40% 1403 1381 46% 2.2 135,120

By
own-
ership

Renter occu-
pied

64% 1740 1755 58% 1.75 46,402

Owner occu-
pied

36% 1275 1253 42% 2.25 102,114

Notes: The numbers in bold are the peak values per group. Column (1) presents the demographic groups studied. Column
(2) presents the percentage of the modeled LA city population. Column (3) presents the timing of the peak demand in bold
for each group and their corresponding demand at their counterpart’s peak timing. Colum (4) shows the percentage of total
modeled peak demand by each group. Column (5) presents the coincident peak demand normalized by number of households
in each group as average peak per household. Column (6) presents the calculated median income per group.

5.5.3.1 By income

We aggregate the 20 income bins modeled into three income classes: low-income units earning less than

$25,000, the moderate-income households earn between 25, 000and79,999, and the high-income households

earn above $80,000. This is similar to the classification used by the 2019 California Residential Appliance

Saturation Study [168] except that their high-income units earn above $75,000 instead. The results show

that low- and moderate-income groups have LRD coincident peak demands which contribute about 54% of

the modeled system peak demand while high-income groups have peak demands which makes up about

46% of the modeled system peak.
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As demonstrated in Section 5.5.1, the modeled distribution for income dependent on ownership status

and location matches the ACS PUMS distribution for income based on the methodology in Section 5.4.2.

We show the aggregated percentages for each income class in Column (2) of Table 5.6. Column (3) of

Table 5.6 shows that both the low-income and moderate-income classes in this study peak at 536 MW and

1091 MW, respectively on Friday, September 14 similar to the LRD peak (Table 5.5). The modeled

high-income class peaks at 1403 MW on Saturday, August 11 instead. The peak demand on both peak

days is similar such that the percentage contributions to peak demand by low-income, moderate-income,

and high-income units are 18%, 36%, and 46%, respectively despite making up 22%, 38%, and 40% of the

population (Table 5.6), implying differences in contribution to peak demand. When the peak demand is

normalized by the number of households in each group, the average peak demand is 1.6 kW, 1.8 kW, and

2.2 kW for the low-income, moderate-income, and high-income households modeled for LA city. We found

a statistically significant 0.12 kW combined difference between the distribution of the low-income and

high-income hourly timeseries load profile throughout the year using a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov

test at a p-value of 0.000. The combined difference between the timeseries distribution of low-income and

moderate-income households was 0.05 kW significant at a p-value of 0.000 while that between

moderate-income and high-income households was 0.07 kW (also significant at p-value of 0.000). These

results show that there is a difference in the peak electricity consumption levels among these groups.

We also show in Figure 5.8 when each group’s maximum demands (normalized by group population)

occur throughout the year on the vertical axis looking at the 24 hours of the day starting midnight on the

horizontal axis in Figure 5.8a and on each day of the week throughout the year in Figure 5.8b. These show

that there are also timing differences in the different consumption levels per group. In the modeled 2012

results, the peak timing for the high-income group at 2.2 kW average per household occurs at a 3 PM

(Figure 5.8a) on a Saturday (Figure 5.8b) on August 11 with about 2.2 kW coincident with LRD system

peak while the peak timing for the low- and moderate-income groups coincide with LRD system peak with

1.6 kW and 1.8 kW averages per household, respectively.

5.5.3.2 By ownership status

Column (3) of Table 5.6 shows that renter-occupied units in this study peak at 1755 MW on Friday,

September 14 similar to the LRD peak (Table 5.5) while owner-occupied units peak at 1275 MW on

Saturday, August 11 instead. The peak demand magnitudes on both peak days are in similar such that the

percentage contributions to peak demand by renter-occupied units and owner-occupied units are 58% and

42%, respectively despite making up 64% and 34% of the population (Table 5.6). The normalized peak

demands are about 1.8 kW and 2.3 kW, respectively for the modeled rented versus owned units for LA city.
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LRD 2012 Peak Time
4 PM

LRD 2012 Peak Day
Friday, Sept. 14 

Subgroup peakSubgroup peak Aug. 11 

Figure 5.8 Comparison of when each income group’s annualized maximum electricity demand (normalized
by group population) on the vertical axis occurs throughout the year on the horizontal axis (a) hourly –
looking at the 24 hours of the day starting midnight and (b) on each day of the week throughout the year.

The literature on housing inequities for low-income rented units similarly imply higher energy consumption

mainly from smaller house size with poor air sealing [169, 170]. We found a similarly statistically

significant 0.12 kW combined difference between the distribution of the rented and owned hourly timeseries

load profile throughout the year using a two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test at a p-value of 0.000. These

results show that there is also a difference in the peak electricity consumption levels among these groups.

We also show in Figure 5.9 when each group’s normalized maximum demands occur on an hourly

(Figure 5.9a) or daily basis (Figure 5.9b) throughout the year. These show that there are also timing

differences in the different consumption levels per group, although similar to the low-income and

high-income differences. The peak 2.3 kW average per owned units also occurs at 3 PM (Figure 5.8a) on

Saturday (Figure 5.8b) on August 11 with about 2.2 kW coincident with LRD system peak while the peak

timing for the rented units coincides with LRD system peak with 1.8 kW averages per unit.

5.5.4 Application of the demographic peak demand results to a price-based demand
flexibility program

To understand how the modeled demographic peak demand differences might drive the adoption of

time-of-use (ToU) tariffs 41, a common price-based DF program, we prefer to use absolute household

income levels as a purchasing power indicator to focus on demonstrating the proposed methodology instead

41ToU rates could be static or dynamic (critical peak pricing, real-time pricing, or variable peak pricing) with the goal of
enabling enrolled customers to manually or automatically adjust their electricity consumption to lower electric bills [136].
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Figure 5.9 Comparison of renter versus owner-occupied groups’ annualized maximum electricity demand
(normalized by group population) on the vertical axis occurs throughout the year on the horizontal axis (a)
hourly – looking at the 24 hours of the day starting midnight and (b) on each day of the week throughout
the year.

of poverty level calculations (e.g., percent federal poverty level (%FPL) that also account for household

count, the number of people in the dwelling units). It is important to understand when each group peaks,

how much the group peak demand contributes to modeled system peak, and if their energy needs are met

in such a way that there is room to adjust their demand based on ToU rates.

Figure 5.10 shows the energy consumption per unit per group based on their HVAC system capacities

and the number of hours the cooling and heating loads are unmet based on the differences in setpoints and

modeled indoor temperatures for each demographic group. We show the (i) group average size of modeled

HVAC systems, (ii) the group average unmet cooling hours, and (iii) the group average unmet heating

hours for the year by income (Figure 5.10a (i) – (iii)) and by ownership status (Figure 5.10b (i) – (iii)).

The ResStock model show the HVAC systems on average for the high-income class in LA city to be sized

around 5700 watts (W) while the low- and moderate-income units are sized by about 25% and 36% less,

respectively (Figure 5.10a-(i)). The renter-occupied units are sized differently by 16% from their

owner-occupied units (Figure 5.10b-(i)). We also find a corresponding average unmet cooling hours of

about 260 hours throughout the year for the high-income households which is about 30% worse for low-

and moderate-income units with 340 and 330 hours when their modeled cooling setpoint temperatures are

not matched by the modeled HVAC systems (Figure 5.10a-(ii)). The modeled rented units get about 340
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cooling hours unmet, 23% higher than their owner-occupied counterparts (Figure 5.10b-(ii)). The average

heating hours unmet show similar range of about 10 to 12 hours per year for the different groups

(Figure 5.10a-(iii) and Figure 5.10b-(iii)) indicating that the heating needs are considerably met within the

warm climate in LA city. Unmet load hours (the number of hours in a year in which the HVAC system

cannot maintain the setpoint temperatures for heating and/or cooling) are indicative of the HVAC system

sizing and setpoint differences across dwelling units. These are modeled as a function of building type,

cooling/heating system type, efficiencies, and floor area in BEM. These can help demonstrate differences in

accessibility to energy-efficient housing with different HVAC system sizes and unmet cooling loads. As

expected, the HVAC size and unmet cooling hour differences result from our physics-based modeling of the

income and ownership differences in the building type, the heating fuel type, their location, and inherent

differences in the number of bedrooms, the floor area, and the vintage of the occupied building. From our

building type-demographic and bedroom-demographic regression results (Appendix C.2), high-income

owner-occupied units are mostly larger single-family units with larger floor areas thus driving the higher

energy consumption per unit. This finding is similar to the higher annual energy consumption noticed for

high-income units in the literature [169, 170]. We note that as metered data on load profiles tagged by

demographics become available in the future, further model validations of hourly energy demand at

demographic levels can be possible.

Although we do not directly model setpoint differences by demographics, we find that the demographic

differences in the physics-based modeled average unmet cooling hours (Figure 5.10a-(ii) and

Figure 5.10b-(ii)) show similar trends to the energy equity gaps found in a recent study describing how

low- and moderate-income groups, through efforts to lower energy bills, keep their indoor temperatures at

levels lower than average [30]. The relatively lower coincident peak per household demand (1.6 kW and 1.8

kW) for low- and moderate-income groups compared to high-income units begs the question of who “ideal”

DF candidates are since high-income groups are contributes 46% of the system peak despite being 40% of

the population with their 2.2 kW average peak per household.

To put this in context, if a ToU rate such as critical peak pricing say $X/coincident kW during Y

number of peak periods is applied uniformly across the groups and using the median income for each group

(see Table 5.6), the resulting peak energy burden due to peak demand pricing (i.e., the energy bill paid as

a fraction of household income) for each group would be equal to the product of the average coincident

peak demand, the critical peak price per coincident kW, and the number of peak periods divided by the

group’s median income. The peak demand price for the high-income group with median income of $135,120

would be $(2.2*X*Y) with a peak electricity burden of (2.2XY/135120). When we calculate these for low-

and moderate-income groups, this is equivalent to peak energy burdens 7.6 and 2.3 times greater than the
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Figure 5.10 Comparisons between (i) the group average modeled size of HVAC systems based on building
type and floor area size in blue bars (ii), the group average unmet cooling hours in grey bars, and (iii) the
group average unmet heating hours for the year in yellow bars (a) by income class; and (b) by ownership
status.
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high-income groups’ peak energy burden, respectively. These demographic differences in peak demand

show that low- and moderate-income groups may face worse exposures to price shocks if enrolled in similar

time-of-use pricing. Being able to identify this disproportionate burden on the low-income group in this

study that would likely spend 8 times more of their income fraction relative to a high-income group is

important to DF program design. Other forms of DF technologies, configurations, or rebate systems can

also be explored.

To further demonstrate DF capabilities within our model, we explored system upgrades from inefficient

ductless room air conditions to more efficient mini-split heat pumps (MSHPs) with possible direct load

control functionalities for owner-occupied, low- and moderate-income groups. We found that their peak

demands increased by 10% and 18%, respectively as their unmet cooling hours decreased significantly by

190 hours and 277 hours, respectively (detailed results are presented in Appendix C.5). This type of

change may lead to higher energy burdens but greater satisfaction from comfort needs being met. Note

that we did not assume any direct load control schedules or make any costs or installation considerations of

the MSHPs upgrades. E.g., weatherization, capital costs, operation and maintenance costs, or payback

time considerations and can therefore speculate on increased comfort being a result of participating units.

Further ethnographic studies comparing control groups without high efficiency grid-connected devices

against adopting groups may clarify how this comfort motivation may encourage more participants in DF.

5.5.5 Important caveats

• This work does not forecast possible heat wave events or extreme weather events in LA city as only

2012 weather files were used to compare with the available 2012 load research data. Future studies

could include typical metrological year (TMY) weather files to account for typical annual peak

demands.

• We do not directly capture possible heating or cooling setpoint differences or occupancy schedule

variations by demographic groups based on low sample count via another data source [168] but use

existing setpoint variations by building type and cooling system type detailed in Wilson et al. 2022

[28].

• Dishwasher, clothes washer, clothes dryer, cooking range, plug load diversity, and hot water fixtures

depend on randomly assigned ‘usage level’ archetype parameter detailed in Wilson et al. 2022 [28]

with 50% medium usage level distribution and 25% high and low usage levels.

• The adoption of various existing and emerging DF technologies such as direct load control via

grid-connected devices or load shedding via electric vehicle charging by different subgroups can be
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explored using our proposed methodology. Further research may be required to investigate different

pricing configurations and battery or energy storage interactions with the grid and how different

households with photovoltaic (solar) installations may impact DF adoption. To simplify the use case

application of this study, we did not account for multiple peak pricing schedules obtainable in real life

based on time-of-use pricing but assume constant predetermined high peak time prices at the system

peak as a possible demand flexibility mechanism to understand how this might affect different

demographic groups.

• The building energy model with demographic differentiation capability developed in this study is not

an energy equity model although applicable to energy equity questions. For instance, since we do not

directly model possible HVAC air filtering needs (HVAC system load changes due to dirty filters in

high pollution areas) or low infiltration level requirements per dwelling unit (i.e., smallest amounts of

air leakages allowed to maintain high air quality and high energy efficiency buildings), we also do a

visual comparison and data query of the latest version of California Communities Environmental

Health Screening Tool, CalEnvironScreen 4.0 (a mapping tool used to identify various pollution

sources that may disproportionately burden communities) [171] looking at LA city to find out which

census tracts and CEC climate zones have high pollution burden metrics and high poverty levels to

map out other possible energy inequities (These additional energy equity results are summarized in

Appendix C.6).

We also are able to develop insights into other energy inequities using CalEnvironScreen’s [171] latest

version of indices on mapped exposure levels to pollution and adverse socioeconomic conditions. We find

that the low-income and moderate-income groups not already meeting their cooling needs by almost 30%

compared to their high-income counterparts (Figure 5.10a-(ii)) in zones 8 and 9 of LA city with high

pollution burden percentiles (above 90) (presented in Appendix C.6) may face even worse exposures to

poor air quality. This is because existing household efforts to maintain affordable energy costs by keeping

relatively high unmet cooling hours may not allow for such units to turn on additional air filters or afford

to pay for building envelope upgrades or renovations except through weatherization assistance programs.

Renter-occupied units in these high pollution areas in LA city may face similar disproportionate exposures

to different pollutants given there is no mandate on building developers or owners to regularly maintain

HVAC air filters [172]. Future studies could use our developed methodology in this study to map the

differences in peak demands, unmet cooling hours, and average HVAC capacities to help interested

stakeholders with equitable demand flexibility.
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5.6 Conclusions

We develop a hierarchy selection framework constructing conditional probability mass functions for

demographic variables to account for electricity demand differences in consumer types using a large-scale

physics-based residential energy simulation tool. We show that demoting the hierarchical level of income,

i.e., adding more dependencies other than location and ownership status results in a worse representation

of the population statistics necessary for an accurate modeling of the LA city building stock distribution.

We find that the overall housing parameter-demographic representation accuracy for the residential units is

improved with establishing dependencies link with demographics, in our case, income. Comparing with

available 2012 load research data (LRD) and recent timeseries building end-use modeling methodologies,

we show that our model peak demand estimates (summarized in Table 5.5) are within an reasonable range

of uncertainty and therefore relevant for a demographic differentiation of contributions to system peak.

Based on our LA city building stock model estimations using 2012 weather data, we find that the

timing of peak demand in low- and moderate-income households and owner-occupied units coincides with

the 2012 LRD residential system peak timing at 4 PM on Friday, September 14, 2012. The results also

show that there is a difference in the peak electricity consumption levels among these groups. The peak

timing for the high-income group at 2.2 kW average per household occurs at a 3 PM (Figure 5.8a) on a

Saturday (Figure 5.8b) on August 11 with about 2.2 kW coincident with LRD system peak while the peak

timing for the low- and moderate-income groups coincide with LRD system peak with 1.6 kW and 1.8 kW

averages per household, respectively. These timing differences in the different consumption levels per group

were similar for the owner- versus renter-occupied units. This is because high-income owner-occupied units

are mostly larger single-family units with larger floor areas thus driving the higher energy consumption per

unit.

These demographic differences in peak demand are important as low- and moderate-income groups may

face worse exposures to price shocks if enrolled in similar time-of-use pricing schemes. We show that peak

energy burdens could be 7.6 and 2.3 times greater for low- and moderate-income groups, respectively than

the high-income groups with uniformly distributed critical peak prices.

Overall, we found a statistically significant difference in the high-income, owner-occupied household

peak demands as against renter-occupied, low- and moderate-income peaks. The peak demand and timing

differences also connect to the variations in heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) system size

differences, number of hours of unmet cooling needs, and weather differences in the three climate zones

considered. These results indicate how demographic groups may be severely affected by dynamic pricing

signals if poorly designed. The foundational methodology offered in this study to estimate timeseries
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end-use load profiles for different demographic groups enable a range of local and national-scale equitable

demand flexibility programs in the absence of detailed timeseries data tagged by person or household

demographics.
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CHAPTER 6

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Summary

The described studies in this dissertation provide fundamental approaches to quantifying the drivers of

peak demand behavior and demand flexibility (DF) adoption, and accounting for demographic differences

in peak demand estimates. To be specific, the methods in this dissertation uniquely combine econometric,

statistical, and building energy modeling approaches via machine learning models, multiple regression

analysis, statistical significance tests, big data analytics, and large-scale physics-based building stock

energy model development. This body of work presents insights critical to developing inclusive and

equitable strategies to predicting and curbing peak energy demand which are increasingly challenging due

to complex human behavior and evolving comfort priorities, especially with climate change.

The study on assessing DF behavior from via a novel DF assessment framework, in Chapter 2, provide

insights on the DF-relevant behavior of residential occupants, which is generally overlooked in the

literature. The survey assessment framework identifies 14 sets of activities that are relevant to DF

technologies from a publicly available activity survey (a 15-year American Time Use Survey—ATUS data

for about 200,000 respondents). The method describes how to aggregate the choice probability (extensive

decision) and time-of-use (intensive behavior) from the activity survey to assess the United States’

population’s actual DF behavior adopting a system of DF-relevant periods. The framework identified the

activity priorities of residential occupants in the United States during different DF-relevant periods (critical

peak, peak, and off-peak). During critical peak periods, there is a shift toward either sleeping (151 minutes

cumulatively) or being at work (140 minutes). During the morning peak period, the most time spent is on

being away at work (233 minutes) while during the off-peak and evening peak period, about 146 minutes

and 340 minutes is spent on sleeping on average, respectively. The highlighted differences show how timing

priorities (preference and intensity) vary for each activity during different periods, indicating different

chances of success for each activity-relevant DF technology. There are also differences in the profile of DF

extensive and intensive behavior for being at work, at home, or sleeping during weekends versus weekdays

show the timing priority placed on activities during weekends compared to weekdays. This is useful in

understanding why weekends may be a less successful period for sending out DF signals. These also imply

that work-related activities take higher priority during weekdays than weekends and could indicate a

possible DF role switch between commercial office buildings on weekdays versus weekends. A similar roster

could apply to residential buildings if there is a study of which demographic subgroup or sets of people to
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target during weekends. Considering these periods also provides ballpark ideas on what technologies might

succeed during which periods with links to the respective behavior. These preferred activities capture

overlooked routine behaviors that could be barriers to DF participation, if ignored, and might explain the

high levels of overrides often exhibited by participants of demand flexibility. This work is significant as it

provides an otherwise new dataset relevant to residential DF and peak demand consumption predictions

useful for understanding the human components affecting DF adoption at varied temporal and spatial

resolutions and how people might interact with DF, especially for utilities to fully tap into DF potential.

Based on the framework in Chapter 2 providing a new data set for DF behavior assessment, Chapter 3

presents a study on how to predict energy demand behavior in residential buildings—both extensive (the

choice to engage in an activity) and intensive (the duration or number of minutes spent on an activity,

dependent on engaging in the activity) behavior from sociodemographic factors. Using machine learning

models, we identify target sociodemographic subgroups, test for the statistical significance of these groups,

and understand their intensive and extensive DF behavior. We evaluate our developed regression models

on choice and duration of different DF activities and check for the statistical significance of the selected

demographic variables using post-selection inference tools, including p-value, beta coefficients, and LASSO

inference regression. Our results show significant non-zero relationships between several observable

sociodemographic variables and the choice and duration of DF activities during different daily periods,

even after controlling for geography, weather, and seasonal differences. These key variables include gender,

age, time spent alone, labor force status, business or farm ownership, family income level, number of

occupants, presence of children, number of children, household type, education, race, and ethnicity.

Importantly, the models developed in this study show good prediction accuracy for the mean activity

probabilities and duration of identified DF-related activities within a ±20% error margin of actual activity

probabilities and time use. The results from this study are pivotal for utilities to integrating

sociodemographic population statistics into DF estimations—we can now provide a better understanding of

how occupants’ behaviors impact how we frame technological solutions to potential residential DF

customers. Our work also informs future messaging schedules that could help demand response reach its

potential. Based on these findings, utilities can also consider targeting different customers with insights

into the social practices (daily activities) related to DF.

The study in Chapter 4 presents DF override differentiation between building types and customer types

at different seasons. We delineate key weather and demographic predictors of override behavior in

residential buildings during connected thermostats demand response events. Anticipating and reducing

overrides is critical to DF program success. We use high-dimensional fixed effects linear regression

techniques on a large ecobee dataset for about 5,000 enrolled households in the United States. We identify
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critical weather (indoor and outdoor temperature), building (housing type), and occupant (previous DF

overrides and previous DF event exposure) factors influencing the override patterns of customers during

thermostat demand response. We also differentiate DF events by season to understand the different indoor

and outdoor conditions that might influence seasonal override rates. We found significant differences in

override rates between building types, with single-family semi-detached homes generally having the highest

overrides. Having a history of overrides was additionally a critical factor in predicting occupant response to

future DF events. From the study, experienced thermostat DF customers are more likely to override DF

signals by 0.1% for every hour of exposure while occupants of condominiums and townhouses are less likely

to override by 3%. Understanding these override differences is necessary for rural electric cooperatives and

emerging DF programs without access to large DR historical data. Importantly, we provide critical

information on technical and local demographic characteristics that may be correlated to building type to

influence strategies to reduce overrides and improve the adoption of DF technologies.

Chapter 5 presents timeseries building energy modeling accounting for demographics to estimate

differential peak demand contribution by customer groups. This study presents a clear and novel way to

insert demographics into a physics-based building energy model and account for demographic correlations

to housing characteristics used in modeling energy use using a developed hierarchy selection framework.

Before this study, demographic characteristics have rarely been included in physics-based simulations used

in informing technology prioritization. The exclusion of these variables precludes the examination of

end-use load profiles for different demographic groups and makes it difficult to directly identify and address

energy inequities (marginalization of disadvantaged communities in clean energy infrastructure

overburdened by energy bills and/or pollution and inaccessibility to energy-efficient housing or

transportation). We determined the distributions of key demographic variables and housing characteristics

conditional on demographics within the case study population of Los Angeles city from geospatially

resolved housing survey data to consistently describe the housing stock and occupant distribution. This

method allows modeled time-series load profiles to be disaggregated by demographic groups for further

analysis critical to inclusive and equitable energy technology program design. We develop a case study

application for the proposed methodology using income and ownership status (renter- or owner-occupied)

as example demographic characteristics and discuss how other demographics can also be accounted for in

future developments. We found statistically significant difference in the distribution of the high-income,

owner-occupied household peak demands compared to renter-occupied, low- and moderate-income groups.

Understanding these differences is important as low- and moderate-income groups may face worse

exposures to price shocks (e.g., 2 to 8 times greater peak energy burdens) relative to high-income groups if

enrolled in a similar price-based demand flexibility scheme for instance. This foundational framework
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enables a range of local and national scale equitable energy technology programs by estimating timeseries

end-use load profiles for different demographic groups in the absence of detailed submetering data tagged

by person or demographics.

6.2 Recommendations for Further Research

Although this dissertation presents extensive work to elucidate the human components that drive peak

demand behavior, DF adoption/interactions with connected thermostat demand response, and methods to

estimate peak demand by demographics, some literature gaps still exist. The following points are

recommendations for further investigation:

• In the studies assessing and predicting DF behavior (Chapter 2 and 3), future research should

investigate the links between social practice theory (i.e., the sum of people’s daily activities affecting

energy use pattern) and actual DF participation given that there is little to no research in this area

in the literature. There is a need to integrate the interplay between rural/urban demographics,

climate, and population demographics when comparing or modeling behavior relevant to DF.

Ethnographic research in which real-life participants of DF can investigate how both extensive and

intensive DF-relevant behavior might impact the price/incentive response of residential occupants.

• Although only period chunks were investigated in Chapter 3, future studies could investigate how

demographic groups change their behavior on a subhourly time resolution and use this in computing

hourly schedules, rosters, or DF control strategies around time-of-use tariffs across groups enrolled.

• The study delineating key weather and demographic predictors of override behavior in residential

buildings during connected thermostats (CT) demand response events in Chapter 4 included indoor

and outdoor temperatures and limits the discussions on holistic comfort discussions around humidity.

Further studies can investigate how humidity and temperature interplay on occupant comfort

preferences might affect adoption during CT DF.

• Further analysis beyond Chapter 4 could also include two-stage least square regression analysis to

delineate possible instrument variable relationships between indoor and outdoor temperatures and

parabolic non-linear relationships between override rates and temperatures.

• In addition, the study in Chapter 4 did not address the differences between the two common

residential DF technology groups – connected thermostats (CTs) and smart water heaters (SWHs)

given data and funding limitations and therefore a question for future research. This technology

difference is significant since these technologies impact different types of comfort: immediate thermal
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comfort (i.e., CTs) and the latter affecting a combination of convenience and thermal comfort due to

the intermittent nature and varied applications of hot water use. We show that comfort disruption is

a possible outcome of connected thermostat DF enrollment. However, there is no clear evidence on

how the perception of comfort disruption affects entry/participation/adoption decisions or

exit/attrition from DF programs with connected water heaters. Such insights could improve SWH

program design and technology features on the water heater itself, which might lend the appliance to

more successful DF participation.

• Although the study in Chapter 5 used 2012 weather files in the building energy modeling to allow

comparison with the available 2012 load research data, we could not forecast possible heat wave

events or extreme weather events in LA city as only. Future studies could include typical

meteorological year (TMY) weather files to account for typical annual peak demands and multiple

actual meteorological year (AMY) weather files to assess impacts of possible climate changes and

extreme weather changes.

• In the study on including demographics, we used setpoint variations by building type and cooling

system type. The absence of a direct correlation of heating or cooling setpoint differences or

occupancy schedule variations by demographic groups limits the direct extrapolation of differences in

unmet cooling hours to energy inequities. Future studies would need to collect data specific to

setpoint differences by demographics to allow investigation into how setpoint variations by building

type, location, demographics, and cooling system type as a further validation step to results in

Chapter 5.

• To simplify the use case application of this study, we did not account for multiple peak pricing

schedules obtainable in real life based on time-of-use pricing but assume constant predetermined high

peak time prices at the system peak as a possible demand flexibility mechanism to understand how

this might affect different demographic groups. Future studies could investigate the adoption of

various existing and emerging DF technologies such as direct load control via grid-connected devices

or load shedding via electric vehicle charging by different subgroups can be explored using our

proposed methodology.

• The building energy model with demographic differentiation capability developed in the study

presented in Chapter 5 is not an energy equity model although applicable to energy equity questions.

For instance, since we do not directly model possible HVAC air filtering needs (HVAC system load

changes due to dirty filters in high pollution areas) or low infiltration level requirements per dwelling
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unit (i.e., smallest amounts of air leakages allowed to maintain high air quality and high energy

efficiency buildings), we also do a visual comparison and data query of the latest version of California

Communities Environmental Health Screening Tool, CalEnvironScreen 4.0 (a mapping tool used to

identify various pollution sources that may disproportionately burden communities) looking at LA

city to find out which census tracts and CEC climate zones have high pollution burden metrics and

high poverty levels to map out other possible energy inequities. Further studies could map both

energy inequities and energy demand estimates such as annual energy costs or average peak demand

by demographics and environmental justice indices with location to identify critical areas of interest

when developing new demand flexibility programs or energy technology prioritization roadmaps.

• The overall theme of this dissertation is DF-targeting at a macro-level to get more enrollment across

demographic groups such that we get more peak load shifting while considering energy equity

impacts. However, on a micro-level, the overall workflow in Figure 1.3 may be applied to considering

the impacts of people, their activities, and household characteristics on the reliability of local

distribution feeders or emerging virtual power plants (cloud-based aggregators of storage or

heterogeneous distributed energy resources (DERs)) based on the knowledge of population

composition by demography and/or additional data on DER distribution along the feeder. This will

include integrating some of the findings from this dissertation into a grid-interactive model such as

dsgrid: a demand-side grid model https://www.nrel.gov/analysis/dsgrid.html. In addition,

future work could investigate other DF technology adoption and how pricing may affect electric

vehicle adoption or energy storage applications across demographic groups for example.
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APPENDIX B

CHAPTER 3: SUPPORTING INFORMATION

The additional results for Chapter 3 presented here explore different temporal scales and weekend

versus weekdays, beyond the focus on off-peak, peak (morning and evening), and critical peak periods in

the main material. They support the conclusions of a non-zero relationship between residential extensive

and intensive energy demand behavior and sociodemographic factors, and also demonstrate an overall

prediction accuracy within a 20% error margin. B.1 presents the choice (extensive behavior) predictions,

B.2 presents the duration (intensive behavior) predictions, and B.3 presents additional validations using

two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests.

B.1 Additional insights on extensive behavior (choice) predictions

For the different temporal scales (i.e., single instances, any period, or any day), we find similarities

between the unconditional probability of DF activities of the test service area population with the

predicted mean probabilities in Figure B.1. In this figure, we focus on the extensive behavior prediction

accuracy of these MNL models. The percent deviation of the predicted from the actual frequencies are on

the right-hand of each of the Figure B.1 plots. The models reasonably predict the average probabilities of

the test stocks’ activity choice, as the percent deviations from actual frequencies are less than 10%, and

only slightly larger for relatively infrequent activities.

Pool use extensive behavior in any given period is predicted to be 0.00061 probability, when the actual

is 0.00036, which explains the poor prediction of more than 20% off-prediction (Figure B.1b). Sleeping

activity sets and just being home are most likely throughout the day at 0.1471 and 0.1423 mean

probabilities, respectively. The day MNL models slightly overestimate these by 0.01% and 0.4%,

respectively. Again, pool use throughout the day is the worst predicted at 24.4% overestimation from the

actual probability of 0.00052 (Figure B.1c). But on average, the day MNL models predict the mean

probability of the out-of-sample test service area within a 4.7% percent deviation. These results indicate

that these models could predict DF-related extensive behavior of other service areas across the United

States, given the low percent deviations from the mean. These results also show that the uncertainties stem

from the tiny probabilities associated with pool use even though the chances of pool use are predicted down

to four decimal points. DF program designers who want to apply these learning models should note this

uncertainty attributed to pool use behavior. We note that pool use activity does not directly correspond to

pool energy as pool pumps and heating usually run on a predetermined schedule, independent of use. We,
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therefore, suggest the possible need to separately study pool uses among homeowners if or when emerging

DF technologies associated with pool pumps become increasingly popular or imperative.

The weekday and weekend MNL models deviate from the test mean probability of each activity on

average by 2.2% and 7.8%, respectively, with maximum deviations of 9.2% (for yard work) for weekdays

and 13.8% (for exercise), 16.5% (yard work), and 43.7% (pool use) on weekends as shown in Figure B.2.

B.2 Additional insights on intensive behavior (duration of activities) predictions

Figure B.3 presents the predictions of average cumulative time spent per activity for single instances, a

period, or a typical day compared to the actual intensive behavior for the test sample respondents. Each

gridline in the top plots (Figure B.3(a-c)) represents 1 hour. The complete duration model results with

coefficients and standard errors for each variable are in Part B (on GitHub). Discussions of the actual

intensive behavior across these timescales are in a recent study [15]. One of the takeaways from the actual

behavior from instantaneous to daily actions is the higher intensity of some activities with increasing

timescale. As an example, the test sample’s 4,225 respondents spend about 2.6 hours doing work-related

activities but report about 4 hours on sleeping activities at a stretch or in a single event (Figure B.3a).

However, on a daily basis, the test population spends 8.1 hours and 8.7 hours on work and sleeping on

average, respectively (Figure B.3c). Ordinarily, similar weights may have been placed on both sleeping and

being at work at the different time resolutions based on the understanding of the typical daily occupant

schedules usually presented in the literature [67]. With this type of holistic-scale presentations of intensive

behavior, we might better understand why instantaneous peak demand from occupant behavior differs

from periodic or daily peak demand. Another takeaway is that the respondents’ time-use behavioral

pattern changes with each activity and, by implication, changes with DF technology of interest. As

noticed, the average amount of time spent on one activity differs from another activity.

Concerning the performance of the developed duration models, the “blue” model predictions closely

match the “orange” actual average duration or intensive behavior spent per activity in general

(Figure B.3). The bottom plots in Figure B.3 are percentage deviations from the test sample mean

durations. These show that the linear regression models predict the stock average duration within a ±10%

error margin. The single instance duration models overestimate pool use average time by 9.6% maximum

deviation, but on average, the models are off by 2.3% (Figure B.3(a-1)). The period duration models

underestimate the average laundry time of use by about a 7.6% deviation but predict well on average for

all the activities within 2.1% (Figure B.3(b-1)). On the daily scale, the average cumulative time spent on

exercise is overestimated by about 6.4%. The day duration models are off by 2.2% on average for all the

activities (Figure B.3(c-1)). These time scale duration results help indicate sources of uncertainties in
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end-use estimations given a near-complete sociodemographic characteristic definition of each respondent in

the model. These small error margins also indicate the possibility of representing stock occupant intensive

behavior for different parts of the United States based on knowledge of the area’s demographic

characteristics. These close predictions of activity time use demonstrate applicability to integrating

population statistics to end-use predictions in energy models or DF modeling.

Shifting interest to weekday versus weekend, the intensive behavior predictions are presented in

Figure B.4 (using the ATUS data for training the models and the test sample for out-of-sample testing, as

previously described). The weekday duration models underestimate laundry by 12.7%, pool use by 10.3%,

and computer use by 9%. The models overestimate yardwork/gardening and exercise set of activities

during weekdays by 7.8% and 9.1%, respectively. On average, however, the weekday duration models are

off the actual intensive DF-related behavior by 4.6%. During weekends, being away at work has 5.6%

deviation, while predicted computer use behavior has 6.5%. However, the weekend duration models are

only off by 2.5% for the whole set of activities. The importance of these predictions is detailed in a recent

study explaining how the information can help DF program user-targeting [15], mainly when to introduce

some DF technologies or not based on the timing priorities placed on each activity.

B.3 Additional validations using two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests

We also used two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to determine if there are statistically significant

differences between the distribution of the mean predicted probabilities and of the unconditional

probabilities combining the results for the different times and periods. This combination yields 224

observations (both actual and predicted) for the 14 activities (see Table B.2). Not only are the combined

differences in both directions less than 0.05, but the exact asymptotic p-value for these minor probability

differences is 0.998, which is not significant. This test suggests that the mean predicted probabilities are

close to the actual activity frequencies. These results give a positive indication of estimation of average

probabilities of DF-related activities (i.e., extensive behavior) of customers from publicly available

demographic data for different service areas across the United States.

A similar two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on the distribution of the unconditional duration means

and the predicted average duration per activity shows that the duration model predictions on

aggregate-level are close to the actual (Table B.2). The most considerable differences in both directions are

less than 0.04, and the exact asymptotic p-value for these minor probability differences is 1.000 (not

significant).
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Table B.1 Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test between the distribution of the mean predicted
probabilities and unconditional probabilities combining the results for the different times and periods.

Smaller group Difference p-value Exact

Actual: 0.0339 0.879
Predicted: -0.0485 0.769
Combined K-S: 0.0485 1.000 0.998

Observations: 224

Note: The first row tests the hypothesis that the unconditional probabilities (actual) are smaller than the predicted mean
probability values, while the second row tests the hypothesis that the actual values are larger than the predicted values.

Table B.2 Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test between the distribution of the mean predicted durations
and the average unconditional durations for the different times (day, period, single instance) and periods
(weekend, weekday, off-peak, peak, and critical peak).

Smaller group Difference p-value Exact

Actual: 0.0360 0.866
Predicted: -0.0270 0.922
Combined K-S: 0.0360 1.000 1.000

Observations: 222

Notes: The hypotheses test that the unconditional durations (actual) are smaller than the predicted mean durations, and
vice-versa.
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Figure B.1 Extensive behavior predictions of the mean probability of each activity set by MNL models and
their percent deviation from mean probabilities on the right (a) for single instances; (b) in any given
period; and (c) for a whole day. Notes: the left plots contain actual values in orange and model predictions
in blue; and the right plots show percent deviations in black.
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Figure B.2 Extensive behavior predictions of the mean probability of each activity set by MNL models and
their percent deviation from mean probabilities on the right for (a) weekdays; and (b) weekends. Notes:
the left plots contain actual values in orange and model predictions in blue; and the right plots show
percent deviations in black.
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Figure B.3 Intensive behavior predictions of the mean duration of each activity set by linear OLS
regression models and their percent deviation from mean duration spent on the bottom plots with
hyphenated dash one (a) for single instances; (b) in any given period; and (c) for a whole day. Notes: the
top plots contain actual values in orange and model predictions in blue; and the bottom plots show percent
deviations in black.
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Figure B.4 Intensive behavior predictions of the mean duration of each activity set by linear OLS
regression models and their percent deviation from mean duration spent on the bottom plots for (a)
weekdays; and (b) weekends. Notes: the top plots contain actual values in orange and model predictions in
blue; and the bottom plots show percent deviations in black.
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APPENDIX C

CHAPTER 5: SUPPORTING INFORMATION

We present multiple regression analysis and statistical tests in Appendix C.1. We compare the modeled

building type and heating fuel distributions over income bins with and without the additional dependency

on modeled income bin conditional mass function in Appendix C.2 to show the need to link housing

parameters and demographic characteristics. Appendix C.3 shows the timeseries profiles for the

location-specific model compared to the two other methodologies and 2012 LRD for validating our model.

These models are also differentiated by season. We also show timeseries profile generated for each

demographic group from our model. We also show the five hottest days for each zone from the 2012

weather file and additional public 2012 temperature profile for both August 11 and September 14 weeks in

Appendix C.4 describing the August/September relevance in LA city.

We detail the upgrade results for owner-occupied low- and moderate-income units with ductless HVAC

room air conditioner systems in Appendix C.5. We found that their peak demands increased by 10% and

18%, respectively as their unmet cooling hours decreased significantly by 190 hours and 277 hours,

respectively.

We present CalEnvironScreen maps in Appendix C.6 demonstrating possible further energy inequities

for low- and moderate-income households living in highly polluted areas within zones 8 and 9 with higher

temperature climates.

C.1 Multiple regression results

Using multinomial logistic regression – categorical outcomes (probability of options), we obtain the

ratio of two probabilities presented as the relative risk ratio. we ask what is the total X1 difference in Y ,

including differences caused by X2? X2 excluded instead of what is the partial X1 difference in Y ,

excluding differences caused by X2? X2 included. Our regression is specific to LA city.
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Table C.1 Regression results showing a statistically significant income difference in building type.

Note: _cons estimates baseline relative risk for each outcome.

                                                                                                    

Multi_Family_with_5__Units            (base outcome)

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.177      0.006 -55.1993   0.000        0.167       0.189

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)         1.091      0.048  1.99435   0.046        1.002       1.189

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         1.114      0.045   2.7095   0.007        1.030       1.205

                      income_class  

Multi_Family_with_2___4_Units       

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.095      0.004  -57.961   0.000        0.088       0.103

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)         1.802      0.091  11.6619   0.000        1.632       1.990

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         1.293      0.064  5.16338   0.000        1.173       1.426

                      income_class  

Single_Family_Attached              

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.356      0.008 -44.5983   0.000        0.340       0.372

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)         4.494      0.126  53.7582   0.000        4.254       4.747

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         1.749      0.049  19.9793   0.000        1.656       1.848

                      income_class  

Single_Family_Detached              

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.016      0.002 -41.6187   0.000        0.013       0.020

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)         0.733      0.107 -2.12501   0.034        0.550       0.976

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         1.050      0.131  .391237   0.696        0.822       1.342

                      income_class  

Mobile_Home                         

                                                                                                    

                     bldgtype_recs          RRR   std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]

                                                   Robust

                                                                                                    

Log pseudolikelihood = -1518462                        Pseudo R2     =  0.0336

                                                       Prob > chi2   =  0.0000

                                                       Wald chi2(8)  = 3815.04

Multinomial logistic regression                        Number of obs =  72,772
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Table C.2 A significant ownership difference in building type.

Note: _cons estimates baseline relative risk for each outcome.

                                                                                               

Multi_Family_with_5__Units       (base outcome)

                                                                                               

                        _cons        0.242      0.012 -29.6195   0.000        0.220       0.266

             Renter Occupied         0.768      0.039 -5.18452   0.000        0.695       0.848

                       tenure  

Multi_Family_with_2___4_Units  

                                                                                               

                        _cons        0.629      0.021 -13.7558   0.000        0.589       0.672

             Renter Occupied         0.131      0.005 -49.0501   0.000        0.121       0.142

                       tenure  

Single_Family_Attached         

                                                                                               

                        _cons        7.393      0.172  85.9391   0.000        7.064       7.738

             Renter Occupied         0.030      0.001  -123.86   0.000        0.029       0.032

                       tenure  

Single_Family_Detached         

                                                                                               

                        _cons        0.109      0.007 -33.4025   0.000        0.096       0.124

             Renter Occupied         0.061      0.007 -24.7791   0.000        0.049       0.076

                       tenure  

Mobile_Home                    

                                                                                               

                bldgtype_recs          RRR   std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]

                                              Robust

                                                                                               

Log pseudolikelihood = -1249355.2                     Pseudo R2     =   0.2049

                                                      Prob > chi2   =   0.0000

                                                      Wald chi2(4)  = 17342.92

Multinomial logistic regression                       Number of obs =   72,772

Table C.3 A significant occupant count difference in building type.

Note: _cons estimates baseline relative risk for each outcome.

                                                                                               

Multi_Family_with_5__Units       (base outcome)

                                                                                               

                        _cons        0.142      0.004 -66.9613   0.000        0.134       0.151

               occupant_count        1.146      0.012   13.132   0.000        1.123       1.170

Multi_Family_with_2___4_Units  

                                                                                               

                        _cons        0.064      0.002 -81.3491   0.000        0.060       0.068

               occupant_count        1.334      0.014  27.4331   0.000        1.307       1.362

Single_Family_Attached         

                                                                                               

                        _cons        0.375      0.007 -55.7608   0.000        0.362       0.388

               occupant_count        1.374      0.009  51.3193   0.000        1.357       1.391

Single_Family_Detached         

                                                                                               

                        _cons        0.012      0.001 -47.6799   0.000        0.010       0.015

               occupant_count        1.110      0.037  3.13454   0.002        1.040       1.186

Mobile_Home                    

                                                                                               

                bldgtype_recs          RRR   std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]

                                              Robust

                                                                                               

Log pseudolikelihood = -1647855.4                      Pseudo R2     =  0.0258

                                                       Prob > chi2   =  0.0000

                                                       Wald chi2(4)  = 2747.01

Multinomial logistic regression                        Number of obs =  76,389
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Table C.4 A statistically significant income difference in electricity vs natural gas. Exercise caution in
interpretation as this might be dependent on utility company and fuel availability at location
or vintage of unit controlling what type of heating fuel a unit uses.

Note: _cons estimates baseline relative risk for each outcome.

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.009      0.001 -33.8494   0.000        0.006       0.011

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)         1.170      0.190  .965305   0.334        0.851       1.607

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         0.781      0.138 -1.40463   0.160        0.553       1.103

                      income_class  

Other_Fuel                          

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.002      0.000  -24.591   0.000        0.001       0.003

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)         0.838      0.311 -.474762   0.635        0.405       1.736

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         0.888      0.330 -.319671   0.749        0.429       1.839

                      income_class  

Fuel_Oil                            

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.577      0.012 -25.6949   0.000        0.553       0.602

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)         0.738      0.020 -11.4059   0.000        0.700       0.777

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         0.950      0.025  -1.9092   0.056        0.902       1.001

                      income_class  

Electricity                         

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.018      0.002 -48.2494   0.000        0.016       0.022

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)         0.930      0.091 -.733287   0.463        0.767       1.128

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         0.946      0.095 -.549155   0.583        0.777       1.153

                      income_class  

Propane                             

                                                                                                    

Natural_Gas                           (base outcome)

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.180      0.006 -53.4963   0.000        0.169       0.192

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)         0.357      0.017 -21.8842   0.000        0.326       0.392

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         0.856      0.035 -3.84379   0.000        0.791       0.927

                      income_class  

None                                

                                                                                                    

                       heatingfuel          RRR   std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]

                                                   Robust

                                                                                                    

Log pseudolikelihood = -1282576.6                       Pseudo R2     = 0.0074

                                                        Prob > chi2   = 0.0000

                                                        Wald chi2(10) = 681.37

Multinomial logistic regression                         Number of obs = 72,772
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Table C.5 A significant A statistically significant ownership difference in heating fuel type.

Note: _cons estimates baseline relative risk for each outcome.

                                                                                  

           _cons        0.011      0.001 -59.7423   0.000        0.010       0.013

Renter Occupied         0.534      0.064 -5.21099   0.000        0.422       0.676

          tenure  

Other_Fuel        

                                                                                  

           _cons        0.001      0.000  -23.528   0.000        0.001       0.002

Renter Occupied         1.571      0.539  1.31636   0.188        0.802       3.077

          tenure  

Fuel_Oil          

                                                                                  

           _cons        0.283      0.005 -73.8089   0.000        0.274       0.293

Renter Occupied         2.384      0.051  41.0115   0.000        2.287       2.485

          tenure  

Electricity       

                                                                                  

           _cons        0.014      0.001 -76.0046   0.000        0.013       0.016

Renter Occupied         1.404      0.101  4.70661   0.000        1.219       1.617

          tenure  

Propane           

                                                                                  

Natural_Gas         (base outcome)

                                                                                  

           _cons        0.046      0.002 -80.8896   0.000        0.043       0.049

Renter Occupied         3.943      0.168  32.1308   0.000        3.626       4.287

          tenure  

None              

                                                                                  

     heatingfuel          RRR   std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]

                                 Robust

                                                                                  

Log pseudolikelihood = -1258469.6                      Pseudo R2     =  0.0261

                                                       Prob > chi2   =  0.0000

                                                       Wald chi2(5)  = 2461.34

Multinomial logistic regression                        Number of obs =  72,772
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Table C.6 Unclear occupant count difference in heating fuel type.

Note: _cons estimates baseline relative risk for each outcome.

                                                                                

         _cons        0.006      0.001 -46.7251   0.000        0.005       0.008

occupant_count        1.118      0.034  3.69321   0.000        1.054       1.186

Other_Fuel      

                                                                                

         _cons        0.001      0.000 -22.3722   0.000        0.001       0.003

occupant_count        1.014      0.104  .132917   0.894        0.830       1.239

Fuel_Oil        

                                                                                

         _cons        0.574      0.011  -29.027   0.000        0.553       0.596

occupant_count        0.947      0.006 -8.43199   0.000        0.936       0.959

Electricity     

                                                                                

         _cons        0.019      0.001 -58.1377   0.000        0.017       0.022

occupant_count        0.962      0.021 -1.76142   0.078        0.921       1.004

Propane         

                                                                                

Natural_Gas       (base outcome)

                                                                                

         _cons        0.071      0.002 -80.6898   0.000        0.066       0.075

occupant_count        1.205      0.011   21.095   0.000        1.185       1.226

None            

                                                                                

   heatingfuel          RRR   std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]

                               Robust

                                                                                

Log pseudolikelihood = -1284510.9                       Pseudo R2     = 0.0059

                                                        Prob > chi2   = 0.0000

                                                        Wald chi2(5)  = 615.49

Multinomial logistic regression                         Number of obs = 72,772
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Table C.7 Significant income difference in bedroom count.

Note: _cons estimates baseline relative risk for each outcome.

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.013      0.001 -40.9904   0.000        0.011       0.016

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)        22.655      2.506  28.2133   0.000       18.240      28.139

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         2.320      0.282  6.91134   0.000        1.827       2.945

                      income_class  

5                                   

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.058      0.003 -53.8645   0.000        0.052       0.065

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)        14.760      0.856  46.4155   0.000       13.174      16.537

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         2.755      0.167  16.7378   0.000        2.447       3.102

                      income_class  

4                                   

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.236      0.007 -49.8811   0.000        0.223       0.249

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)         7.612      0.273  56.6158   0.000        7.096       8.166

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         2.210      0.077  22.8403   0.000        2.064       2.365

                      income_class  

3                                   

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.519      0.012 -29.4678   0.000        0.497       0.542

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)         3.251      0.101  37.9292   0.000        3.059       3.455

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         1.684      0.047  18.6417   0.000        1.595       1.779

                      income_class  

2                                   

                                                                                                    

1                                     (base outcome)

                                                                                                    

                     bedroom_count          RRR   std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]

                                                   Robust

                                                                                                    

Log pseudolikelihood = -1814888.4                      Pseudo R2     =  0.0486

                                                       Prob > chi2   =  0.0000

                                                       Wald chi2(8)  = 6102.38

Multinomial logistic regression                        Number of obs =  72,772
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Table C.8 Significant tenure difference in bedroom count.

Note: _cons estimates baseline relative risk for each outcome.

                                                                                  

           _cons        1.306      0.053  6.55326   0.000        1.205       1.414

Renter Occupied         0.010      0.001 -56.5897   0.000        0.009       0.012

          tenure  

5                 

                                                                                  

           _cons        4.179      0.144  41.5147   0.000        3.906       4.471

Renter Occupied         0.013      0.001 -89.1695   0.000        0.012       0.014

          tenure  

4                 

                                                                                  

           _cons        8.988      0.294  67.1209   0.000        8.430       9.583

Renter Occupied         0.025      0.001  -97.515   0.000        0.024       0.027

          tenure  

3                 

                                                                                  

           _cons        5.242      0.177  48.9594   0.000        4.906       5.601

Renter Occupied         0.130      0.005  -56.469   0.000        0.121       0.139

          tenure  

2                 

                                                                                  

1                   (base outcome)

                                                                                  

   bedroom_count          RRR   std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]

                                 Robust

                                                                                  

Log pseudolikelihood = -1636515.9                     Pseudo R2     =   0.1421

                                                      Prob > chi2   =   0.0000

                                                      Wald chi2(4)  = 13638.75

Multinomial logistic regression                       Number of obs =   72,772
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Table C.9 Significant occupant count difference in bedroom count.

Note: _cons estimates baseline relative risk for each outcome.

                                                                                

         _cons        0.013      0.001 -76.9287   0.000        0.012       0.015

occupant_count        2.056      0.031   47.129   0.000        1.995       2.118

5               

                                                                                

         _cons        0.052      0.002 -91.9942   0.000        0.048       0.055

occupant_count        1.948      0.021  63.0304   0.000        1.908       1.989

4               

                                                                                

         _cons        0.187      0.004 -72.0866   0.000        0.179       0.196

occupant_count        1.744      0.016  61.8067   0.000        1.713       1.775

3               

                                                                                

         _cons        0.400      0.008  -43.855   0.000        0.384       0.417

occupant_count        1.476      0.013  45.1573   0.000        1.452       1.501

2               

                                                                                

1                 (base outcome)

                                                                                

 bedroom_count          RRR   std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]

                               Robust

                                                                                

Log pseudolikelihood = -1941190.4                      Pseudo R2     =  0.0501

                                                       Prob > chi2   =  0.0000

                                                       Wald chi2(4)  = 5060.08

Multinomial logistic regression                        Number of obs =  76,389
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Table C.10 Insignificant income differences in unit vintage. Clear significant trend for only new units
(2000s and 2010s).

Note: _cons estimates baseline relative risk for each outcome.

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.135      0.009 -31.6352   0.000        0.120       0.153

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)         1.421      0.109  4.59079   0.000        1.223       1.650

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         0.823      0.068 -2.36215   0.018        0.700       0.967

                      income_class  

2020s                               

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.256      0.012 -28.7719   0.000        0.233       0.281

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)         1.387      0.080  5.68682   0.000        1.239       1.552

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         0.801      0.049 -3.59474   0.000        0.710       0.904

                      income_class  

2010s                               

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.309      0.013 -27.0582   0.000        0.283       0.336

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)         0.963      0.053  -.68624   0.493        0.865       1.072

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         0.928      0.050 -1.37562   0.169        0.834       1.032

                      income_class  

1990s                               

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.491      0.018 -19.4579   0.000        0.457       0.527

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)         1.062      0.048  1.32969   0.184        0.972       1.161

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         1.060      0.048  1.29975   0.194        0.971       1.159

                      income_class  

1980s                               

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.685      0.022 -11.5587   0.000        0.643       0.731

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)         1.045      0.043  1.07271   0.283        0.964       1.133

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         1.040      0.042  .967515   0.333        0.960       1.126

                      income_class  

1970s                               

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.687      0.023 -11.3607   0.000        0.644       0.733

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)         1.065      0.044  1.53375   0.125        0.983       1.154

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         1.041      0.043  .994047   0.320        0.961       1.128

                      income_class  

1960s                               

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.762      0.024 -8.61189   0.000        0.717       0.811

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)         1.413      0.054  9.06642   0.000        1.311       1.523

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         1.058      0.041  1.45797   0.145        0.981       1.142

                      income_class  

1950s                               

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.472      0.017 -20.6166   0.000        0.439       0.507

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)         1.117      0.050  2.47545   0.013        1.023       1.220

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         1.012      0.046  .266863   0.790        0.926       1.106

                      income_class  

1940s                               

                                                                                                    

_1940                                 (base outcome)

                                                                                                    

                           vintage          RRR   std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]

                                                   Robust

                                                                                                    

Log pseudolikelihood = -2842646.2                       Pseudo R2     = 0.0015

                                                        Prob > chi2   = 0.0000

                                                        Wald chi2(16) = 311.53

Multinomial logistic regression                         Number of obs = 72,772
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Table C.11 Statistically significant ownership differences in unit vintage.

                                                                                  

           _cons        0.581      0.014 -22.8067   0.000        0.555       0.609

Renter Occupied         1.387      0.043  10.5993   0.000        1.305       1.473

          tenure  

1960s             

                                                                                  

           _cons        1.130      0.022  6.28422   0.000        1.088       1.174

Renter Occupied         0.654      0.018 -15.2001   0.000        0.619       0.690

          tenure  

1950s             

                                                                                  

           _cons        0.566      0.013  -24.152   0.000        0.541       0.593

Renter Occupied         0.788      0.026 -7.19686   0.000        0.739       0.841

          tenure  

1940s             

                                                                                  

_1940               (base outcome)

                                                                                  

         vintage          RRR   std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]

                                 Robust

                                                                                  

Log pseudolikelihood = -2820551.6                      Pseudo R2     =  0.0093

                                                       Prob > chi2   =  0.0000

                                                       Wald chi2(8)  = 2034.06

Multinomial logistic regression                        Number of obs =  72,772

Note: _cons estimates baseline relative risk for each outcome.

                                                                                  

           _cons        0.076      0.004  -45.054   0.000        0.068       0.085

Renter Occupied         2.570      0.172  14.1081   0.000        2.254       2.930

          tenure  

2020s             

                                                                                  

           _cons        0.210      0.007 -44.4815   0.000        0.196       0.225

Renter Occupied         1.497      0.067  8.96477   0.000        1.371       1.635

          tenure  

2010s             

                                                                                  

           _cons        0.179      0.006 -47.8484   0.000        0.167       0.193

Renter Occupied         2.085      0.091  16.7746   0.000        1.913       2.272

          tenure  

1990s             

                                                                                  

           _cons        0.348      0.010 -38.1127   0.000        0.329       0.367

Renter Occupied         1.803      0.063  16.9161   0.000        1.684       1.931

          tenure  

1980s             

                                                                                  

           _cons        0.477      0.012 -28.8532   0.000        0.454       0.502

Renter Occupied         1.808      0.058  18.4759   0.000        1.698       1.926

          tenure  

1970s             
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Table C.12 Statistically significant occupant count differences in unit vintage except for 1960s and 1990s

Note: _cons estimates baseline relative risk for each outcome.

                                                                                

         _cons        0.233      0.012 -27.9408   0.000        0.210       0.258

occupant_count        0.838      0.017  -8.8073   0.000        0.805       0.871

2020s           

                                                                                

         _cons        0.310      0.012 -29.8178   0.000        0.287       0.335

occupant_count        0.949      0.013 -3.94998   0.000        0.925       0.974

2010s           

                                                                                

         _cons        0.287      0.010 -35.1056   0.000        0.268       0.308

occupant_count        1.001      0.011  .059847   0.952        0.979       1.023

1990s           

                                                                                

         _cons        0.582      0.017 -18.6583   0.000        0.550       0.616

occupant_count        0.939      0.009 -6.44702   0.000        0.921       0.957

1980s           

                                                                                

         _cons        0.829      0.022  -7.1315   0.000        0.787       0.873

occupant_count        0.925      0.008 -8.59899   0.000        0.909       0.942

1970s           

                                                                                

         _cons        0.716      0.019 -12.6162   0.000        0.679       0.754

                                                                                

         _cons        0.716      0.019 -12.6162   0.000        0.679       0.754

occupant_count        0.990      0.009 -1.10892   0.267        0.974       1.007

1960s           

                                                                                

         _cons        0.745      0.018 -11.9111   0.000        0.710       0.782

occupant_count        1.063      0.008  7.69011   0.000        1.046       1.079

1950s           

                                                                                

         _cons        0.446      0.013 -27.5045   0.000        0.421       0.472

occupant_count        1.032      0.010  3.39427   0.001        1.014       1.052

1940s           

                                                                                

_1940             (base outcome)

                                                                                

       vintage          RRR   std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]

                               Robust

                                                                                

Log pseudolikelihood = -3064224.3                       Pseudo R2     = 0.0020

                                                        Prob > chi2   = 0.0000

                                                        Wald chi2(8)  = 417.44

Multinomial logistic regression                         Number of obs = 76,389
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Table C.13 Statistically significant income difference in annual electricity cost.

Note: _cons estimates baseline relative risk for each outcome.

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.619      0.014 -21.1793   0.000        0.592       0.647

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)         2.293      0.065  29.3302   0.000        2.169       2.424

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         1.155      0.033  5.08846   0.000        1.092       1.221

                      income_class  

__2000                              

                                                                                                    

                             _cons        0.505      0.012 -28.4274   0.000        0.482       0.530

                                    

    High income ($80,000 or more)         2.078      0.063  24.1399   0.000        1.958       2.205

Moderate income ($25,000-$79,999)         1.400      0.041  11.3673   0.000        1.321       1.484

                      income_class  

_1000____1999                       

                                                                                                    

__1000                                (base outcome)

                                                                                                    

                     costelec_bins          RRR   std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]

                                                   Robust

                                                                                                    

Log pseudolikelihood = -1485496.8                      Pseudo R2     =  0.0121

                                                       Prob > chi2   =  0.0000

                                                       Wald chi2(4)  = 1320.33

Multinomial logistic regression                        Number of obs =  72,772

Table C.14 Statistically significant tenure difference in annual electricity cost.

Note: _cons estimates baseline relative risk for each outcome.

                                                                                  

           _cons        2.535      0.045  52.0381   0.000        2.447       2.625

Renter Occupied         0.205      0.005 -69.7567   0.000        0.196       0.214

          tenure  

__2000            

                                                                                  

           _cons        1.571      0.031  23.0888   0.000        1.512       1.632

Renter Occupied         0.360      0.009 -42.6994   0.000        0.343       0.377

          tenure  

_1000____1999     

                                                                                  

__1000              (base outcome)

                                                                                  

   costelec_bins          RRR   std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]

                                 Robust

                                                                                  

Log pseudolikelihood = -1437592.1                      Pseudo R2     =  0.0440

                                                       Prob > chi2   =  0.0000

                                                       Wald chi2(2)  = 4888.90

Multinomial logistic regression                        Number of obs =  72,772
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Table C.15 Statistically significant occupant count difference in annual electricity cost.

Note: _cons estimates baseline relative risk for each outcome.

                                                                                

         _cons        0.218      0.004 -81.7811   0.000        0.210       0.226

occupant_count        1.635      0.012  64.8578   0.000        1.611       1.660

__2000          

                                                                                

         _cons        0.208      0.004 -82.4204   0.000        0.201       0.216

occupant_count        1.561      0.012  57.9482   0.000        1.538       1.585

_1000____1999   

                                                                                

__1000            (base outcome)

                                                                                

 costelec_bins          RRR   std. err.      z    P>|z|     [95% conf. interval]

                               Robust

                                                                                

Log pseudolikelihood = -1582002.8                      Pseudo R2     =  0.0554

                                                       Prob > chi2   =  0.0000

                                                       Wald chi2(2)  = 4424.76

Multinomial logistic regression                        Number of obs =  84,483
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C.2 Housing-demographic distribution validations

We compare the modeled building type and heating fuel distributions over income bins with and

without the additional dependency on modeled income bin conditional mass function in Appendix C.2 to

show the modeled accuracy of housing parameters dependent on income distribution and the need to link

housing parameters and demographic characteristics using our hierarchy selection methodology.
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Figure C.1 Building type distribution (data vs. modeled dependent on income).
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Figure C.2 Building type distribution (data vs. modeled independent of income).
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Figure C.3 Heating fuel distribution (data vs. modeled dependent on income).
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Figure C.4 Heating fuel distribution (data vs. modeled independent of income).
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C.3 Additional model validation results

Appendix C.3 shows the timeseries profiles for the location-specific model compared to the two other

methodologies and 2012 LRD for validating our model. These models are also differentiated by season. We

also show timeseries profile generated for each demographic group from our model.

Downselect logic (Wilson et al. 2022)

Location-specific model (This Study)

Correction factor model (Hale et al. 2021)

2012 LRD

Figure C.5 Daily electricity timeseries profile for the total residential stock in LA city, the vertical axis is in
thousand megawatt hours (MWh).
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Downselect logic

(Wilson et al. 2022)

Location-specific model

(This Study)

Correction factor model 

(Hale et al. 2021)

2012 LRD: upper estimate

2012 LRD

2012 LRD: lower estimate

Figure C.6 Timeseries profiles for the location-specific model compared to the two other methodologies and
2012 LRD to show that our model is within acceptable error margins.
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Figure C.7 Modeled timeseries electricity demand profile for 2012 per income group normalized by group
population.
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Figure C.8 Modeled total 2012 timeseries electricity demand profile for owner-occupied versus
renter-occupied group not normalized by group population.
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C.4 Hottest days in the 2012 weather files

We show the five hottest days for each zone from the 2012 weather file and additional public 2012

temperature profile for both August 11 and September 14 weeks in Appendix C.4 describing the

August/September relevance in LA city.

Table C.16 The five hottest days for each zone in LA city from the 2012 weather files

 Day of the week Month Day °C                °F 

Zone 9 Sunday 8 6 43.1 109.6 

Wednesday 8 9 42.5 108.4 

Saturday 8 11 42.1 107.9 

Sunday 8 12 41.3 106.3 

Monday 8 7 40.7 105.2 
     
Zone 8 Saturday 9 15 38.0 100.4 

Saturday 8 11 37.8 100.0 

Friday 9 14 37.4 99.3 

Sunday 8 12 37.2 99.0 

Tuesday 8 7 36.1 97.0 
      

Zone 6 Saturday 9 15 35.6 96.1 

Saturday 8 11 31.7 89.0 

Tuesday 8 7 31.1 88.0 

Sunday 8 12 30.4 86.8 

Thursday 8 9 29.9 85.7 

 1 Note: The red graduation scale shows the hottest temperatures in Zone 9 compared to Zones 6 and 8.
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Figure C.9 Publicly available historical weather snapshots from TimeandDate (URL:
https://www.timeanddate.com/weather/usa/los-angeles/historic) confirms both September 14 and August
11 days had extreme weather events with possible heat wave events.42
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C.5 Upgrade scenario analysis

We detail the upgrade results for owner-occupied low- and moderate-income units with ductless HVAC

room air conditioner systems in Appendix C.5. We found that their peak demands increased by 10% and

18%, respectively despite more efficient systems. This increase is because their unmet cooling hours

decreased significantly by 190 hours and 277 hours, respectively.

LRD 2012 Peak Time
4 PM

LRD 2012 Peak Day
Friday, Sept. 14 

Subgroup peakSubgroup peak
Aug. 12 

Aug. 11 

Figure C.10 Comparison of owner-occupied low- and moderate-income households with ductless room air
conditioners with higher-than-average group annualized maximum electricity demand (normalized by group
population) on the vertical axis and when they occur throughout the year on the horizontal axis (a) hourly
– looking at the 24 hours of the day starting midnight; and (b) on each day of the week throughout the
year.

Table C.17 Summary of upgrade results showing changes in peak demand.

 Before upgrade – Ductless room ACs After upgrade to mini-split heat pumps (MSHPs) 

Income class Average 

heating/ 

cooling 

capacity (W) 

Average 

unmet 

cooling 

hours 

Average 

unmet 

heating 

hours 

Average 

heating/ 

cooling 

capacity (W) 

Average unmet 

cooling hours 

 Average unmet 

heating hours 

Low income 

(Less than 

$25,000) 

5095 407 
 

26 
 

4966 217 -88% -190 10 -16  

Moderate 

income 

($25,000-

$79,999) 

5985 495 
 

5 
 

5972 218 -127% -277 2 -3  

 1 
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LRD 2012 Peak Time
4 PM

LRD 2012 Peak Day
Friday, Sept. 14 

Subgroup peakSubgroup peak

Aug. 12 

Aug. 11 

Figure C.11 Comparison of new annualized maximum electricity demands (normalized by group
population) on the vertical axis and when they occur throughout the year on the horizontal axis (a) hourly
– looking at the 24 hours of the day starting midnight; and (b) on each day of the week throughout the
year for the owner-occupied low- and moderate-income households formerly with ductless room air
conditioners with higher-than-average group upgraded to own mini-split heating pumps with potential to
connect to the grid. The results show higher electricity demands given we do not account for possibly
changed setpoints and/or direct load control schedules.
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C.6 Additional energy inequities that may result due to additional impacts from living in
high pollution areas

We present CalEnvironScreen maps in Appendix C.6 demonstrating possible further energy inequities

for low- and moderate-income households living in highly polluted areas within zones 8 and 9 with higher

temperature climates.

Figure C.12 CalEnvironScreen tool [171] show that California EZ building zones 8 and 9 are
disproportionately exposed to high pollution and high poverty levels which may mean worse exposures to
energy inequities for low- and moderate-income households in this areas as we found that these groups have
30% worse-off unmet cooling load hours.
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